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ABSTRACT
In 1806 was published Chironomia a or a Treatise on Rhetorical
Delivery by the Rev. Gilbert Austin of Dublin#

As a work on

rhetorical delivery* this book encompasses a discussion of the voice*
-toe countenance, and gesture*

A novel feature of this book is the

system by which the various positions of the parts of the body can
be symbolically represented*
ITany books written in the field of elocution during the nine
teenth century make reference to this book, and some were based
directly upon it*

In the light of its influence on these later

books* ghlronoBiia is considered a work of sufficient importance to
warrant a more careful study of it than has previously been made*
The purpose of this study i3 to determine to what extent later
writers on elocution had borrowed material from Chironomia* To do
this it has been necessary to ascertain two things i

(1) what

sections in that book had been borrowed from other sources and what
had been evolved independently by Austin* and (2) to what extent
these theories were used by later writers#

The sources for the

material in Chironomia derive both from classical and contemporary
writers.

From them Austin extracted material as needed*

H© wrote

his treatise as a discussion of the fifth canon of rhetoric, pro—
nuntiatio*

This canon he understood to include voice and action*

To Austin, oratory was composed of the voice* the countenance, and
gesture*

He discussed all of these in his book but concentrated on

a complete development of gesture*

In this, he advanced hie theory

©f a notation system for the positions of the parts of the body by

which movements and postures might be represented by symbols*

This

notation system was the most original idea advanced by Austin,

It

was his signal contribution to the study of elocution and the
principal idea which was influential on later works dealing with
elocution*

The influence of this book covers a period exceeding a

hundred years, and during this period any book which presented a
notation system of gesture exhibited the influence of Chironomia*

vii
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la studying the history of elocution in England, and particularly
la incri«t» during tho nineteenth oenfcury and even into the early part
of tho twentieth, on# finds many references to Chironqmiatt or a Treatise
on Rhetorical D>llnyyt^ written by the Howe rand Gilbert Austin of Dublin*
and published in London in 1306,

Many books on elocution written during

the nineteenth century aade references to this book, and some were based
directly upon itj it Is considered, therefore, a work of sufficient lm-*
pertanoe to warrant a more careful study than has previously been made
of it, and it will be the purpose of this study to determine its exact
influence upon later books on elocution,

This study proposes to be de

voted specifloally to Chlroaomia and Its attendant influence upon
American speech education from the time of its publication in 1306 until
its influence is no longer apparent on elocutionary thought, theory or
practise,

la the past there have been other studies which mentioned

Chironomia at length, but usually in connection with some other works
of the seme period# so far as is known tills is the first study to be
aade which alas to be devoted exclusively to Chironomia,
The questions which this study proposes to answer are*
elocutionary theories preceded Chironomia?
Gilbert Austin?

(1) What

(2) Who was the Reverend

(A) What souroes did Austin use in preparing Chironomia?

(4) Why did he write Chironomia?

(6) What were his theories on elocution?

^Gilbert Austin, Chironomiat or a Treatise on Rhetorical Polivoryg
Comprehending many precepts, both ancient and modern, for the proper
regulation or 5£o Voice, The countenance. add Gesture (Londont T1 gjhell
a n d w #"'Davies,'
'"'i&o#)*1’

1

z
(6) Which of hie theoriee were adopted by writers on elocution who came
after him?

(7) What is Chironcmia** plaoe in the hietory of epeeeh edu-

oation in daerleat

CHAPTM I
BIOGRAPHY OP GXJMRT AUSTIN
The following biography of Gilbert Austin, author of Chironomia
haa boon pleoed together from a number of sources, and is probably
tho first and moat extensive oollootion of biographical data about
him,
Proceeding from an assumption that Gilbert Austin had boon a
ministor and had llvod In or around Dublin, Ireland, it was surmised
that ha ad^&t have studlad at Trinity Collage in Dublin* a search of
Alumni Dublinensss^ yielded this informations
Austin, Gilbert, Pen, (Dr. Harris,
fbb. 1, 1770, aged 17# s. of Samuel,
Generosus# b, Co, Louth. Seh. 1772,
8.A. Tern, 1774, M,A. Aest. 1780,
This somewhat oryptie and abbreviated information means simply that
Gilbert Austin was bora in County Louth in Ireland either in 1752
or 17551 his father was Samuel Austin, who was a gentleman of private
means (“generoaue*). Bis early education was at Drogheda, a municipal
borough and port In County Louth, under the tutorship of Dr. Richard
Horrls, a schoolmaster of Drogheda.

On the first of TWbruary, 1770,

at the age of seventeen, young Austin entered Trinity College as a
pensioner, which is an obsolete tera referring to the ordinary students
to distinguish them from the other two classifications of slsar and
gentleman ooameaer.

In 1772 he received a scholarship to Trinity

^Alunni Dtablinenses. A Register of tho Students. Graduates.
Professory'aS^ySfli^tyW^'TyTHty CbTlege In W W v b r l l '
ty if thihlia.
IttjUlMd. ed«
Seams Tfora
and Thomas tjfilok Saitleir
(new ed.i Dublin* Alex. Thorn A Co., Ltd., 1955), p. 28,

5

4

College, and the present Librarian of trinity College* Dr. H. W. Parko
(who supplied amah of this biographies! data)* remarks that his receipt
of this scholarship shows that he mas a eery bright student for the
anamination by which he men the scholarship was a Tory diffieult one#
and passing it today would be considered as more distinguished than
winning first elass honors, At the spring

commencement of 1774#

eilhert Austin mas awarded his Bachelor of

Arts degree# andat the

summer commencement in 1780 he received his Master of Arts degree#
Correspondence with the librarian of the Representative Body of
the Chureh ef Ireland established many fasts concerning Austin* s
oarear as a minister of that churoh,

It has not been possible to

determine precisely the date of his ordination as a minister#

However,

It must have occurred between 1774# when he received his Bachelor ef
Arts degree at trinity College# and 1788# when he mas assigned as the
Chaplain at the Magdalen Asylum in Dublin.

The faets mhloh mere made

available by the librarian of the Churoh of Ireland# Miss Geraldine
FItsgereId# mere found in Fasti Soelesiae Hlbcrnleae by Henry Cotton#
Ossory Clergy and Parishes by the Reverend

J. B, Leslie andin

Supplement to Oaaory Clergy#8 also fcy Leslie#
Austin mas married in August of 1788 to Miss Charlotte Crompton
ef St. Bridget#s Parish in Dublin? Miss Craapton mas the eldest
daughter of Major John Francis Crompton of Merrloa Square# Dublin# and
the sister ef Sir Philip Crompton.

Austin mas the Chaplain of the

4

These sources mere not available to this writer# but in
personal correspondence with the Librarian of the Representative Body
of the Churoh of Ireland# it mas stated that these were the sources
for this Information#

6

Magdalen Asylum In Dublin from 1782 to I8l4j this institution located
In Looson Street in Dublin vat opened on the 11th of June* 1786* for
the relief of "unfortunate females abandoned by their seducers and
rejected by their friend***5 As the Chaplain at Magdalen Asylum* be
conducted divine service every Sunday and holiday In the chapel* which
was tvioe enlarged until it accommodated nearly 700 people} and the
weekly contributions of those attending services comprised the principal
support of the Asylum*
i
*

the duties of the Chaplain mere stated as

follows i
The Chaplain lectures the penitents every week* expounds
the scriptures preparatory to the sacrament* exhorts and
reproves them when required* and reads* whenever it has
been unfortunately necessary* the form of expulsion of
the irreclaimable*4
It has net been established where Austin taught elocution before
ho wrote Chironomias that he did teach Is known from his eon state*
meats in that book concerning "the laborious duty of teaching
declamation*"5 and from his dedication of Chironomia to Francis
William* Dari ef Charlemont* whom he called "the earliest of my pupils*"
He may have taught at Magdalen Asylum* but this is only an assumption
which cannot be verified} certainly the chief portion of his teaching
experience was not gained there*
A combination of information from Xes lie's Oasory Clergy and
Parishes and Cotton's Fasti Socles iqoHlberal cap yields further data
about Austin's career in the churchy he is reported to have been a

5J* Warburton* the Hev* d* White law* and the Hev* Hebert Walsh*
History of the City of Dublin from the earliest accounts to the present
time (2 vole,* Londoni 7^ Cadell an^ W^ 'fiaviosY i8lfa)YIX > YfJL
'

*Ibld. II, 771-778,
SChironomla, p* ill*
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Secretary

16# 1796# Ha wan ©looted

on March

Comittee

that

1798, and ho m o
in Dublin for the year
Canon of St* Patrick**
minor

?
Committee on May 31* 1T9S, bat m o nob re-elected to the Committee in
the following year*

The Librarian further commuted that in view of

the feet that all ef the papers presented by Mr* Austin before the
Academy were on scientific subjects, it wee not surprising that hie
association with the Committee on Antiquities wee so short*

Austin

resigned his membership in the Academy (the reasons are neb known) on
January 8* 1804*

During his eighteen years In the Academy he pre

sented four papers te that bo$y* all on scientific subjects* and these
were published in the official publication of that organisation*

The

titles ef these papers and their dates of presentation were*
(1)

"Description of a Portable Barceasoter** Trans* R.I.A.*
Vol* 4 f1), pages 96-IDS* This was read to the
Aeadeny on December 4* 1790,

(S)

"A Method ef Cutting Very fine Screws and Screws of
Two or Bore Threads*" Trans. H.X.A.* Vol* 4 (1)* pages
146-160* Head on Howeabcr S, 1791 „

(S)

"Description of an Apparatus for Impregnating Water and
Other Substances Strongly with Carbonic Acid Gas*"
Trans. B.I.A.* Vol. 8 fl)* pages IS1-134. Head on
ifeeember 6* 1799*

(4)

"Description of an Apparatus for Transferring Casses
ewer Water or Mercury." Trans. R*I*A.a Vol* 10 (1)*
pages 5-10* Head on July 4* 180&*

Is addition to contributing to the Boyal Irish Academy* Austin
also contributed to the Boyal Society of London*

A check ef The

Philosophical Transactions of the Boyal Society of London shewed that
on March 11* 1815* a letter from the Hererend Gilbert Austin to Sir
Humphrey Davy was read to the Society} this letter had been written
on December 6* 1811* at Woodwille* Austlnfs heme near Dublin* where
he had written Chlronewla just a few years before*

The subject of

this letter te Sir Davy* "On a Hew Construction of a Condenser and
Air Pump*" repeals that Austin had not lost M s interest in scientific

&
subjects*
la addition to Chlroneaiia and tho various papers presented to
and published by tho Royal Irish Acadessy and tho Royal Society or
London, Austin is represented also by some other publications* among
which were
(1)

*A Sam o a Preached at tho Magdalen Asylum, Dublin*
on April 5* 1791** This was printed in Dublin in
the s a w year*

(2)

*A Samoa on a Future State#w
1794,

(S)

*Semens on Practical Subjects* Preached in Dublin,*
Printed in Dublin in 1796,

(4)

*A Sermon for the Si ok and Indigent Room^keeperSm*
Printed in Dublin in 1797,

Printed in Dublin la

The last aaaed eemoa must have been preached for the Society Ter the
He lief ef Sick and Indigent le&Kft*keepsrs* which was a non^denominations!
group organised to help the poor and needy} the funds were aided by
charity semens in churches* chapels and asetlng*heuses* and this wist
have beau Austin* s charity semen for this Society,

€

These are the only available data ef a biographical nature which
could be assembled on Austin.} their collection would not have been
possible without the ass 1stance of the librarians of Trinity College*
Dublin* the Representative Body of the Churoh of Ireland* and the Royal
Irish Acadeny,

Srarburten* White law, and Walsh* op# olt., Vol, II, 900,

CHAPTER XI
PREDECESSORS OF AUSTIN IN RHETORIC
In order to understand tho contributions made by Austin* a
Chironomia in tho field or rhetoric* It is well to review briefly
sooo of tho history of that subject* for a knowledge of some of tho
theories which mere commonly accepted whoa Austin wrote his hook will
make easier an evaluation of it and its influence on later works in
rhetoric*
Tho first component of rhetoric* than, which needs consideration*
is concerned with the five canons into which* according to classical
tradition* all rhetoric was divided*

These canons were lavcnbAo*

disposition elooutlo* manorla* and pronuntlatio* and this flve**fold
division* according to Thenseen and Baird*1 was fairly standard in all
major works after Aristotle until the eighteenth cent cry*

According

to the classical tradition* these parts of rhetoric had the following
meaningst

inventlo or invention referred to the whole investigative

procedure and the discovery of a suitable subject for discussion!
dieposltio or disposition covered the arrangement of ideas s olooutio
or elocution originally referred to style, the choice of words and
arrangement of words j nemcria or memory meant committing to memory
the entire finished discourse! and the fifth canon* yronuutiatio
meant the art ef delivery* and this art consisted of vocal utterance
(pronnnolatio) and bodily action (actio)*
This five-fold division of rhetoric was adopted and treated

^Lester Thenseen and A* Craig Baird* Speech Criticism (Now Yorks
fhe Ronald Press Company* 1948)* p # §6*

xo
extensively ty the two classical authors who exerted great influence
upon Austin in the preparation of his book*

The first of these, Cicero

(106*45 B,C,), is sometimas said to have been the author of the
Rhetoric* ad Heronnlum, probably published about 66 B#C,, which dealt
with the kinds of oratory and the parts of rhetoric at great length}
Austin did not make much use of this book, but he did use Cicero**
Do Orators in developing his theory on rhetorical delivery,
is in three booksi

De Orators

Book X deals with the qualifications of the ideal

orator. Book XI with Invention and disposition, and Bock XXX with style
and delivery.

It is this last section which Austin used the most.

His

specific uses of and references to Cicero will be treated in the appro*
priate sections later in this study.

The second classical author, upon

whom much of Chironomia was based, was Quintilian and his Institutes of
Oratory (Instltutio Pretoria),

Such is the extent to which Austin

depended upon this work, that references to the Institutes are made in
all but two ef the twenty-two major chapters in Chironomia,
It cannot be said that Austin did not use other classical sources
in his book, for he did refer to Aristotle, Qsoorates, Pliny, Hippocrates,
Tacitus, Seneca, and many others j however, he did not use any of these
last named writer* to the extent that he drew from Cicero and Quintilian,
Some of them were mentioned only incidentally to re-inforoe the point he
was making, while some of them were mentioned only briefly.

The lmpor-

tanee ef knowing that Austin did use these Creek and Roman authors lies
in the fact that it reveals his scholarship and his thoroughness in
preparing his materiel.
The five-fold division of rhetoric used by Cicero and Quintilian
seems to have been standard until the eighteenth century# although from

XI

the time of tho second sophistic* when style was cultivated for its own
sake* during tho second to tho fourth centuries A«D«* and to tho English
Eeaaissanee* not much uso was made of those canon®.

It was not until

1555 that the ancient classical rhetorical theory was introduced to the
English Renaissance through Thomas Wilson* a Arte of Rhetorlque*

Thenseen

and Baird say that there had been other becks on specific canons of
rhetorle— for example* Leonard Coxe’s Arte o r Craffce of Rhatorykc (1580)
which devoted itself to invention and partially to disposition! and
Sichard Sherry’s Treatise of Schemes and Tropes (1560) and Figures of
Grammar and Rhetoric (1856)* which were devoted to sloeutic or style!
bat it was Wilson’s work which became the first beck In English to give
a full-roundsd treatment ef the five canons of rhetoric.

2

This emphasis

on style during the sixteenth century was also developed in such bocks
as Talaeus* Institution Oratores. Henry Feaeham's Garden of Eloquence.
George Futteahmn’s Arte of English Foesle Mid Butler’s Rhetoricas Librl
Poo, te mention some ef the outstanding books of this time.

In the

eighteenth century the most inportant figures to devote their treatises
exclusively to the devices of stylistic ornamentation were Thomas
Gibbons in his Hhetorle and John Stirling In the System of Rhetoric«
In. opposition to this esphasis on style or clocutlo. another
movement in the seventeenth century placed the main emphasis upon the
fifth canon of rhetoric* pronantjatlo or delivery.

According to

Guthrie*5 the elocution movement (referring to delivery) started in

8Ibid, p. 116.
^W*rr«ra Guthrie, *Tha Development of Hhetorloal Theory in
Aaeriofc. 1636-1850, " Sixeoh Monograph a. XVIXI (Maroh, 1961), 17.

IS

the seventeenth century with attention on delivery* voice and bodily
action*

As aarXy as 1617 Robert Robinson had brought out his Art of

PronunoiatIon. a work devoted to delivery proper* in 1644 John Bulwer
issued his major treaties entitled Chlrologia . . . Chlronomlaa in which
tho action phase of delivery received exclusive consideration*

About

this bosfc then*sen and Baird make the statement that *it served at the
basis of many subsequent treatisos* inoluding Gilbert Austin* s Chironomia
and Albert Bacon** Manual ef gesture,

it should be stated at this

point* however* that there is as mention in Chironomia ef either John
Buhner or 01 hia book* an omission which seems odd In view of the fact
that Austin had used practically every ether o lassleal and contemporary
source In the writing of his work*
%

te the seventeenth century elooutlo had been used to refer

entirely te style and promintiatlo te delivery* when the shift of mean*
lag ef elooutio te include delivery occurred is not known* but in 1761
John Mason wrote an essay entitled An

Bsssar on Elocution or Pronunciation*

even the title of which is indicative

that the terms might havebegun to

be used interchangeably*
8o that by Pronunciation. the Ancients understood both
Elocution and Action! ana comprehended in It the right
kanageaenfe of ike1 ¥eioe* Looks and Gesture* To the former
ef these the present Essay is chiefly confined* Vis* the
right Management ef the Voice in reading or speaking* which
is Indifferently called by us* glocution and Pronunciation.

^Thenseen and Baird* op. clt«* p* 187*
6John Mason* An assay on Elocution or Pronunciation. Intended
Chiefly for the Assistance of Those Who Instruct Others in the Art ef
gggaO T i a g "W SK d d d Wgg w
F u m e’ (4th ed..
London* #rt«fed for «J* feuoiciend* itW J * p* fe*

13

Before leaving a diiottttion ef the seventeenth century ontl rely*
mention should be made at thla point of two authors whoso works were used
isry extensively hgr Austin*

these two wen were both Jesuit priests* both

ef their woxka were published in France* and they both were writing about
the sane tine*

The first of these men was Xndovieo Qresellis (this is the

spelling as It appears on the title-page of hie book* but Austin used the
Sttgliah spelling of Gressolius)* whose book bore the title Vacatlones
3
Autuwaalsa elwe do perfeeta Oratorie Actions et Prottunolatlone * and was
published in Paris in 1880*

Die title of the book would lead one te sue*

poet that the subject ef the book was a study of action* and this is
we rifled by the eeaaeat ef Oibert who said that Cresolllo had explained
all that m i d be said about gesture and oratorical pronunciations
Le wBmm Pi re a compos/ un autre llvre* qul a pour titre*
les vaeanses* dans lequel 11 explique tout ee qui se„psut
dire ear le Geate et aur la Pro&enelatiea Qraieire,
Austin used Cresellio*s book extensively in developing hie theories on
gesture* and the extent ef his use will be seen in the later analysis
ef tee various seetiens in Chironomia«
The other Jesuit who was mentioned above was Iflcolai Cause Ini*
8
whose wexk Be Eloquent la Sacra et Humana* published about the same

3
Austin seems to have made two errors in connection with this
titlej the spelling on the title-page inspected by this writer had
Autunsnales (Austin emits the n) and Pronunciations which Austin spelled
Pronuatiatlone*
7Balthasar Olbert* Jugcgtenv Dee Savnns aur Lea Auteurs qui out
trait/ delaHhetorique, av/cun precis d/lla bocrtrlne do oes auteurs
(Paris'*
p #"468 *
8
Hleelal Causslni* Ds Eloquent la Sacra et Humana (3d ed** Paris*
1630) »
'ir"'n
'V ,'1T“'n" r ‘ ,’"r.

14
time as Vacations* Autumnal** * was the source of much material <m gesture
a* well*

It should bs mentioned in oonneotion with this latter hook that

Austin called the author Causalnus and tho title of tho booh Bo Eloquent la
saora et profsnai there seems to be no doubt* though# that Austin referred
te the book just mentioned* since his footnotes shook with the ld$0
edition*

la the remainder of this study* in accordance with Austin**

spelling and te eliminate confusion* the spelling *0reeeeXluett and
*Causainue* will be used*
It has been mentioned that by the middle of the eighteenth century
<**» < « « wrote M e Aa Jieemr oa Htoaotlow or Prwwooletloa the
terms elooutio and grenaatlatlo had both begun to mean the concept of
delivery*

By the time ef Thomas Sheridan and John Walker later in the

eentury the term elocution had cents te mean delivery* and this was the
same thing understood by the ancients under the terms actio (bodily
action) and prommclatio (vocal utterance)*

0a this point Robb* in

Oral Interpretation of literature *& quotes John Quincy Adams# who in his
Lectures on Rhetoric and Oratory (1820) saidt
, • * by elocution is here understood an Idea quite different
from that la which the word Is now commonly used* and which
is affixed to it by the m o d e m English rhetoricians* Sheridan*
Walker* and ethers* who have published professed treatises
upon elocution* mean by that word the mods of speaking* or
delivery! the seme thing* which by the ancients was understood
under the name ef action*
Chronologically speaking* among the immediate predecessors ef
Austin were James Burgh# Joshua Steele* Thomas Sheridan* and John
Walker* and sans mention should be made of each at this time in

W
Margaret Robb* Oral Interpretation of Literature in
American Colleges and Universities ^kew Tork't '^hc
W^ ltllaon Company„
1941}* p*'*£.

is
connection with later illation to Austin*
the first of these woo James Burgh* author of Tho Art; of Spooking
(1762) vhioh gave a detailed description of tho passions and was to bo
used as a source for later discussions of this subject many times
1A
idlhod proper credit being acknowledged to Burgh as tho source*
•o

m

For

unknown reason Austin did not use Burgh*a work, although ho did

ua© Bulker's Elements of Elocution* whioh took Ita treatment of tho
passions directly from Burgh*

However* Auotin did not uoo Walker's

dloeuoolon as a souroo for his treatment of tho passion* either* so
that t h e m was no Influonoo of Burgh* either direst or indirect* upon
Qdmade*
€m

of Austin** contemporaries whoa© work was used was Thomas

Sheridan* the author of Course of lectures on Elocution* whioh had
sons influents on Austin** dissuasion of the vole©*

Sheridan (171S-*

1786} was an aster and a teacher of elooution; In the former oapaeity
ho appeared at Cerent Carden and Drury Lane Theatres in London in
1744* and later* in 1760* he appeared with Garrick after having spent
tea years as the manager of Theatre Royal la Dublin*

He beeams a

teacher of e locution in 1766* and In connection with his lectures on
elooution his books on elooution earns to be written*

The Course of

Lectures on Elocution was published first In 1763* and became a popular
textbook*

By elooution* Sheridan meant delivery* for he says *elocution

is the just and graceful management of the voice* countenance* and
gesture In speaking*

Tflnder this head 1 shall consider everything necessary

*°«r* M* Parrish* *The Burglarising of Burgh or The Case of the
Purloined Passions** Quarterly Journal of Speech* XXXVIII (December.
IBS®)* 4* 431-434,
------- ------------- ----
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CHAPTKE III
AustiH*s t m m t m on bi^gutioh
1b the prtMdifig chapter were discussed

90m

or the theories Of

rhetoric which preeeded Austin's Gfrir<moaiaa and 1% woo shown hear th©
classical writers divided rbeterle into five Canons which nor© ©ailed
laveablp, disposition elo©utlo» ?semorlaa A M pronmatiatio^

It was

tlte shown how the weaning of th© fifth canon m m to acquire the naia©
elocution, which indicated a shift In weaning between the third and
fifth canons, and how this term had become generally accepted by the
writers on the subject immediately preceding Austin*
She question to be answered at this tine is *Whai was Austin9©
theory of eleeutient11 and another question Which naturally arises at
the sane tine is "Why did Austin write such a beokf*

Since these two

questions are twisted* perhaps it will be profitable to consider then
together*
Austin, knew th© fire classical canons of rhetoric, and he eon*
eeived of then as being divided into two classes*

these which related

to the understanding of the public speaker and those which related
to the speaker9* personal talent© and efforts.

In the first class

Austin placed invention, disposition, memory, and choice of words| In
the eeeend class went the external part of oratory which he said was
comprised of three thiags-«*the voice, the countenance and gesture.
He became quite definite in his feeling toward the proper use of terms
for this last class whan he wrote*
By the ancients the external part of oratory was called
pronunciation or action* the former name derived from the
voice, the latter from the gesture, » , , The above ©numeration
Of the external parts of oratory appears to be sanctioned by
It

to

Quintilian, la soma place* ha makes three divisions, la
other* twe# W# have also hit authority, and shall adduce
many ethers, for tailing the art of gesture, to which
this work It principally devoted, by tho name of Ghlronomia.
The m o d e m term it Delivery, It hat beta frequently tailed
Bio oution, particularly by late writer** but, at it appear*,
improperly, The term olooution it by this acceptation,
diverted from its original signification at established by
the ancient rfcetorloians, They used this term for the name
of the third division of the art of rhetoric, which treats
principally pf the choice and arrangement of words, It would
therefore seem adviseable (sic) to restore it to Its proper
sense* particularly in our enquiries, which refer us often to
the aaoieats, as the great masters of the art. To express
what the Reman writers understood by promraoiatlo and aetloa
we shall use the word Delivery, ^which is already'estabHslSd,
in this sense, in our language,
Austin9* bosk, then, is properly titled Ghlronomlai or a Treatise on
Rhetorical Poll very» for as he stated in the quoted paragraph above,
he placed delivery in the fifth eaaen of rhetoric, and further divided
this fifth canon late the three oeapeasmt* which comprised the dis
cussion in his besk-*the voice, the countenance and gesture.

To neglect

any cos of these three was to do an Injury to the oause in which the
speaker was engaged, and of the three Austin felt that gesture must be
cultivated* the voice was so Indispensable that some attention was
given to its management, and the countenance could be handled by nature
done, but it was gesture which needed cultivation.
It was this cultivation of gesture which Austin felt would be
difficult beoause of the prejudice which prevailed against any effort
to improve delivery.

This prejudice arose from two reasons*

(1) from

the injudicious use of gesture as suited to certain subjects and certain
places* and (2) from the difficulty of determining the proper standard of
gesture and of suiting it to the particular case.

^Chironomia. pp, 1-3,

Austin felt that this prejudice against the cultivation of gesture
resulted in the criticism against the English speakers for heing too
frigid in Banner* in particular was this orltiolsm levelled against the
English preacher* who were deserlbed by Addison, Sheridan, and the
Reverend James Fordyce as being either too reserved or remiss in their
gestures* Austin felt that the absence of a regular system of rules
for rhetorical delivery was to blame for eueh "frigid indifference."
However, he did feel that
* * * the British speaker, under the direction of rational
principles and roused into energy on great and Interesting
oeessiese is capable, as well in action as in composition
of all that is graceful and persuasive* and even of all the
energetic and irresistible posers of delivery*
His purpose, then, in Chlroaomla eras really to contribute towards the
completion of rule* for the better study and acquisition of the fifth
canon, rhetorical delivery*
He felt that the mere devising of rules would be insufficient for
the seeps of his theory of delivery, and it was a recognition of this
fast which led to the invention of his notation system of gesture,
which was the meet original contribution in Chironomla. Austin was
rather proud of his system, and he felt that he had accomplished
something which had never been done before but which had long been
needed.

On pages 380 to 383 he said*
S o u art, or invention is wanting, that may keep pace with
the public speaker, and represent with fidelity his manner
of delivery, and his gestures accompanying hla words In
all their various transitions and mutual relations, , , ,
The original idea of this attempt was suggested by the
labour of teaching declamation in the usual manner, During
this labour, which for many years has constituted a part of
his duty in his grammar school, the author, having often

m

found that ho forgot on a following day his own mod© of
instructing on m formar, wished to b© able to invent some
permanent marks* in ordor to establish more uniformity in
hi© instructions* for th® ease both of him©©If and of hi©
pupils, The ©©pro©©ion of th© voice* and of the countenance*
were not liable to ©aoh variation* as to the mod© of instruo**
tioa* as the sentiments always sufficiently pointed them out*
hut th© great difficulty lay in ascertaining, and marking the
suitable gesture | and that for these obvious reason© | beoause
a language of gesture was wanting* and beoause gesture may be
infinitely varied* and yet perhaps be equally just* To leave
the pupil to choose for himself in this variety would but
distract him* and Instead of giving him freedom and grass
would deprive him of both* On his commencement as a public
speaker (which cannot be too early)* It is necessary to teach
him everything* and to regulate by rules every possible
Gireumstanoe in his delivery; his articulation* accent*
emphasis* pauses* tones* voice* eountenanee* and along with
all* his gesture* After sufficient practice and Instruction*
he will regulate his ova manner according to the suggestions
of his judgment and taste*
Those critics who would condemn A ustin* a approach to delivery as being
"mechanical" would do well to read carefully what he just wrote about
regulating by rules every detail of delivery in the beginning orator*
and then allowing the orator* after sufficient practice and instruction,
to use his own judgment and taste*

In other words* Austin advocated a

foundation to be laid on rules which could bo modified by the natural
ability of the orator*
In summary, then* Austin's theory of elocution was based on the
idea that of the five canons of rhetoric four of them related to the
understanding or the into lie oh; the fifth canon related to the
external part of oratory or the part of oratory concerned with what
could be seen or heard*

This external part was composed of three things 2

(1 ) the management of the voice; (8 ) the expression of the countenance;
and (S) the gesture of the head* the body* and the limbs*

To this external

part of oratory he gave the name rhetorical delivery to express the fifth
canon* which the classioal writers called pronunfclatio*

OBfcPm IV
tmnnt m

the voice

The first of the three external parts of oratory which Austin
consider# at length la the voice, which he discusses under two general
heading#-“"according to its nature and according to ita management,
Ttader the nature of the voice are considered Its quantity and it#
quality, and the perfections and imperfections of each,

In a later

sense he uaea the term quantity to refer to the volume of the voice,
hut in thie parti eular eetmesfeiea he la referring to the vocal mechanism
itself and it# perfections, which are (1 ) body or volume (grand!# plena)-*,
the veeal mechanism eaa make Itaelf heard! (2 ) the eas$>as#*«»the ability
to uee high, middle and low tone#! and (5) the soundness and durability
of the meehaalsw^-suffl dent breath to sustain the tone#.

The opposite

imperfections of quantity then are (1 ) amallnea# or feebleness, (2 ) the
narrow seale~*»laablli1y to uee high, middle and lew tone#, and (8 ) weak*
ness and liability to fail by exertion, or insufficient breath to sustain
the tone#.
The quality ef the voice has its perfection# and imperfections
a# well.

The perfections of quality are*

(1) clearness (olara)~~oapeble

of being understood) (2 ) sweetness (dulcis)-^-pleasant to be heard)
(S) evenneas-M-equal fore# received by sound# (cqqalitls) t (4) variety
(canora)i and (5) flexibility (flexlbilia» mollltudo) » The opposite
imperfections are*

(1 ) indistinctness (difflollls auditula (8 ) harsh*

**•#• (absoaa) i ($) byeketmess (discorpta) i (4) monotony (monotonia) i
and (8 ) rigidity (dura).

In the Appendix (page# 883 to 884) is included

a list of good and bad qualities of the voice from book it, chapter

4,

of

the Onomastloura of Julius Pollux, a ©reck sophist and lexicographer of the
ZZ

$4
second century

The (hiomastlqum la his only eat ant work* and la a

Greek dictionary of ton volumes* the good qualities of the
according to Pollux* are eighteen in number* no fellows*

high* powerful*

clear* extensive* deep* brilliant* pure* sweet (agreeable) * attractive*
melodious and cultivated* persuasive* engaging and tractable* flexible*
executive* sweet* sonorous and harmonious * distinct* and perspieuou* or
articulate*

the opposite bed qualities are*

obeeure* dull* unpleaslng*

snail or feeble* thin* faint* hollow or indistinct* confused* discordant*
unharmonious or uncultivated* unattractive or unmanageable* uninteresting*
rigid* harsh* oraeked* doleful* unsound or hearse* brassy* and shrill or
•harp*
On the snb^eet of perfections and imperfections of the “
voice* this
advloe to the prospective speaker Is offered by Austin*
That a voice decidedly imperfeot nan by any art be so
Improved as to answer every effort of oratory* is
altogether hopeless* In such a ease* the person who
is devoted to the study of eloquence, had better turn
all his talents to writing* (p* 84)*
9s feels that there are some method* by which the nature of the voice
might be Improved* but it is be the management of the voice that the
orator should devote his attention*
the

By so doing* he might not Improve

quailties of the voice* but he will give them the highest effect

of which they are capable*

the rules for the management of the voice

arc listed in the order of their Inqpertanoe as follows9

(1 ) articulation*

(9) pronunciation and aooezrt* (8 ) emphasis* (4) pauses* (5) pitch*
(6 ) quantity* (7) modulation and variety* and (8 } tones*
A*

Articulation

The first of the rules for the management of the voice concerns
articulation* which Austin describes as the most important exaroi*§ of the

m

'le» and the organ* of epee eh| it is important because It enables a
eaksr of only moderate voice t© be heard better than one who Nooiferates
without judgment***

The voice of the latter may be heard at a farther

distance* bat the sound is dissipated in confusion* while that of th*
moderate speaker will give the impression of penetrating farther beoause
net a vibration is wasted*

For a definition of articulation Austin

turned to Sheridan*s lectures on Slocution for the following excerpt*
A good articulation consists in giving every letter in
a syllable its due proportion of sound* according to the
most approved custom of pronouncing lt$ and in making such
a distinction between the syllables* of which words are
composed* that the ear shall* without difficulty* aeknow*
ledge their ntmtber* and perceive at once to which syllable
each letter belongs* Tiber© these points are net observed
the articulation is proportionally defective*
In connection with the matter of articulation* impediments of speech are
considered* and the following theory on stammering and its correction
is givens
It proceeds from a constitutional trepidation of the nerves s
and X should therefore recommend* as the foundation of every
hope ©f cure* such cars of the health as may tend to strengthen
the whole system* All eases* should be avoided* particularly
in the use of wine* tea* and coffee* which give a momentary
stimulus* and leave behind increased debility* All personal
irregularity ought to be still more carefully guarded against |
and then it may be hoped* that with the growing strength of
the constitution* the defect may gradually diminish* (p* 41)*
It is then recommended that a stammerer practice to apeak with more than
usual deliberation* and to praetloe frequently when alone those words
and letters which are difficult to pronounce*

Additional sound advice

la given to the stammerer to study vocabulary* with close attention to
all synonyms* so that if one word is difficult to pronounce a substitution
may be made*

^Thomas Sher idan* A Course of Lectures on Blocuticn {8d ed*.
Dublim Samuel mbyte* 176*7* p* 59*

m

A theory that impediments of speech or® diseases of association
came from Dr, Erasmus Darwin** ZoonoBila, in whieh it was stated that th®
Impediment arise* when tho association of th® motion® of th® organ® of
speech or® interrupted or disserved by iUnemployed sensation* or sonititlve motions* and th® par®on uses voluntary effort® in vain to regain th®
broken association®,

Ha stated further that the broken association is

usually between the first consonant and the succeeding vowelf the art of
curing this defeet * Is to eause the stammerer to repeat the word which
he finis difficult to speak* eight or ten times without the Initial
letter* in a strong voice* or with an aspirate before itf and at length
to speak it very softly with the initial letter,®
this discussion of articulation in CbirQaomla ends with a mention
of several defects of speecht

(1) the guttural sound of tj (2) the

hissing of the letter S| and (S) the imperfect formation of m and nm
To overcome the guttural sound of the letter jr* which is taken today
to mean the uvular £* the articulation is removed from the improper
seat* the threat* to the proper organs* the tongue and palate*

By the

guttural sound Austin must have had In mind what Walker called the
"smooth" r* and which he described oddly as a "vibration of the lower
part of the tongue* near the root* against tho inward region of the
palate* near the entrance of the throat,"®

Walker found further (p, 48)

that this "smooth £ Is that which marked the pronunciation of England

^Erasmus Darwin, Zoonoralai or the laws of organic life (Hew ed~»
6-------*
3
John Walker* A Critical Pronouncing Dictionary and Expositor of
the English language ( K r Yoi^l!arper and Brothers* ifiSiJ* p, IB’, ...

Phll*delphl*< T. Dobsoa) T78T), IT, 86S.----

*7
while the *rougjb* j> formed by Jarring the tip of tho tongue against tho
roof of tho mouth near tho flere toothy was character!etlo of tho speech
in Iiolaal/

Bo felt that *in England tho £ i m pronounced so much la

tho throat that It m o little noro than tho middle or Italian a* «o that
word* life# lord, oard, regard m r o pronounced like jUad* oaad, apogaad,”
(p* ts)*
Concerning tho hissing of tho letter s^ Austin felt that It should
bo moderated «o much a* possible and should not bo exaggerated*
Tho imperfections of tho letters n and a oonolotod in not passing
tho sound of those letters entirely through the nose (in other words*
denasalisation) when tho lips wore closed? the air le stopped or
resisted* apparently between the bony and cartilaginous part of the nose*
and does not issue freely*
S*

Pronunciation and Aooent

The eeeond rule for the management of the voice oonoerns pronun*
elation and accent) pronunciation is defined by Austin as the "enouncing*
of certain words and syllables* and as being generally regulated by tho
tendency of inflections and sound formations to follow existing patterns
and models* usually of written language*

Ho finds* however* that some*

times custom contradicts these tendencies and determines pronunciation
according to the pleasures of the oar In opposition to the artificial
standard language) as such* it varies with the mode and fashions of tho
times.
Aooent is taken to mean the stress on particular syllables or even
on whole sentences, and this too is subject to the whims of fashion*
effect of aooent on syllables is either to lengthen or shorten their
quantity, whieh is here taken to mean the duration of sounds*

Austin

The

m

distinguishes between Uttyiyy accent, whieh is that marked in written
U n g M g 0 t and provincial acoomb* which la peculiar to a w r y Gauntry and
province* and la the general song or recitative In which sentence* are
delivered*

Ha feela that mistakes In pronunciation ean be avoided through

reference* to the wo rice of Johnson* Sheridan* Hares* Walker and other
erthoepists* bat that the uee of the provincial aooent is unavoidable*
einee it ie the pattern heard most frequently in a per*onfs environment.
Xh thie eaee it soot* with indulgence if free from the meet effective
peeuliaritiea and violations of the rules of the language*
C.

&sphasl*

thie third rule* emphasis* ie defined a« the peoullar stress of the
veloe vhi«h distinguishes certain words relating to the predominant idea
in the speaker** wind*

Again Austin Is Indebted to Sheridan for his

definitions
Emphasis discharges in sentences* the sane kind of office*
that accent does In words* * * * As accent dignifies the
syllable on which it Is laid* and makes It mere distinguished
by the ear* than the rest} so emphasis ennobles the word to
which it belongs* and presents it in a stronger light to the
understanding *
D.

Fauces and Breathing

Share are two kinds of pauses to be considered*-**tho common pause
and the rhetorical pause*

The former is made according to the rules of

punctuation* and serves principally for grammatical discrimination} if
the speaker violates these edsnon pauses* It shoes a lack Of familiarity
with the material} and to violate these pauses by running out of breath
is Injurious and disgraceful*

The latter pause* the rhetorical pause*

is introduced In public speaking and adjusted by oorreot judgment and
feeling*

This pause is placed either before or after important matter

^Sheridan* op. oltm* pp* 82*8$.

S9

la order to introduce or leave it impressed on the memory with stronger
effect,

Rhetorical pauses suspend the sense in an unusual maimer and

in an unexpected place and thus arrest the attention*

They give a

natural quality to speaking beoause the speaker appears full of his
subject and by pausing a moment to refloat appears to speak the
persuasions of his mind at the moment*
There are pauses in the reading of verse which are different from
those in the reading of prose; they are the final pause or the pause of
suspension* which takes plane at the end of each line, and in this
pause there is no Inflexion of the voice| and the oesural (sic) pause
which, according to Sheridan, divides the verse into equal or unequal
portions upon the right management of which the melody and harmony of
versification in a great measure depend*
On the matter of proper breathing, which is related to pauses, the
important idea Is always to have sufficient breath in re seres to apeak
a sentence, and to finish a thought without running out of breath; this
is also the modern theory concerning the relationship between pauses
and breathing which can be seen from the following excerpt from Bases
of Speech by Gray and Wises
The lungs should never be entirely Inflated or quite empty.
There should be ample reserve so that the vigor of the
voice may be maintained and the speaker will not feel out
of breath, * , • Careful attention to word grouping and
thought grouping will enable one to avoid formulating
phrases that are so long as to draw too much from the
reserve, A short, qulok inhalation at the time of each
short pause between convenient word groups, and a somewhat
deeper inhalation as may be necessary during the longer
pauses, should provide sufficient breath for all speaking
purposes,®

c

Giles W, Cray and Claude M, Wise, The Bases of Speech (rev, ed,,
Hew York* Harper A Brothers Publishers, 1946), P* iC6,

30

g*
The fifth rule for the management of the iroioe is concerned with
the pitch of the

t o lee

or the range of the voice beyond whieh the

speaking voice oamot more without straining.

Th© difference between

musical tonee and speaking tenee le in the manner of moving from one
tone to another} musical tenee are at considerable intervale apart and
are passed by complete steps, while speaking tenee are at very email
intervals, through which the voice elides

byascending or descending

inflexions.
Every voice has a mean or middle pitch from whloh the tones both
above and below are commanded easily* and the speaker’s effort should
be toward the improvement of this mean pitch,
of Elocution as his source.
lower a pitch.

being Walker’s Elements

Austin recommends exercises to raise or

Be notes that it is easier to raise the pitch than to

lower it and warns the speaker to guard against too prolonged use of the
high pitch.

He reecsmends that a speaker find his best pitch by

beginning very lew and ascending gradually until a pitch is reached
which suits the place and the voice best.In order to
of the voice after a vehement passage* it

lower the pitch

isadvisable to pause before

beginning the next division of the dlsoourse.

Walker recommends that

the pitch be lowered by dropping the voice at the end of the sentence
and then beginning the next sentence at the same level.

®John Walker. Elements of Elocution (London* T* Cadell* 1761^ *
II. 239-242.
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of voloej the first use wee in
element
refer to a different

only by th© neorest person.
is audible
A whisper, which
1*

lowest to the highest, ore. In orders
Th© various pitches, from tho

ward off monotony*

The rat# of utterance varies according to th# subject

in the earn* manner that th# time la music varies*

For example* narration

proceeds squally* th# pathat1g slowly* instruction authoritatively*
determination with vigor* and passion with rapidity-*-»all of which ar#
analogous to musical movements such a# andante* cantabllc* allegro*
presto* and so on*
E, femes
this last rule for th# management of th# voice refers to tho## ton##
whioh express th# emotions of th# mind*

To Austin ward# express th#

language of ideas* but ar# ©old and uninteresting without a correspond*
lag language of the emotion# whioh he call# ten##*

la support of this

idea Austin go## directly to Sheridan for a detailed treatmentt
But as there are ether things which pass in th# mind of man*
besides idea#} and he Is net wholly mad# up of Intellect* but
on th# contrary* th# passions* and th# fancy compos# great
part of his complicated frame f as th# operations of these are
attended with an infinite variety of emotions in the mind*
both In hind and degree! it is clear that unless there be
seme means found* of manifesting these emotions* all that
passes in the mind of one man cannot be oonsnunio&ted he
another* * * * But though it be act necessary to society that
all men should knew much* It is necessary that they should
feel much* and have a mutual sympathy, in whatsoever affects
their fellosr creatures*
Austin*# comment upon this is that "tones are the means for exciting
this sympathy* and are understood by all mankind* however differing In
lft&go*g«.*

(p. 64).

In addition to the eight rules for the management of the voice
which have just been discussed* there are ether rules covering the
preservation and the improvement of the voice whieh warrant inspection

in this chapter on the
A*

Frsesrsshiea of tho Yolos

These irtr* oelleoted by Austin from both ancient

and modernwriters*

and include the following presepts i
X*

Ba temperate in aXX things,

2,

Do not exert tho voioe aftor a full meal,

3«

Do nob urge tho voice beyond its strength* norstrain it to
its utmost pit oh without intermission, Frequent change of
pitoh ia tho boat preservative,

4,

Do not oxort tho volee at that period Of youth when th© vole©
begins to break! neither should the voice bo exerted when it
la hearse,

6,

Avoid those things injurious to the voice,

6,

Use those things whieh haws been found advantageous to th#
voles,

B,

Dsprovement of the Yolcs

1,

The first rule was constant and daily practice, Theanolents
praotloed in the following manner# first* proper dally exercise,
then vocal exercise beginning at the lowest tones and gradually
as sending to the highest* and then again to the lowest* This
was sailed anaphonoslsi the exercise of the voice in the
highest pitch was called the paean and that in the lowest the
munio«

2,

The second rule was bodily exercise,

5,

The third rule was taken from Lecture 5 of Sheridan’s Lectures
on Elocution,, and it advised daily vocal practice in the "
presence o/ another person who gradually moved away from the
speaker until he (tho speaker) could not be heard without
straining and there should most of the declamation be heard,

4*

Bext* Walker’s 4th* 5th, and 6th rules for strengthening the
voice were recommended. The general principle was this— in
order to strengthen the higher tones of the voice* such
passages should be praotloed as require the high tones, These
are particularly a succession of questions ending with the
rising inflexion. For the middle tones* passionate speeches
requiring them should be practiced. For bringing down the
voice* the succeeding sentence should be begun and delivered

34

An a lower tone*

9

This discussion of the

t o !**

concludes with suggestions for

estimating tho powers of tho voioe by the following msanss
A,

the speaker disoovarc that hie volee has filled the room by

tho return of it* sound to his own ear*
B,

He will judge the ability of his volee by the degree of

exertion necessary to enable him to fill a room of
C,

any partieular else*

And he may form a judgment concerning the opinion of his

audienee by the degree of their attention*
8IBBAKY
In his discussion of this part of eratoiy, the voioe, Austin was
Indebted to Thomas Sheridan, John Walker, and Erasmus Darwin as the
primary sources for his material.

He considers the voice under two

general head!age--first, according to Its nature, and second, according
te Its management,

Dhder the nature of the voice he discusses the

quantity (vocal mechanism) and quality of the voice f under the manage*
meat of the voice he lists rules for proper handling of the voice.
These rules are articulation, pronunciation and

accent, emphasis,

pauses, pitch, quantity, modulation and variety, and tones,

In addition,

Austin lists other rules covering the preservation of the voice and the
improvement of the voioe, which he collected frox ancient and current
writers,
Austin1e treatment of the voice was not original, and he drew his
material from many sources j his treatment of voice was rarely mentioned
by the writers who came after him and who were influenced by him.

^Walker, Elements of Elocution. II, 349*866,

For

56

that reason, while hi# discussion of tho

ttoI o ©

was interesting, thoro

seems to haws boon no Influence of this theory<-~prinoipa Xly because it
woo not original with him.

cha pter

r

AWttu* m t m COUNTS^SCE
The next **external* part of oratory which Austin treated was the
expression of the countenance* whieh he said Cieero ranked next to the
voioe in Isportanse and power of expression*

from Quintilian Austin

used the following exeerpt whiah supported this feeling about the power
of expressions
By the countenance every feeling la expressed* upon the
oeuntenanse the hearers depend* and into it they examine
before the speaker opens his lip*, the countenance is the
object of approbation or dislike* it gives a deeper know**
ledge of the speaker** sentiment# than his .words* and
often says wore than language ean express.
From Pliny*a Historia Naturalise a work in thlrty»seven volumes* Austin
used the phrase that *te man alone is given a face* to other animals
mouths or beaks.

They have indeed the forehead# but man alone ean use

it to express his grief or joy* his olsmensy or severity,*1
From Lavater’s Essay* on Physiognomy (Fhys iognoals oho Fragments)
Austin extracted a definition of both physiognomy and pathogaomy,
levator saidt
Fhyalognomy is the knowledge of the signs of the powers and
inclinations of men, Pathognomy Is the knowledge of the
signs of the passions. Physiognomy therefore teaches the
knowledge of the ©haracter at rest* and pathognomy* of th©
character in motion. All people read the oountenanee
pathognomonically* (hence the expression of countenance
g
necessary to the orator) few Indeed read it physiognomoaioally.

^Quintilian* Instltutlo Qratoria, trsns, H, B, Butler (4 vol.,
London* William Heinematm* 1922)* IV* 2OT,
2

_

_

Bessys on
Physiognomy.
e< Thomas
^ 'Johann Caspar tavater,
1
„ __
_ 1 __
«d*
Ho loroft (Sew ed,* London* C, m i m T n & i m f B O I ) , p T l g,
Ad
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Austin applied this distinction between physiognomy and pathognomy to
his discussion of the countenance by explaining that the orator who
would move others must appear to be moved himself 3 that Is* he must
express hie emotions in his oountenanee and by his manner* otherwise*
hie language will be contradicted by hie looks *
Austin followed the anelent writers and orators when he said that
a public speaker should attend to the expression of his esuatenanos as
well as to that of his volost

nXt should be an established maxim that

an orator should temper with becoming modesty that pe rauasion and confi
dence which his oountenanee should express of the Justice and truth of
what he recommends**

(p* 98).

He continued*

*ExpressIon of oountenanee*

so ixqportant to the public speaker* will follow almost of course to all
who sincerely deliver their true sentiments * * . * If an orator is truly
good and sincere* the expression of his countenance will not disappoint
the feelings of his hearers**

(pp* 95-96).

A fine distinction was made between the expression of countenance
and a fine countenance) the difference being that even the worst of
men might have a sufficiently expressive countenance* but a fine
countenance belongs to a good heart and an Improved understanding*
To Austin* the eyes contribute the most to the expression of the
countenance* and for his authorities he turned to Buffon** Hi atsirs
Haturelie de i*Homme and to Cicero’s Pe Orators.

Th® extract from

Buffon* as translated by this writer* reads 1
It is especially in the eyes that these Inward passions
portray thornselves and we can recognise them* The eye is
related to the soul more than any other organ and seems to
have contact there and to participate in all its movements*
it expresses the most lively of the passions and the most
tumultuous of the emotions* equally as the sweetest of the
emotions and the most delicate of feelings} , , , the eye

58
re«iT#« and reflects at tho same time the illumination of
thought and the w a m t h of feeling, it la the meaning of
the soul and the language of the mind,
Cieere say* essentially the same thing when he says "&b is by the ear*
nest looks or inattention of the eyes, by their direction, and by
their vivacity that ere express the emotions of our minds suitably to the
character of our discourse***

Austin’s own statement on the Importance

of the eyes to the orator was quoted directly by Charles Elumptre more
than seven decades later when he used this statement from page 105 of
Chironoidat
He will therefore turn his eyes upon the eyes of his audience,
and in the mere important and earnest passages, he will look
into the very pupils of their eyes*5
cm the subject of the eyes it seemed appropriate to discuss the use of
tears*

Austin said, since the two are related in this matter* he

referred to Quintilian, who said that no one but a speaker of the
highest talents should attempt to move an audience to tears because
there is no aid«pelat**elther tears or derision are produced, Austin
supported the use of tears if used as an emotional appeal**provided
that it be legitimate i he also said that Cioere had ruled that the
lamentation should be as brief as possible*
Austin’s discussion of the oountenanee concluded with seme
thoughts about the Imporfcanoe of the mouth to the rest of the
countenance* he pointed out that it is "more Important to attend to the

^Georges Louis LsClere Buffon, Histolre Nature lie do 1’Hoimae et
des Antmauac Quadrupeds*, Supplement to ffl'ifto^re' 'natuiwlio "generals' ~e¥m
artlgull^rc. aveo TGT "description du Cabineidurel (&£ vole.*TSirfsT
e P 'i B ^ ^ k e r^ale, I ^ 1 g W ) 7 p7 m ; -------"

S

*Cieero, Do Orators, trana* H* Raokham (8 vols,, London« William
Heiacsiann ltd, 1982), II, 179*
g
Charles J* Plumptre, King’s College Lectures on Elocution (Londons
Trubner A Co,, 1881), p* 887*

3©
f

mouth then to tho eyes beoause the eyes can at all timoe assume tho
character suited to tho expression of tho moment, hut the mouth being
one of the softest features It is soonest changed, and If It once loses
Its character

of

sweetness, it changes perhaps forever***

(p, Ifcg),

SUMMARY
About this second “external* pert of oratory, Austin felt that It
ranked next to the voioe In Importance, and for this opinion he used
Cieere, Quintilian and Pliny as his soureesi he discussed the countenance
and drew material from levator. Buffon, Cicero, and Quintilian,

fwo of

the important features of the oountenanee which he,discussed were the
mouth and the eyesj to Austin, the eyes contribute the most to egression,
but the month Should be attended to by the orator beoause it is one of
the softest features, and if it changes, it Changes perhaps permanently,
Austin did not introduce any original ideas in this treatment of
the countenance| again, he used classical and contemporary sources for
his material, and his treatment of the countenance had no lasting
influence on later books.

Occasionally there was a scattered reference,

such as that quoted from Charles Fluaptre, but no Important Influence to
compare with the influence exerted by the third “external" of oratory,
gesture, which is to be discussed in a later chapter.

CHAPTER VI
amtxrs ostt tbs modes adopted in public bpbakxhg
In the preceding chapters two of tho Important ports of delivery,
tho voioe and tho countenance, are discussed at length} tho third,
gesture, will bo treatod more fully in later chapters.

At this point

an attempt will bo made to show tho application of those concepts of
delivery to public speaking.
Public speaking has three general objects, according to Austin}
and they are persuasion, instruction or entertainment,

The different

moans by which these objects are achieved are through reading^ reeltation, declamation, oratory wad acting.

These are oalled by Austin

tho modes adopted In public speaking,
Tho first of those sLOdes to be discussed is reading, whieh can
be dons on tho following scalest

intelligible, earreet, impressive*

rhetorical* e
dramatic
or -e
epic,
e
M
W
H
M
m
w
s
e
m
r
The lowest degree of reading aloud for the information of others
begins with the scale at intelligible} the only requisites for Into 1 1 1 *
gib Is reading are good articulation, proper attention to pauses and
accents, and sufficient effort of volee to render it audible to all
concerned in the matter.

The only goal in intelligible reading is to

be heard and understood through an intelligent presentation, of material.
The requisites for the intelligible reader are sometimes not
sufficient to convey tho moaning completely, and In this case tho next
scale Is reached in correct reading.

To the requisites of articulation,

pauses and accents, and effort of voice necessary to tho intelligible
reader, the correct reader must add proper emphasis, purity of pronun~
elation and suitable demeanor to raise the reading to the level of
40

41

correct M i a i %
th» ijgy»iiln router li oa « higher level than cither the intelli
gible or tho oorroot reader sad to tho requisites of thooo too scales
ho w o t odd ex^milofi of tho voice, expression of tho countenance,
direction of the eye, variety of manner as to rapidity of delivery sad
rteterietl pauses*

Impressive reading comprehends two entire divisions

of tho art of delivery!
tint

the volee end the countenance*

Aunt la adds

reading io suitable for tho reading of tho liturgy or of

tho Scriptures,
Xapressive reading comprehends tiro divisions of delivery, tho voice
and tho eeusfceaanee, but dess not include gesture to any degree*

If to

the impressive stylo above described be added such a degree of sequela*
tenee with the subject that It sea be nearly committed to memory sad
accompanied by gesture to seas degree, then a higher scale of reading
with a acre forcible style is gained which is sailed rhetorical reading,
The highest fora ef reading in public is dramatic reading in which
tho voice, the countenance, end the delivery as te rapidity or slowness,
feres or feebleness are nearly suited te the character which is supposed
at any tiao to speak* even provincial and foreign accents are also in
sens degree imitated,

Moderate gesture ef the hand is used, accompanied

now end then by the head, in passages requiring particular discrimination*
This uses the entire scope ef delivery combining the full use ef the
voice, tho oountenanee and gestures ef the head, the body and the limbs*
la the reading ef epic poetry, the scales ef correct* impressive and
rhetorical stylos are sometime* combined but because of the lofty measure
aad dignified language, an exalted and dignified manner above the
ordinary level is assumed and is called the epic manner*
p

42

Sometimes the public speaker desires to give & composition more
interest then It sen gala from mere reading! in this ease he must cessait
it to memory perfectly, end adorn end enforce it with ell the aide of
the parte of oratery«~the various modulations of the voice, the expression
of the countenance, and suitable gestures,

Hhen the composition thus

delivered Is poetical in nature, this mode of public speaking is called
recitation! when it ia argumentative, and pronounced or composed on an
imaginary occasion for the purpose of exercising the speaker’s rhetorical
talents*— it is called declamation, and when the speaker delivers in this
manner a composition of his own on a real esoaslon— ’ib la oratory.
To Austin, oratory represented the highest achievement In publlo
speaking, for it combined perfection in composition with perfection in
delivery.

He felt that oratory was the power of reasoning (logic)

united to the various arts of persuasion, presented by external graee,
and by the whole energy of the human powers.

The difference between

reasoning and oratory, he felt, was that the former appealed to the
understanding and the latter to the passions as well as the understanding.
He felt that it was more difficult to be an orator than a reasoner
because the orator needed the abilities of the reasoner and then
additional talents.
The difference between oratory and acting Is found in the Character
of the speaker, in the subject, and in the manner of presentation.

The

actor is seldom supposed to deliver his own composition! therefore, his
merit is generally considered separately from that of the part which he
plays.

On the other hand, the orator always delivers his own composition,

and in doing so represents himself in his own character.
difference lies in the freedom of action to each onei

Another

the actor traverses

1*3
the whole stage, depending upon hew h® is moved by passion of by the
circumstances of the scene) the orator la limited by the extent of
movement of bis lower limbs—-*t most to an occasional single step in
advancing or retiring or perhaps merely to a change of position ©f the
feet*

A third difference is the freedom of gesture*

the gesture of the

actor is unrestrained while that liberty of gesture In the orator would
be licentiousness (or so Austin feels}*
One of the interesting sections in Chironoml* is the discussion of
the ancient pantomimes, although Austin says that pantomime hardly forms
any portion of the proper subject of our present inquiry*

The reason

that Austin advances fear this last statement is that this study relates
to the gesture which Is suited to the illustration and enforcement of
language, not to the gesture which supersedes its use, and which in Its
purposes and manner of application Is altogether different*

With this

knowledge of Austin1® feeling about pantomime it is difficult to under
stand hew Blanks could have made the statement that ’’Austin may be fairly
1

designated as the Father of Pantomime**

Austin was interested In the

canon of uronurrbiatio* which he called rhetorical delivery, and which he
conceived of as being composed of voice, countenance and gesture*

His

interest in pantomime seems to have been purely an academic one) he was
interested in its historical development*
Austin said that Athenaaus had traced the origin of pantomime to
the Greek poet Aeschylus, who introduced the second actor In drama and
also theatrical costume and gesture, and to Telestes, a dancer employed

1

Anthony F* Blanks, "An Introductory Study in the History of the
Teaching of Public Speaking in the United States*" (Unpublished Ph* B,
dissertation, Stanford University, 1P28), p* 56.
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by Aeschylus, who

to*

really the author of the panteealsdo art,

(Austin9®

source for much of this material ®» pantomime moo Book III of Reflexions
^
2
critiques our la Posslc ot our la Dslnturo by Abbo Duboa^)
From Greece the art «aa taken to Betae, and Bathylus of Alexandria
oao a rival Of Fylades ia expressing the pantomimic dance,

la the

reign of Tiberius, Tacitus telle us that popular disturbances arose
from the contests of the pantomimes, and that Tiberius restrained them
by very otriet lams,

Of the succeeding reigns, the pantomimes seem to

have beeeme the peculiar objects not only of tutorial favor, hat of
imperial imitation,

Caligula

too

*e carried away by hie paeaion for

music and pantomimic action that even at the publlo exhibition® he could
not refrain from joining in the recitative with the tragedian, and openly
Imitating the gesture of the aster, he If either approving or correcting
it.

Sere was devoted to all the exhibitions of the theatres he made hie

first appearance on the stage at Bap lee, according to Tacitus, and eon*
tended aftersards publicly la the theatre for the prise in music*

It

was Bero she presented his principal dancer to a visiting barbarian
prince, upon his request, ia order that he night make himself easily
intelligible to his neighbors, she spoke such various and discordant
languages that it was difficult to oOaxsunioate with them through an
iateipreter,

The pantomime* maintained their popularity from the time of

2Jean Baptiste Dubas. Reflexions critiques sur la Bessie et sur
la point ore > The first edition o? this Work' whspubli shaft a^uymotis'ly "lit
Parish in 1719, and went through many editions in later years. In 174®
Thomas Bugant made an English translation from the Sth edition. Gnfor*
tunately this writer was unable to Inepeofc either the original French
editions or the English translations, As a result, Austin's use of this
book cannot be Interpreted first-hand.

4$

Augustus to the sixth oewtury* sometimes filling the theatres of Home
with throe thousand female dancers and three thousand singers*
The first pantomime artist to act out what was sung by am m one
else was IAvius Andronious the Poet* who got permission to have a hoy
sing to the music while he aoted eat what was song*

About this practise

Austin comments that to the KngHsh of his time such arrangement would
appear absurd* but that it probably did not to the Remans* since the
actors all wore such monstrous masks that expression of the countenance
was hidden anywayi therefore as long as the sounds were hoard and the
gestures accompanied them regularly* the sounds might as well be supposed
to issue from the mask as if they had done so really*
SlfeOAARY
The objects of publlo speaking are persuasion* instruction or
entertainment* and the different means by which these objects are
achieved are through reading* recitation* declamation* oratory and
acting* which Austin called the modes adopted in public speaking*

The

combined use of the voice* the countenance and gesture would vary with
each of these modes*

To explain this combination of these external

parts of oratory and their application to the modes of public speaking
he established a scale ranging from the simple to the complex to which
he gave the names intelligible* correct* impressive* rhetorical* dramatic
or epic respectively*

Intelligible was the most simple application of

these parts of oratory! while dramatic was the most complex and complete*

GHAPTBR VII
AUSTIHt ON 0H8TI3R®
In earlier chapters of this study two of the so*oalXe& "external*
ports of oratory have toon discussed— the voice and the oou*itenan©e| the
third, and most important to Austin, of theso three parts was gesture,
and it was to this subjeot that he demoted the greater part of his
attention.
When Austin uses the term gesture he dees not refer only to the
movement of a hand or a m i to him the term ineiudes the entire realm of
risible bodily motion.

By this term he comprehended the notion and

position of all the parts of the body*

of the head, the shoulders, the

body or trunk, of the arms, the hands and fingers, the loner limbs, and
the feet.
Before discussing gesture in detail, Austin first felt the obliga
tion to disease ease of the current objections during his day to gesture
and to refute those objections as well as he could.

One of the first

of those objections mas that the gesture of the theatre would be improper
in the bar or the pulpit and that it mas unsulted to the orator.

Austin

agreed that the bar or pulpit mould indeed be offended by the licentious*
/1

,

ness of theatrical gesture, but, he says, "so far as emery kind of
gesture is to be performed by the same beings, furnished with the same
faculties, and for the same puxposes, that is, in order to enforce, to
Illustrate, and to adorn their discourses, the principles of all, if
truly investigated, must be referred to the same sources,”

(p,

1 &5 ).

Another objection to studying gesture was that its knowledge would
lead to incessant gesturing* Austin argued that a knowledge of the
principles of gesture need not lead to incessant movement, but would
46
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enable the speaker to Judge -when to gesture, when to move hie body, and
how to do It with grace, with propriety and with effect.
Another objection to gesture which Austin felt obliged to refute
wee that studying gesture was unnecessary because nature would tell the
orator hew and when to gesture,

Austin agreed that strong passions of

the mind did oomaunicate themselves to the body in such a way that
vehement gesticulations could hardly be avoided, but nature did not
suggest the most dignified or graceful expressions of these various
passionsi therefore, the speaker who depended on them tended to make
himself ridiculous and an object for laughter or disgust in the eyes
of the fastidious listener.
The last objection to gesture, which Austin discussed, was that
gesture did not suit the English because they were a reserved race} this
he ateltted to be true, and found that other nationalities were more
inclined to liveliness and vivacity in their manners.

However, he did

feel that some happy medium could be discovered which would be suited
to the gravity of the English manner and the English habits and yet not
ohlll 1die hearer for lack of proper energy.
Having sufficiently answered the contemporary objections to gesture,
Austin added one final reason for the neglect of a cultivation of the
art of gesture| that neglect, he said, could be found in the "want of a
copious and simple language for expressing its different modifications
with brevity and perspicuity,"

(p, 371),

Realising this want, Austin

conceived his notation system, which he felt would be the language to
express the different modifications of gesture.

The notation system

conceived of in Chlronomla is an attempt to "produce a language of symbols
so simple and so perfect as to render it possible to represent with

48

facility every action of an orator throughout hi# speech, or of an aotor
throughout the whole draa»
repetition and practice**

9

and to record thssa for posterity* and for
(p, $?4~878).

He saw an analogy between the

language of music and the language of gesture because the notation of
musical sound# records the melodies and harmonies of sounds* and the
notation of gesture records the ^beautiful* the dignified* the graceful
or expressive actions of the body* by which the emotions of the mind are
manifested on great and interesting occasions**

(p* 876)*

The notation of gesture would have application to other field# of
art besides eratoryt the historical painter* for one* would be able to
use such a system in recording the actual manner of gesture of speakers
whom he would represent*

Anotuer application would be In dramatic art*

where with this notation system great actors would be able to note
exactly their most successful scenes* mark their ideas for the conduct
of fsrerlty scenes* and hand these down to posterity for the instruction
of aspiring young actors* who would then be guided by the experience of
the masters*
Rotation of gesture
In establishing a notation of gesture* it was necessary first to
consider the parts of the body which could make gesture#} principally*
they weret

A* the head} B* the shoulders} 0* the trunk or body} D* the

azmsj B* the hands and fingers} F* the loser limbs and knee#} and

6

* the

feet*
A*

The Feet

Because the feet represent the foundation for the standing figure*
Austin treated their positions first} he sadd there could be no grace
or dignity In the standing figure without stability and case of the feet
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and the

limbs,

Mm saw grass la the standing position when th®

weight of th® body we* principally supported on on® leg, while th® other
was «® plaeed at to be ready to relievo it promptly and without effort.
Specifically, he said that "the feet which sustains th® principal weight
b® «® plated that a perpendicular line let fall from the hole of the nook
shall pane through the heel of that foot**

(p, 296)*

By the "hole" of

the asek he must have meant the eenter of the nook,
Austin** positions of the feet and lever limbs were determined by
him according to the foot which was advanced and the foot which sustained
the weight of the bedyi therefore, these positions varied as the right
or left feet advaneed or retired and as the weight shifted from one to
the other*

For the following detailed analysis of the positions of the

feet and the notation system for these positions attention should be
directed to Plate I which was reproduced from Chironomla* around whieh.
Austin1s notations of the feet was based,
1,

The first position of the right foot, noted R, 1 (Figures t and

7).
In this position the right foot (advaneed before the left about the
breadth of the narrowest part of the foot) forms with the left fo o t an
angle of about 76 degrees} the line which forms this angle passes through
the length of caoh feet, meets its vertex under the heel of the left}
the principal weight of the body is sustained by the left foot, The
right rests lightly upon the ground and is lightly shadowed In the
Illustration while the left is heavily shadowed*
2 . The second position of the right foot, noted R* 3*
and 7)*

(Figures 5

In this position, the rlgsfc foot sliding forwards about half the breadth
of the feet, receives the principal weight of the body, the left heel
being raised, and turning as far Inwards towards the right, and the ball
of the left great toe only light 2y touching the ground to keep the body
from tottering. The left heel, end all the rest of that foot is raised
entirely from the ground. In the figure the right feet is deeply shadowed,
and the part of the left whieh touches the ground is shadowed faintly.
The part of the left which does not touch the ground is not shadowed In
the plan. The angle formed by lines drawn through the length of the feet
in this position is nearly equal to a right angle, or SO degrees. In
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this position* if the feat ere very near together* the entire sole of
the left feet may lightly touch the ground* hot then the feet are
separated about their own length or more* the left touches only near
the great toe* the knee is bent* and the inside of the leg is presented
to visa*
5*

The first position of the left foot* noted l»# 1*

(Figure 4)*

This position of the left is in all respects analogous to the first
position of the right* The left foot is advanced* and the body Is
principally supported on the right*
4*

The second position of the left foot* noted 1»* 2*

(Figure

6 )*

This position, of the left is in all respects analogous to the second
position of the right*
6*

The right position in front* noted F* B*

This is one of two positions in front in which the heels are placed
nearly together at the distance of about half the breadth of the foot*
and the body is supported alternately on the right and left foot* while
the toes of the other lightly touch the ground* The angle formed by
the feet in these positions is somewhat greater than a right angle*
6

* The left position in front* noted F* &*

This ia analogous to the right position in front except the body Is
supported on the left feet*
These last two positions* the front positions* are used when per*
sons are addressed
fronts

alternately on each side while

Austin said that they are not graceful and

the auditors arein
should net beused

because they are too stiff and formal and they present the body with
too aaoh uniformity and flatness*

He sutanarised the positions and

attitudes of the orator in the following manner*
The orator is to adopt such attitudes and positions only*
as consist with manly and simple grace* The toes ays to
be moderately turned outwards* but not to be ©on*trainedI
the Hnibs are to be disposed so as to support the body
with ease* and to change with facility* The sustaining
foot Is to be planted firmlyi the leg and thigh braced*
but net contracted} and the knee straightened} the other feet
and limb must press H^xtly* and be held relaxed so as to be
ready for immediate change and action* The trunk of the body
is to be well balanced* and sustained erect upon the support*
lag limbs* except In such attitudes as particularly require
its inclination* as veneration* supplication* The breast
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should la general bo so pro seabed, that a H a s drawn from
the eye of the person addressed, should be nearly
perpendicular bo a line drawn Across the speaker *e
shoulders, That is, whatever his position may be, he
should present himself as Quintilian espressos it, segno
pestore. Fig* 10 and 1, and never in the fencer*s aEErEude
Fig* 6 , (pp. S0W502),
In changing the positions of the feet, the motions site to be made
as simply as possible) the general rule for ©hanging position is that
it should take place after the first gesture or preparation of the
changing hand, and coincide with the second or the finishing gesture.
The changes of positions which might be made are to advance (noted by
letter a), to retire (r), to traverse (tr), to start (st), or to
stamp (sp). Austin added that running or leaping are seldom used,
even on the stage, and were not here noticed*

If more than one step

was to be expressed, the number might be introduced in a parenthesis
after the letter marking the step, and then the position followed
which finished the movement~~aa a (2 ) B*
the second position of the right foot.

2

meant advance two steps to

Thus far, changes of position

or steps had been considered as being executed by the free foeb«-»the
foot on which the body was net supported.

If it was necessary to move

the foot which exported the body, two movements were neeeesazyt

first,

the weight ef the body had to be shifted to the other foot, and second,
then the move could be made properly.
in figures IS and Id on Flats
B,

1

These positions are Illustrated

,

Positions, Motions, Elevations of the Arms

In planning the notation scheme for the arms Austin conceived &f *
man standing in the center of a sphere on whieh were inscribed vertical
and horlcostal ares somewhat in the fas M e n of lines of longitude and
latitude on the globe.

By moving an arm in the vertical direction
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Plate
The Pan

in the

II

p h ere frorn chircmomia

u
Mitala pd«ltioi» could 1m located a* being above the head, obliquely
above it, la front of it, below it obliquely, or bo low it towards the
foot.

By moving tho a m la a heriiontal direction positions could new

bo located ao being aorooo tho body, ia front of tho body, diagonally
from it, straight oat to tho aide, or back,

^

combining tho positions

ia tho vertical plane with these ia tho horizontal plane a groat number
of positions for tho arms could bo located exactly,

tho groat intricacy

of thio system of positions will be seen by referring to Plate XX,
figure#

10,

17 and 18 for farther explanation.

Figure Id,

It oan bo seem from thio figure that If tho a m be

ralood as high ao it earn bo, the extremity of tho fingers will swoop
la the vertical direction a eend-eirole, beginning at the root position
at tho side (ft) and terminating in tho top or Zenith position (2) f la
thio ssaal-eirele are marked five principal points, approximately fortyfive degrees apart, wkloh are designated Ifc (rOst), £ (downwards),
h (towards tho ho risen), <e (elevated), and % (zenith),
positions la the vertical directlent
Figaro 17,

Theee are the

ft d h e Z,

This figure demonstrates the positions possible la a

horizontal or transverse direction,

The a m is raised to a hcrlsoatal

position then swept across the body and then la a semi-circle around
to the bade* upon this semi-circle are positioned five points at
regular intervals which are designated as £ (across the body), £ (forward
or front), £ (oblique), x (extended to tho side), and £ (backwards),
These, then, are the positions in the horizontal or transverse direc
tions
Figure 18,

This illustrates which might be termed the "man-1n-

the-sphere* concept upon which Austin based his system of notation, and

SS

which was either adopted as such by labor writers or adopted with modified
symbols* whether used by later writer® in the original form or modified
by certain author#* the concept remains the cams and these later versions
will bo discussed in the part of this study devoted to the successors and
followers of Austin*
The smn-ia-the-sphere concept Is not as complicated as It appears
at first glance, and it oan be explained most easily by following the
steps with whieh Austin developed hie sphere*

First he formed a circle

around the man by proceeding from the top (zenith), then to the right (h)»
then down to the bottom (R), around to the left (Jh again), and bask to
the top to complete the primitive circle

2

& fih 4

Mother circle Is

assumed to be drawn from top to bottom immediately in front of the man
in the eirole5 this eirole is designated £ (senith) 1R (rest)*

Assume

for the moment that now one-half of a glebe is oessplctedj let the
right eirole j5 11 be the mid-point and proeeed ninety degrees right and
left from this mid-point*

At tho right and left points the primitive
s

eirole is located*

Additional circles are located now half-way between

the mid-point and the primitive, clrolej those new oiroles are designated
ZqR and

The last circles are in the plane away from the viewer

end are located forty-five degrees back of the primitive oirolei la
figure 18 they are shown by the dotted lines and are designated £ b R
and Z b E, The

circles described so far have all been in the vertical

direction* In the horizontal plane three circle® will be designated*
the first gees from side to side along the arc h £ h* the second along
the small arc • fM e
and the third along
the arc ud
f d*
i*
w
mrnm«*■»
i*
The position of the spectator viewing this sphere Is assumed to be
la the plane of the right circle* £ £ R# and nearly in the middle at

point

The practical application of this sphere with its various

vertical and horizontal circles is thatLthc position of the a m can he
designated along one of the circles or at the Intersection of a vertical
with a horizontal circle*

This is the theory upon which Austin’s notation

of gesture is based* and the positions are detemined and noted in the
following manners
A*

(refer to Plate XXI)

Flr«% in the vertical direction*

Figure IS - when the arm hangs down at rest
19 to 25 - when directed downwards within 45 degrees of
the Nadir
"
24 to 28 ~ when directed towards the horizon
*
29 to 55 - when elevated between the horizon and zenith
*
50 « when pointing to the zenith
B*

20*
5 * 50 ~
20* 2
29*

•

2 1 * 26* 51 »
21*

«

22*

m

d
h
e
Z

Second* in the transverse direction.

Figures 19* *4* 29
*

E

27* 52 -

25* 28* 55 *

when the arm Is extended as far as convenient
across the body* 48 degrees beyond the right
circle (2 fft)
when directed in the plane of the right circle
and of the spectator’s eye
when directed nearly 45 degrees obliquely
from this
when in the primitive circle and at right
angles with the U s e from the spectator**
eye* and extending in the plan of the
speaker’s breast
when behind this* nearly .45 degrees backwards

o
f
q

x
b

From the combination of these 5 vertical and 5 transverse positions*
the 15 fundamental or systematic positions a re formed*
Figure 19 - directs the a m
n
m
•
20 *
«
f
»
a
w
21 f
t
*
a
m
22 «
«
f
t
•
«
25 •
Figure
n
t»
M
ft

24
25
26
27
28

«
~
*

«
«
n
«
•

ft
ft
ft
ft

ft

a
a
«
•v

downwards
downwards
downwards
downwards
downwards

across
forwards
oblique
extended
backwards

horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

across
forwards
oblique
extended
backwards

do
df
4q
dx
db
he
hf
hq
hx
hb
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Plat© III
Systematic Positions of the Arms from Chiropomi_a

Figure 39<* direst#
30 *
*
*
51 •
*
*
33 *»
*
*
33 *

the a m
«
*
*
*
«
»
*
*

elevated aero##
elevated forward#
elevated oblique
elevated extended
elevated backward#

ee
ef
eq
ex
eb

The greet variety whieh the systematic or fundamental position# afford
will appear mere evident by considering that the 15 position# are first
to be considered ea 46 because they can b© performed either by the right
hand* by the left* or by both hands*
The 45 systematic positions can again be multiplied by S to produce
135) this is done by the degree of extension in which an extreme amount
is marked) i.e.* by giving a notation for the amount of extension which
is either extreme* moderate* or contracted.
37* 38* and 39 respectively on Flats X?.

These are shown In figures

In the extreme degree* an x is

used) for example* hxx means horizontal extended -extended) if the object
as before he supposed as something producing disappointment, then a £
is added to indicate contraction.

An example of this would be hxo which

means horizontal extended contracted.

If only the moderate amount is

Indicated* then only the first two letters* hx. are used.
To these 135 positions just described* Austin adds some more in
the Z (zenith) and H (rest) position#) his own words will now be quoted,
from p. 516* because it appears that somehow the scientifically minded
Heverend Austin made a sis calculation)
Thus there may be reckoned 155 systematic or fundamental
positions of the arms* to which if we add the two Z and B*
and multiply the former 2 by 3, in order to express the
moderate* extended* and contracted state# of the a m * we
have four mere* in all 159 positions.
This seems to be in error because the position Z (zenith) can be modified
into the three states of moderate* extended and contracted (as he state#)*
but can also be performed by either the right hand* the left hand* or both

Plate IV
Positions of the Arms from Ohironomia

37
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hands together to make nine additional positions! also the P. (rest)
position cats bo performed by either th® right# tho loft or both a t m
together for another three positions*

In other words# it seems feat

to tho original 13$ positions outlined by Austin# it is possible to
add another twelve to make a grand total of Ik? rather then
figures*

as he

139

It should be mentioned here in. this connection that Barber#*

she followed Austin exactly, made the m m
besr of positions* he also figured

139*

error in totaling the m m ~

but that la not surprising since

his work was nothing more than an abstract or condensation of Chironipla*
la addition to the positions $ m % described* there are & m m
additional positions which deserve mention.
folded* akiafce* or reposed*

In these the « m

may be

On photostat U# figures 1*0# Id and k2 are

a h e m examples of these positions*

figure hO illustrates the anas

folded or eamtaberedt in this position they are crossed and enclose
each other (noted by an),

lbs anas are akimbo (k) whoa the hands are

rested on tho hips and the elbows stuck out at either or both sides
as in figure 1*1 ; they are reposed (tip) when tho elbows are nearly
resting on the hips and one hand holds the other wrist*

Figure U2

illustrates this position which is called a female position (poadee)
by Austin*
C*

Positions and Motions of the Hands

In order to impress the reader with tho importance of the hands*
Austin first quotes from Quintilian* Vossius and Oreaolllws* who each
i
Jonathan Barber* A Practical treatise on Oeatairet nhi «r* y
abstracted from Austin9s cWiro^miai 'ac^ted tc tko use or 'siudente*
and arranged according to the raethod of instruction in Harvard---University (Cwp^rldget Milliard m e brown* 1031J«
—
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gave so much emphasis to this subject*

From Quintilian came the state****

ment that "without the aid of the hands, action would be mutilated and
void of energy. • • * The action of the other parts of the body assists
the speaker, but the hands speak themselves . • . so that in the great
diversity of languages, which obtain among all kingdoms and nations,
theirs appears to me the universal language of mankind."

Vossius

echoes Quintilian when he says that the hands not only assist the
speaker, but seem almost themselves to speak, and Cresollius says that
without the hands there would be no eloquence*

Having established the

importance of the hands from these ancient authors Austin extracts cer
tain description* of the disposition of the fingers and the hands from
Book XI, chapter 3, of Quintilian’s Institutio Oratoria*^
descriptions were accompanied

by

These

engravings which Austin had prepared to

illustrate each position, and which are to be found on JFlates 7 and FI#
gigor. 1*3.

It is a very common gesture to bend down the middle

finger to the thumb, and to extend the other three.

This gesture is

suited to the opening of ah oration; and is moderately extended with
gentle motion towards either side, at the same time the head and
shoulders sensibly accompany the direction Of the band#

In narration

this gesture should be decided and then a little more advanced! in re«*
proach or argument, it should be sharp and earnest,
«

Figure 1*1*. The two middle fingers are also contracted under the
thumb.

This gesture is still more vehement than the former} and 1* not

suited to the exordium or to the narration.

^Quintilian, Institutio Oratoria. trams. H* 1. Butler, IV, p. 28£
3Ibld. nr, pp. 293-299.
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Figures

and 66* Bat when the three last are bended inwards and

are pressed down by the thumb* then that finger is extended* • * » This
gesture is used in reproach and indication from wh *ch last it ha® it®
on®} {index}*

And, when the hand ia raised and turned towards the

shoulder, it affirm® by a small inclination*

When turned towards the

earth and pointing as it were downwards* it is urgent? sometimes it
stands for a number*
Figures I46 and him This finger also when its upper Joint is lightly
held at both sides* whilst the other two fingers (bat the little one lees
so)* are moderately bended* is proper for disputation*
Figure U8*

But they seem to dispute with more eagerness who rather

hold the middle Joint* contracting the last fingers the more in propor
tion as the first go down*
Figure U9«

That gesture is also well suited to a modest oration*

in whieh* lightly collecting together at their points the four first
fingers, the hand is brought near to the lips or to the breast* and
then gradually extended prone with the fingers relaxed*
Figure 50* The hand also* the fingers being more freely turned
upwards, is collected towards the lips* and then extended a little metre
widely in the contrary direction* seeming* as it were, to carry forth
the words along with it*
Figure $1*

Sometimes we extend two fingers more distinctly* but

without pressing the thumb inwards (towards the palm)? the last fingers
however are a little turned in* yet without much extending the upper
fingers*
Figure $2*

The two last fingers sometimes press the palm of the

hand near the ball of the thumb, whieh is Jointed itself to the first

6h

fingers at* the middle joint*
Figure 53*

Sometimes the fourth finger is Inclined obliquely*

Figure £&» Some times the four fingers being rather relaxed than
extended, and the thumb inclined inwards, we put our hand into a con**
venient position for demonstrating or distinguishing at the sides, when
it is turned supine to the left and prone on the right side*
Figures 5>£ and 93 (photostat 9)*
this*

A gesture suited to admiration is

The hand is held nearly supine* and the fingers are collected

from the smallestj in the returning sweep* they ar© extended, and the
hand is turned into another position*
Figure $6*

The forefinger of the right hand joining the middle of

its nail to the extremity of its own thumb* and moderately extending the
rest of the fingers, is graceful in approving in narration and in die**
crimination*
Figure 57* Hot unlike which, tut with the three fingers compressed,
is that gesture,

bow

very much used by the Greeks, and even with both

hands, as often as by their gestures they strike their enthymemas like
pushing horns together*
Figures $9 and 60* tod that gesture which urges on the words, cot**"
traetlng and opening the hand with alternate and rapid motion, is rather
admitted by common usage than according to art*
Figure 6i*

The hollowed and opened hand raised above the shoulder,

with some degree of motion, as if encouraging, is a gesture

nearly adopted

from the foreign schools*
Figure 63*

To point out anything with the thumb averted, is

permitted, than becoming to an orator*

rather
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Haring given as mieh of Quintilian* s treatment of the hand® as he
deemed necessary* Austin then proceeds with his own detailed description
and notation of the gesture® and motions of the hands*

H© finds that

the positions of the hand are determined by four different circumstances t
(1 ) by the disposition of th© fingersj (2) by the manner in which the
palm is presented; (3 ) by the combined disposition of both hands; and
(U) by the part of the body on which they ar® occasionally placed*
*

these various positions are discussed at great length and illustrated
by the figures to be fo nd on Plates V, VI* VII* VIII and IX*
(1 )

Ey the disposition of the fingers*

Flggr* 5U.

The natural state* in th© notation marked (n)*

the

hand* when unconstrained in its natural state and relaxed state* either
hanging down at rest or raised, moderately up* has all the fingers a
little bended inwards towards the palm; th© middle and third fingers
lightly touch* the point of the middle finger resting partly on the
nail of the third*
and less bended*

Th© forefinger is separated from the middle finger*
The extremity of the thumb bends a little outwards*

and in Its general length and disposition, is nearly parallel with the
forefinger.
Figure 6h.

Shtended in th© notation marked (x).

Th© fingers

in this state, whatever may be the general position of th© hand, are
separated from each other with energy in proportion to the excitation
of th© speaker.
Figure 65.

Clinched, in the notation marked (c)9 pugnua*

The

fingers in this disposition are firmly closed* and press their extremities
upon the palm, the thumb aids the pressure, and is lapped particularly
over the middle finger.
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Plate VII
Disposition of the Pingers from Chironomia
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Figures h9 and j>P#

Collected (1)*

Mien the point® of all the

fingers are gently inclined towards or touch the point of the thumb#
Figure 61#

Hollow (w)*

Mien the palm is held nearly supine, and

the fingers turn inwards without touching (cava manu)#
Figures US# 66 and 67#

The index (i)*

Pointing with the forefinger,

and sometimes also with the middle finger extended, the other fingers
turned inwards and contracted with force according to the energy of the
speaker#
Figures 68, U6 and h?»

Hoi dim* (h)*

The finger and thumb are

pressed together, either the fore or middle finger or both, the other
fingers are contracted or extended according to the energy#

Figure $6

(presto pollipe)#
Figures 62 and 63,

Thumb (m)*

Pointing with the thumb, the fingers

.are clasped down, and the thumb extended#

When turned down (verso pollice#

figure 63)*
Figure 69# Grasping (g)#

The fingers and thusib seising the garments

or tearing the hair (uncls dlgitis)#
(2)

Vj the manner in which the pal® is presented#

Figures 70 and h9♦ The

hand is prone (g) when the palm is turned

downwards#
Figure 71#

Supine (jt)#

Figaro 72.

Iararda (n).

When the palm is turned upwards#
when the pal® is turned towards the breast,

and the hand is held on the edge, the thumb erect#
Figure 73#

Outwards (o).

When the palm is turned fro® the body and

towards the object, the thumb downwards, the hand held on the edge#
Figures 611 and 7b#

Vertical (v).

When the plane of the palm is

perpendicular to the horizon, the fingers pointing upwards.

69
(3)

Combined disposition of the hands*

For the notation of each

of these positions, it is found necessary to us© two symbolic letters
with a capital 3 which signifies that both hand© are considered*
Figure 75* Applied (ap)*

When the palms are pressed together,

and the fingers and thumb© of each are mutually laid against each other*
Figure 76*

Clasped (el)*

When the fingers are all inserted between

each other and the hands pressed close together, particularly at th© balls
of the thumbs and at the flashy muscle under th© little fingers, in its
whole length to the wrists*
Figure 77*

Crossed (or)*

When 01® hand is laid oh the breast and

the other is laid over it crosswise*
Figure 78*

Folded (fl)*

When the fingers of one hand at the second

Joint are all laid between the thumb and forefinger of th© other, and are
clasped down on its backt

whilst it© fingers fold the former from the

lowest kmickly of the little finger to the wrist, the thumbs crossing
each other nearly at the middle Joint.
Figure 79*

Inclosed (in)* When theknuckles at th© middle Joint

of cm© hand moderately bended are received within th© palm of th© other,
the fingers ©f which stretch along the back ©f the inclosed hand nearly
to its wrist, the thumbs crossing, or rather laid at length over each
other*
Figure 80*

Touchigig (tc)* When th©

points of the fingers of each

hand are brought lightly Into contact*
Figure 81*

llringing (wr). When both hands are first clasped

together and elevated, then depressed and separated at the wrists.
without disengaging the fingers.
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Figure 82,

Enumerating (en).

When the index of the right hand is

laid successively upon th© index or the different fingers of the left.
If the number of division© be more than four* the ©numeration begins from
the ihuisb.

(h)

By the part of the body on which they are occasionally placed.

{The symbolic letter by which these are noted is a capital, and is sub
stituted in the place of those two small letters in the systematic
table, which represent th© position of the arm in th© vertical and
transverse direction.)
Figure 83. The breast (B).
Figure 8it. The eyes (E).
Figure 8$. The lips (L).
Figure 66. The forehead (£)*
Figure 87* The chin (0).
Si addition to the positions of th© arms and hands which have just
been considered, the motions of th© hands and arm© together must be
considered in too other fashionss

(1) by the direction of their motion

and (2) by the manner of their motion.

The symbols for the notation of

these motions are the hth and 5th small letters.
Figure 88.

In the direction of the motion, gestures are con

sidered as ascending (a), descending (d), to th©

to the

left (1), forward© (f}, backwards (b), and revolving (v).
Figure 89.

Noting (n).

When the hand i® first drawn back and then

advanced and with a gentle stroke depressed.
Figure gQ.

Projecting or pushing (£).

When the «rm le first

retracted and then thrust forwards in th© direction in which the hand
points.

Fiot© Ia
P o s itio n s

of
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rlocy
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Fifgire 91,

Waring (w).

When the fingers are first pointed down

wards, and then by a smart notion of the elbow and wrist, the hand is
flung upwards into a vertical position*
Figure 92*

The flourish (fl).

Describes a circular movement above

the head.
Figure 93*

The sweep (sw).

Describes a curved movement descending

from the opposite shoulder, and rising with velocity to the utmost
extent of the ana, or the reverse; changing the position of the hand from
supine to vertical in the first case, and from vertical to supine in the
latter.

The sweep is sometimes doubled by returning the a m back again

through the same arch*
Fifyqre 9U*

Striking (at).

When the whole forearm and the hand along

with it descend from a higher elevation rapidly, and with a degree of
force like a 3troka which is arrested, when it has struck what it is
aimed against*
Figure 9f>. Recoiling (re).

When after a stroke a© in the former

gesture, the a m and hand return back to the position from whence they
proceeded*
Other gestures which are considered by their motion aret
Beckoning (bk).

When with the forefinger or the whole hand the

palm turned inwards, a motion is made inwards towards the breast.
Repressing (r^),

The reverse of th© preceding gesture, when the

forefinger or the whole hand, the palm turned outwards, makes a motion
in opposition to the parson addressed*

Th© motions in these two last

gestures are often repeated*
Advancing (ad),

When the hand being first moved downwards and back

wards in order to obtain greater space for action, is then moved

7h
regularly forwards and raised as high as the horizontal position, a
step being at the sane time made In advance to aid the action.
Springing (sp).

When the hand having nearly arrived at th®

intended limit of the gesture, flies suddenly up to it by a quick motion
of the wrist} like the blade of a pocket knife, when it suddenly and
decidedly snaps into its proper situation by the recoil of the spring*
throwing (th).

When the arm, by the force of the gesture, is flung

as it were in the direction of the person addressed*
Qiinfthinp (cl).

When the hand being held forth prone or supine, and

the arm moderately extended, the hand is suddenly clinched, and the arm
raised and contracted in a position of threatening or contempt.
Collecting (11).

When the arm from an extended position sweeps

inwards.
Shaking (ah).
Pressing (pr).

When a tremulous motion is made by the arm and hand.
When the hand already laid on some part, the effort

of pressing is marked by raising the elbow and contracting the fingers*
The Head, the Eyes* the Shoulders and the Body
Thus far the positions and movements of the feet and the lcwer
limbs, the positions, motions and elevations of the arms, and the positions
and motions of the hands have been discussed and illustrated by figures}
the next parts of the body to be dismissed are the head, the eyes, the
shoulders and the body*
From Quintilian Austin extracted the following comments upon the
importance of the head to delivery!
As the head gives the chief grace to the person, so does it
principally contribute to the expression of grace in delivery.
It must be held in an erect and natural position* * * * Its
movements should be suited to the character of the delivery

7$
they should accord with the gesture* and fall In with the
action of the hands* and the motions of the body, the
eyes are always to be directed as the gesture points} * • *
th© head is capable of many appropriate expressions. For
besides these motions, which by a nod signify assent* or
rejection, or approbation} there are other motions of th©
head known and common to all, which express modesty, doubt,
admiration and indignation* But to use the gesture of the
head alone unaccompanied by any other gesture, even on the
stage, is considered faulty* It is also a fault t© shake or
nod the head too frequently} but to toss it violently or to
agitate, the hair by rolling it about, is th© action of a
madman*
According to Quintilian, the most usual motions and positions of the head
with the appropriate notation symbols are*
I, inclined
E* erect
AS* assenting
EN* denying
SH* shaking
TS. tossing
S. aside
The looks of the eyes and the notations for them ares
F.
A.
D*
B*
R*
V,
And again Quintilian Is used

forwards
averted
downwards
upwards
around
vacuity; or vacancy

by

Austin as the authority for the motions

of the body OT trunks
The sides should bear their part in the gesture* Th© motion
of the whole body contributes much to the effect In delivery!
so much that Cicero Is of opinion that more can be done by
its gesture, than even by the hands themselves* Thus he
says in his work Be Orator©* No affected motions of the
fingers, no measured cadence of their articulations* Let the
gesture rather regulate itself by the movements*of th© whole
trunk, and by the manly inflexion of th© sides#

^Xbld. 17, pp. 281-283.
Ibid. IV, p. 309
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Austin concludes this particular discussion by explaining again that th®
gestures of the arms and hands are to be always supported by the accom
paniment of the body* not proceeding from th© trunk as from a rigid log*
He cautions th© orator about the shrugging of the shoulders#

*th©

raising up or shrugging of th© shoulders to express indifference or
contempt is merely theatrical and should be used sparingly even on the
stage.*
He explains in closing that a notation system for positions of the
body could be worked out, but that it is unnecessary because they are
always sufficiently understood sine© they are th© accompaniment of th©
gestures and motions of the head, the arms, and th© hands*
Application of the Symbols and Symbolic Letters
In th© previous chapter th© various positions and motions of th©
parts of the body— the feet and lower limbs, th© hands, the anas, the
head, the eyes, the shoulders and the body proper— were treated at seme
length and many symbols were Indicated for these various positions,
motions and attitudes.

It will now be th© purpose in this chapter to

examine the application of these symbols when combined together, and to
show how the movements of the body can be described through such a
system of notation*
In the system of notation, gestures are expressed by four, or fewer
symbolic letters for each movement^ these letters are always placed in a
certain sequence, as follows#
The
The
The
The

first letter relates to
second to the elevation
third to th© transverse
fourth to the motion or

th© position of the hand*
of the arm*
situation of th© arm*
fore® of the gesture*

For example, the letters pfafd are read# prone horizontal forward
descending# this means that prone is the position of th© hand, horizontal

Is th© elevation of th© arm, forward is the position of the arm in th©
transverse direction, and descending means that

1 ft

arriving at that

position, the arm descended from a higher elevation*
When there are two sets of small letters, th© first denotes the
gestures of the right hand and arm, the second those of th© left*
this ease, the two sets are separated by a short dash*

In

When a single

set of three, four, or five small letters is marked, th© gesture of one
hand only is expressed*

A short dash is always marked with each set of

small letters; if this dash follows the letters, they denote the gesture
of the right hand only; if the dash precedes the letters, they denote
tbs gestures of the left hand only*
When a long dash follows th© small letters connecting them to other
small letters, or to a single one farther on, a change of gesture is
marked, which is to take place on the word over which such letter or
letters are placed*
When after the set of small letters a dash, and then a dotted line
of connection Is marked, extending to another set of small letters
marked with a contrary dash, it is to he understood, that the gesture
made by the first hand is to be followed and supported by another gesture
made by the other hand, which is to take place where the second set of
letters is marked.

This is call© d alternate gesture, and noted al.

The positions of the head, and the looks of the eyes, are marked
with their symbolic capital letters towards th® beginning of th©
sentence, and considerably separated from the symbolic letters relating
to the hands and arms.
Th© positions of the feet and the steps are marked below the line,
and under th© word where they should take place*

The order in succession
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of the gestures of the different parts is, first, the eyes and
countenancej second, the head, hand and bo dy$ and last, the feet*
The symbols relating to the -vole© m y be used as occasion requires,
and written in the margin*

They are chiefly borrowed from the very

ingenious work, Prosodla Bationalis, by Joshua Steele*
The attached material, Plates X, XI* XIX, XIII and XIV, is copied
directly from pp. 363 to 36? of Chironomla and chows the arrangement of
the symbolic letters of notation of gesture*
In order t© show the application of this notation system to a piece
of literature, Plate XV is included which Is a portion of "The Miser and
Flutus" by Gayj it will be seen from an examination of this plate, taken
from plate 12 in Chlronomia, that above the lines of the fable Austin
presented a figure making the gestures, and immediately above th© words
on which the gestures were made appear the notations*
below the words are for the positions of the feet*

The notations

Taken from pp* 370,

371 and 372 of Chirenonia are some of Austin’s observations on the
notations for "The Miser and Flutua.n
Figure 1*

The direction of motion expressed by the 1th small

letter r, means that from the position in which both hands are presented
vhf, they should move both towards the right and stop at the position
oblique as noted b>

connected by a dash to th© position mentioned*

Figure 2* The Uth small letter n signifies noting*

See manner of

motion in the synoptical table*
Figure 12*

The position of the hands at first is, both folded

horizontal fenwrda as expressed in the notation Bfl»hf« At the A
connected by the dash, which signifies ascending* the hands arO raised
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occurred, and might have been varied in a thousand ways :
it is to be considered as an example, merely for illustrating
the system. See the notation o f part o f the Fable o f the Miser
and Plutus at the end o f this Chapter.
Synoptical arrangement oj the Symbolic Letters.*
Letters written above the Line on which the Gesture is noled, relating
to the Hands, the Fingers, and Arms.
The Hands.
First, small letter.
Notiflg the manner of presenting the Palm.
p. prone. •
f . forwards.*
s* supine.
b. backwards.
n. inwards or natural.
v . vertical.
#. outwards.
Noting the disposition of the Fingers.
/. index.
tt. extended*
n. natural or inwards
h. holding,
r. clinched.
m. thumb.
/. collected.
w . hollow.
f . grasping.

Elevation of the Arms.
Sscomd,

d. downwards.
b. horizontal.
t, elevated.

small letter.
and. two Capital letters.
Z . zenith.
R* « t t .

mThe order of this synoptical arrangement of the symbolic letter* will be found todepart,
in a small degree from that pursued in the investigation of (he principal ef the. notation of
gesture. This has been adopted for the convenience of practice, the s^bdfrsJotters being
here placed as nearly as possible in the order of their most frequent usfe. But each daw
of symbols of gesture is preserved distinct, and may be easily referred to for explanation
qnder their respective heads in Chapters 11, W, IS and 14.
1 Forwards. The palm presented forwards, the fingers pointing down.
Herdwardrr The palm turned backward!, the flffgllflfiafilfog down. ~
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Plat© XI
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cha p.

xv

PositionoftheArmsinthetransverseDirection
T iiirD j

sm a ll le tte r .

x . exiendtd.
A. backwards.

c. acrossf . forward.
f . ob liq u e .

For m
otionsoftheHandsandArms,andforceofGesture.
F o u r t h and F i f t h , small letters.
Force o f Mot tun or Energy,

m. moderate.

c. contracted.

jr. extreme.

DirectionofMotion*
f . forward*..
A. backwards.
v . revolving.

a. ascending.

d. descending,
r. right.
I. left.
n.
p.
iv.
fl.

Manner ofAlotion.

noting.
projecting or pushing,
waving.
flourish.
r w . sweep.
bh. beckoning.
rp. repressing.
ad. advancing.

sp.
st.
pr.
re.
sh.
th.
el.
//.

springing.
striking.
pressing.
recoiling.
shaking.
throwing.
clinching.
collecting.

HeadandEyes.
1.
E.
A t.
D n.
Sh.
Ts.
S.

Capitals- placed at the commencement of Sentences.
Looks of the Eyes and Position of the Head.
Head.
F. forwards*
inclined.
A
. averted.
erect.
D . downwards.
assenting.
U. upwards.
denying.
R . round.
shaking.
V. vacancy.
tossing.
aside.
* See observation XXV. at the end of this Chapter.
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Plate XII
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Lettersbelow theLineJor theFeet.
F.
F.
R.
R.

P o s i t i o n s of tkt Feet. CupituU and Numc-uls.
i* front fst position.
L . l. left ist position.
2. front id position.
L . 2. left 2(1 position.
f. tight ist position.
K.
kneeling.
2. right 2d position.
S.
aside.
x. extended—the feet separated w idcly.
S tep s,

a.
r.
tr.
e.

advance.
retire.
traverse.
cross.

small letters,
it. start,
sp. stamp.
si. shock.

Capitals substituted fs r the Second and Third small Letters %and relating ts particular
Parts on pubich the Hands may be Placed.
E . eyes.
F. forhead.
N . nose.
C . chin.
L . lips.
hr. breast (small letters.)

A capital B* preceding and joined to a set o f small Letters signifies that both Hands or
both Arms perform the same Gesture.
B. both hands or both arms.
The manner o f combining the fingers o f both Hands is noted by two small Lattert
preceded by a capital B. These Letters are substitutedfo r the whole set relating to
both Hands.
B. op. both applied.
in. inclosing.
cU
clasped.
tor. wringing.
cr.
crossed.
tc. touching.
/•
folded.
nu. enumerating.
The Combinations of both Armsen. encumbered or folded.
itn. a kimbo.
rp. reposed.
(either one or both B).
Significant Gestures and Expressions o f Countenance which may be Noted in the MargitSp
after the manner o f M r. Sheridan*
Ap. appealing.
A v, aversion.
A t. attention.
Cm. compaanding.
Pis. veneration*
■ Ad. admiration.
Z i. listening.
H r. horror.

£ « . lamentation.
D p. deprecation.
P r. pride.
Sh. shame.

Gr. grief.
Fr. feat.
En. encouraging, and ffianpothea at
pleasure.

P l at© X I II
Synoptical Arrangment

of the Symb oli c L et t e r s f rom C hir o n o m i a
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Alphabetical Arrangement ofSym
bolicLetters.
A b o v e t h e L in e .

B e lo w t h e L in e
I-’e e t .

1 1 a n tlsf A n n s , B o d y a n d H e a d .

Small Letters relating to the H and and Arm .

!
1
1i
|
;

Capital B
t Capitals and
and
double small Capitals for Capitals for Small Let Capitals small; signifi2.
3.
Letters.
4 and 3.
particular Head and ters Steps. ftwitions. i cant Ges
tures.
Elevation T ransversc Motion and
Both Arm s
Eyes.
Parts.
of the Arm. Position ol
and both
Force.
I
the Arm.
I Hands.

iHand.

1
I
U' . - ! i
B backwards

ascending
alternate
-

-

-

i|
C clinched
-

D

_

Fnforwards
l|
G grasping
H holding
i I index
K
|
collected
ii L
M th u m b
i natural
N inwards
O outwards
P prone
\Q
R

downwards
elevated

E

-

-

*

S supine

backwards backwards
beckoning
collecting
across
|contracted
clinching

-

-

-

...
horizontal
. . .

-

. . .
-

-

-

. . .
-

-

-

-

-

-

- -

-

- -

-

-

-

-

• •

-

.. -

-

-

-

-

-

crossed
clasped

Chin

.

.

-

cross

-

-

both

( downJ wards
C. denying

w • «

* ~ •

com m anding
*
deprecation
declaration

Eyes

erect

-

-

encourage
m ent.

Forehead

Forward

. . .

encum bered

forwards
flourish
grasping

folded

inwards

inclosed
a kim bo

« •

. . .

-

-

-

-

fear

front

Grief
Horror

* -

. . .

inclined
kneeling

-

. . .

Lips

-

-

-

left

f Laments< tion
(.Listenng

moderate
enumerating

Nose

( pushing
£ pressing

Pride

oblique

. . .

- . .
- - -

- - - - * extended
Zenith

-

appealing
attention
admiration
aversion

. . .

outwards

T

U
V Vertical
W hollow
X extended
z - - -

-

* -

noring

Rest

- -

-

breast

-

-

-

both

. . .

left

-

-

descending
-

forwards

applied

} assenting advance
t averted

oblique
£ right rey coiling rek pressing
rejecting
* sweep
) springing,
1 1 «tn Icing
{ sh a k in g
( touching
\ throw ing
revolving
waving

extreme

round

reposed

retire

right
,

-

-

-

-

-

-

S shaking
{ aside

£ start
< stam p

side

traverse

-

. . -

. - .

Tossing

* - -

. . .

(Jwpards
Vacancy

wringing

(.shock

. . .

sham e
-

. . .

-

threatning

Veneration
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Symbolsfor MolingtheForceandRapidityor Interruptionofthe
Voicein Delivery,
The symbols are to be marked in the margin near the com
mencement o f the passage which they are to influence.
Symbols.

Piano
.
Uniform loudness, or forte
Crescendo (as in music)
Diminuendo (as in music)
Rapid
.
Slow
Suspension of the voice, the break or dash
after a word
Long pause, or new paragraph
Whisper or monotone
-

AiV\

Com
poundSymbols.
Piano and slow
Piano and quick
Loud and slow

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

/WA
uuo
A W

Loud and quick
Monotonous or whisper slow
Monotone or whisper quick

Compare with page 2,4 of Steele's Frosodif Rationales.
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up, and at the next notation Bfl*br« they are forcibly withdrawn hack
en the breast*
Figure 21*

this position begins horizontal as first noted Bvhf,

and ends elevated as in the figurej Bvhf# but the B is omitted over the
word weak* being understood by the connecting dash#
Figure 25*

The third small letter relating to the transverse

direction of the arm Is often placed alone, but connected by a dash with
a preceding set of letters, as already observed in Figure 1*

In such

ease it is to be understood that the position of the hands remains as
before, and that the transverse direction only of the arm is changed*
Here each arm passes through the whole semicircle from the position
across to extended*
The fourth and fifth small letters also, which relate to direction
and manner of motion* are also often separated, in this manner, from
the position, to which they belong, in order that the place of the motion
or action may be the mere distinctly marked*
Figures 15 and 20,

The action of th© hands and arms, in these

figures, is the same, but the general effect is altered by the difference
of th© positions of the feet*
Figure 26* The position of the Left 1st extended*

To make this

position extended* the left foot is advanced and touches the ground only
at the toes, the body at the same time is thrown back, and sinks a little,
bending the right knee*
Figure 2.8*

This gesture Bvhf ri. that is both vertical, horizontal*

forwards* rejecting. Is thus mad®*

Both hands are drawn backwards nearly

to the mouth in the vertical position, th© eyes at thfe time look forwards,
the hands are then pushed forwards, whilst at th© same time the head is
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averted, and the feet retire in a greater or lesser degree in proportion
to th© disgust or abhorrence to b© expressed#
It is hoped that th© presentation of these figures and plate© has
helped to clarify th© notation system of gesture and its application to
actual presentation*
Yh© Classification of Gesture
In this book gesture is understood by the author to relate only to
the motions of th© whole head, of the body, and of the limbs.

Gesture

may be considered under four general points of views
A*

With respect to the instrument or manner by which it is performed*

B*

The signification of the gesture.

G*

The quality of gesture.

D.

As suited to the style or character of the matter delivered#

Under the first point of view it is explained that gestures are
either principal or subordinate! principal gestures are performed by
the advanced or more elevated hand or arm and subordinate gestures are
performed by the hand and arm which are more retired and more depressed*
Gesture may be mad© with either hand separately or with both together,
each using similar or dissimilar actions*

Th© advancement of on© hand

before the other la an example of precedence and the advanced hand is
performing the principal gesture! th© retired hand, then, performs a
subordinate gesture.
Under the second class of gestures, based upon signification, ar®
discussed ae being either significant or non-significant.

Those gestures

which have already been discussed as being used to indicate certain
persons, feelings or expressions are termed significant gestures.

Those

gestures which are more vague, which do not mark any particular sentiment,
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and which arc used “to denote a sort of general relation in the expressions
are termed non—signific&nt» These non—si gnifleant gestures are sub-divided
into these five classes:
3.

auxiliary, li*
1*

1* comm©ncing gestures, 2® discriminating,

suspended and 5*

efflphatAcal*

In more detail, they are*

Commencing gestures being the discourse or division by simply

raising the hand from rest*
2*

Discriminating gestures are all those which indicate persons or

objects, or are used for explaining, extending, limiting, or modifying
the predominant ideas*
3*

Auxiliary or alternate gestures serve t© aid or enforce the

gesture of the advanced hand*
lu

Suspended or preparatory gestures elevate the arm preparatory to

the stroke which is to fall on the emphatical word*

They are so named

because they hold the attention in suspense by the elevation of the arm
on some less important word preceding, and because they are also expected
to lead to some emphatical gesture on a more important word*
£«

Snphatloal gestures mark with force words opposed to or com

pared with each other, and more particularly the word which expresses
the predominant Idea*
There is a relationship between the third and fourth points of view,
the quality of gesture and the style or character of the matter delivered*
The qualities of gesture are magnificence, boldness, variety, energy,
simplicity, grace, propriety and precision while the style or character
of the matter is said to be epic, rhetorical or colloquial* To each of
these styles belongs certain of the qualities just enumerated, therefore
it will be well to describe fully these qualities of perfection and their
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opposite imperfections.
Magnificence— the action is flowing and unconstrained, th© preparations
are n&dc in s o w graceful curve, the trans 1 tions arc easy', and tlia accost
panimenis are correct, and in all respect® illustrative of the principal
action,

the wotions of the head are free, and th© inflexions of th© body

manly and dignified*

The action of th© lower limb© is decided, and a

considerable space is traversed with firmness and ©1th force*

The

opposite imperfections are short, dry and mean gestures, constrained motions,
rigidity of the joints, and stiffness of the bodfcr with short steps and
doubtful or timid movements*
Boldness of gesture—

the opposite is tameness*

In this sort of

gesture, unexpected positions, elevations and transitions surprise at
once by their novelty and grace, and thus illustrate or enforce their
ideas with irresistible effect*
Energy of gesture— -this consists la the firmness and decision of
the whole actions

and in the support which the voice receives from the

precision of the stroke of the gesture which aids its emphasis.

The

opposite imperfections are feebleness and indecision,
Variety of ge3 tar©~-thia consists in th© ability of readily
adapting suitable and different gestures to each sentiment and situation!
so as to avoid recurrin# to© frequently to on© favorite gesture or set
of gestures*

The opposite Imperfections are sameness, barrenness, and

monotony of gesture analogous to that of the voice*
Simplicity of gecture~~thla consists in such a character of gesture
as appears the natural resutl of the situation and sentiments,
opposite imperfection is affectation*

Th©

B9

Grace of geerture-~»thls Is the remit of all other perfection©,
arising from a dignified self-poeaession of raind* and th© power of
personal exertion practiced into facility after the hast models, and
according to the truest taste*

Th© opposite imperfections are awkward**

ness, vulgarity, and rusticity*
Propriety of geetur©— palled also truth of gesture, or natural
gesture*

This consists in the judicious use of th© gesture© best suited

to illustrate or to express th© sentiment*

The opposite imperfections

are false, contradictory, or unsuitable gesture®:

ouch as produce

solecism in gesture*
■Precision of gesture or correetnesg~-^triseg from the just prepara
tion, the due force, and the correct timing of the action * * • precision
of gesture gives the same effect to action, as neatness of articulation
gives to speech.

The opposite imperfections are the indecision, uncer

tainty, and incorrectness arising from vague and ©awing gestures, which
far from illustrating, render dubious the sense of th® sentiments, which
they accompany, and distract the spectator*
Epic gestures requires to be attended with all these qualities in
perfection; to it belong mangifieence, boldness, energy, variety,
simplicity, grace, propriety, and precision*

The compositions requiring

epic gesture in the delivery are tragedy, epic poetry, lyric odes, and
sublime description*
Rhetorical gesture requires principally energy, variety, simplicity,
and precision.

Grace is desirable.

may sometimes have place.

Magnificence is rarely wanting, but

Appropriate or significant gestures are seldom

to be used, yet propriety in a limited sense should be observed*
of gesture is Inadmissible*

Boldness
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Colloquial gesture* when concerned in the higher sens© of polite
life* requires principally simplicity and grace*
©f coarse*

Precision trill follow*

it may occasionally demand something of energy and variety*

Propriety is not necessary except in the most limited sense* nor in any
respect either magnificence or boldness*

Colloquial gesture, which is

at the opposite extreme from epic* differs from it essentially in the
manner ef action of the arm*
Austin explains the prejudice that the ancient rhetoricians,
Quintilian and Cresollius among them, had toward the use of the left
hand; it aeema that it arose from the dress of the Romans in which the
left hand was occupied in holding the folds of the toga*

He does not

see any reason why either hand should not be used equally for every
purpose since the construction and natural abilities of both hands are
equal*

He considers four occasions upon which the left hand may be

used properly, and these are:
A*

^hen the persons addressed are on the left side* the left hand

performs the principal gesture*
B*

The necessary discrimination of objects opposed to each other

requires the left hand alternately to assume the principal gesture*
C*

To give the advantage of variety*

D.

The advantage of giving not only variety but also force by

occasionally elevating and bestowing, as it were, upon the retired hand
all the spirit and authority of the gesture*
He says further that the moderns have restored use and dignity to
the left hand, but that there are still some gestures which must be made
by the right hand only* some of these are the brandishing of a sword
which should never be made with the left hand on th© stag© except in

$1
ridicule, neither does the left threaten or command with propriety nor
does it imitate the manner of writing nor take the lead in salutation#
Austin also discusses the deviation ©f the modern rhetoricians from
the ancients on the subject ©f speaking with the corresponding hand and
foot advanced.

According to Quintilian, this was wrong, but Austin feels

that modern custom is preferred on the basis of natural ©motions and
observes that in the vehement passions, the corresponding hand and foot
advance together#

He says, though, that in tranquil circumstances the

advanced hand and foot may alternate with sufficient grace and propriety#
But In more vehement passions, the body would be distorted if the corres
ponding hand and foot were not advanced together.
Preparation* Transition, and Accompaniment of Gesture
In oratory, persuasion is the chief office of the orator, and it
reaches the mind slowly; as a result, it must be insinuated into the
mind not only by the words alone but by gesture as well.

In the transi

tion from gesture to gesture, the hand and arm do not move in the shortest
line, but in a sort of waving, line, one gesture returning upon itself,
somewhat in this manners

In this illustration f represents forward* £ oblique, and x extendeda
the shortest distance for transition from on© position to another is the
dotted lino, but the best transition is from f to c (across) then to
from q to f to x.
In the vortical plan© the ascending gestures from Z to R through
a, h and d arei

In this figure 2 is the zenith and R the point of rest, and the hand in
ascending and descending is represented as making returning infelxiona
at the principal pointsf d, h, and _©*
The preparation for gesture made by these different curves does not
suit every species of gesture3 It is adapted almost solely to discriminat
ing gestures) ea^hatical gestures are generally preceded by a suspended
gesture, which serves the double purpose of marking some less important
nerd, and of preparing for the stroke of the most ©mphatical gesture*
The connection of gesture is therefore the relation which one
gesture bears to another, that is, the observation and notation of the
different circumstances in which they agree, and of those in which they
differ.
The connection of gesture in the vertical direction, when the hand
without altering its position merely ascends by short intervals in
order to mark a succession of discriminating gestures is noted by the
usual connecting dash and an a over the word where the hand descends.
The transition of gesture relates to the manner of arriving at a
gesture, and to the changes of gesture) and signifies either the par
ticular changes of the position of the hand and arm, or the general
change of the principal gesture from one hand to the other.
Some psrl^iplss about the transition of gesture from hand to hand
would Include th^se;

ar 3on# &s there exists a strict connection between
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the sentiments* uninterrupted by any long peases or change of persons* no
transition can take place and the same hand which began continues to
perform the principal gesture* neither should the positions of the feet
change too freely from right to left* but they way vary in advancing* and
retiring or change from the first to the second position alternately as
occasion may require*
The transition of gesture from One hand to another should be handled
with ease and simplicity.

The subordinate gesture will be found to bear

a close analogy to accompaniment in music.

The accompanying gesture

either exactly imitates the principal* and the arms are held parallel
and equally advanced* or the Imitation is as near as the position of the
body will allow* and both point In the same direction, though one may
happen to be directed across the body whilst the other is oblique*
Besides the motions of the subordinate gesture* other very important
accompaniments are to be attended tot

as those of the lower limbs* of

the body ®ad the head} otherwise the performance will be rigid and
absurd like that of a puppet*
Termination of gesture is generally made about the horizontal
elevation* but sometimes might be made downwards or elevated according
to the sentiment*

The horizontal termination suits decision and

instruction* the downward disapprobation and conderanation* the elevated
pride* high passion* and devotion*

It takes place only when both arms

fall to rest*
Stroke and Time of Gesture
The consideration of the stroke and time of gesture begins with a
discussion of the importance of the shoulder to gesture) the shoulder la

9h
called the "center of motion" of gesture because all gestures involving
the upper arm, the forearm, the hand and the fingers begin at the
shoulder and proceed in the order just named*

This is important because

the farther from the center of motion any of the component part® are
situated, the more motion there will be because of the greater space
passed through.

Therefore, the hand, being farthest from the shoulder,

makes the greatest) also, being joined at the wrist by a flexible joint,
the hand Is capable of greatest movement in several directions.

Thus is

it enabled to finish Its gesture and mark its complete termination*
This termination of gesture Is called the stroke of gesture, and
should be marked by different degrees of force according to the energy
of the sentiment expressed*

The stroke of gesture is analogous to the

impression of the voice, made on those words, which it would Illustrate
or enforce) it is to the eye, what the emphasis and inflexions of the
voice are to the ear, and it is capable of equal force and variety*
The time of gesture means the accompaniment of the words with
gesture) in general, the gesture should accompany the words, not precede
nor follow them*
followsi

The ordear of the different actions or movements are as

in the calm discourse the words and gestures are nearly

contemporaneousj in high passion the order Is*

first, the eyesj second,

the countenance in general) third, the gestures) and fourth, language.
The interval between each is extremely limited*
Frequency, Moderation and Intermission of Gesture
Austin says that as gesture is used for the illustration or enforce
ment of language, it should be limited in its application to such words
and passages only as admit or require ouoh illustrations of enforcement*
Thus it should not be used on ©very word, but reserved for such passage®

9$
which need to be rendered more prominent than others.
The frequency of gesture in discourses, or parts of discourses will
be determined in general by the number, the novelty, and the discrimina
tion of ideas*

In a sentence where each word is important, if gesture

be used, each should be marked with a gesture.
Austin quotes Quintilian who said "the action of the hand should
begin and close with the sense. ** He observes that this means then that
the commencement of the motion, or preparation of the gesture, should
take place at the beginning of the clause; leading to the ©mphatical
word; and that the stroke of the gesture should be made on that word,
and the hand then fall to rest.

Quintilian then is quoted again "for

otherwise the gesture will precede the voice or follow It, both of
which are Improper.w Austin says that in the calm parts of a discourse
the gesture should certainly be regulated by this rule of Quintilian;
bat in ardent passages, the order is rather thiss

the feelings of the

mind are first disclosed by the countenance, then by the gesture, and
lastly expressed in words.
Austin says that according to his conception the art of managing
gesture to the best advantage appears to contrive so that the dis
criminating gestures shall serve as preparations for the more emphatic,
gestures.
He says further that from the observations made on this subject it
appears that a judicious speaker will often intermit his gesture altogether,
that he will restrain its frequency, and use it only when absolutely
necessary to illustrate or to enforce his sentiments.
Austin cautions the speaker to be discreet, and not hazard too much
till he finds himself possessed of M s audience and filled with his
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subject*.

He will be quiet end guarded In the commencement of his dis

course, he will restrain his gestures in the calm and reasoning passages,
and reserve its force and brilliancy for the appropriate expression of
his most earnest feelings and boldest thoughts*

Hie transitions from the

placid and tranquil narrative, to the parts which are most highly wrought,
and which require his utmost exertions, will be gradual and just, and
free from sudden extravagance.

As he warms, his gesture will commence?

and when he glows, it will be more vehement, and also more frequent*
Significance of Gesture
The first observation to be made here is that communication between
men would be extremely limited if his powers of expression were limited
to those of language alone*

Nature, fortunately, has provided man with

external signs which universally are used to express his most pressing
wants and his most interesting feelings*
looks and gestures*

These external signs are tones,

The tones of the voice are never misunderstood even

by those to whoa the language is unknown? the countenance also is a sure
indication of the various feelings of the mind, so far as its movements
are not forcibly suppressed? and gestures too, as well as some involuntary
agitations, discover the thoughts distinctly*
At this point Austin turns to Home’s Elements of Criticism for his
observations on the external signs of emotions and passions*
The external eigne of passion are of two kinds, voluntary
and involuntary* The voluntary signs are also of two
kinds? some are arbitrary, and some natural. Words are
arbitrary signs, excepting a few simple sounds expressive
of certain internal emotions. . . . The other kind of
voluntary signs, comprehends certain attitudes and gestures
that naturally accompany certain emotions with a surprising
uniformity. * • « The natural signs of emotions, voluntary
and involuntary, being nearly the same in all men, form an
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universal language which no distance of place, no difference
of tribe, no diversity of tongue, can darken or render
doubtful* * , * As the arbitrary signs vary In ©very country*
there could be no communication of thoughts among different
£
nations, were it not for the natural signs in which all agree#
On the subject of natural and artificial gestures or signs Able" Dubos
treated this subject at length and explained Quintilian’s objections to
artificial gesture*

The difference, according to Abb©

Dubos between

natural and artificial gestures is that natural gestures express
affections of the mind or body; artificial gestures or Instituted
gestures are those used as substitutes for words and are understood only
in a particular country*

Natural gestures rarely have any distinct

signification when used without words; artificial gestures substitute for
words*

At this point the author referred to Quintilian, who forbade the

orator to imitate the gesticulation of the dancers or pantomimes#

Dubos

adds further that Quintilian said an orator ought to suit his gesture to
the general sentiment which he expresses and not to the particular
signification of the word, which he pronounces#

7

Henry Home of Karnes, Elements of Criticism (ed* by Hev* James
R. Boyd, New York* A. S. Barnes, 1&5>9). (The first edition of this work
was in 1762 with subsequent editions in 1763, 1769, 1735, 1788, 1807
and abridged editions in 1823 and 1833* It i® not known which edition
Austin used but the material quoted by him appears in the edition cited
on pages 230 and 233)*
7
Jean Baptiste Dubos, Reflexions critiques sur la poesie et sur
la peinture (Paris* 1755), Tom. ill, p* 222* (Referonce to this work
was made earlier in this study; the bibliographical data just given cam©
from Austin’s footnotes on this material)*
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From the writings of Engel on gesture and theatrical action

Austin

gets the following division of gesture into these classes?
1*

Picturesque gestures are descriptive and are the gesture® Cicero

called demonstrable.
2*

Expressive gestures relate to the feelings of the mind and are

the gestures which Cicero called signification
3*

Indicative gestures are those used to point out but not describe

an object*
lu

Gestures of motive are those which arise from desire or aversion*

5*

Analogous gesturesrepresent the feelings of the mind in a

manner similar to those of the bodyq for example, when refusing assent
the band pushes as it were, the ideas aside*
6.

Physiological gestures are involuntary indications of the mind*

as blushing, paleness, tears, laughing.
The classes of action presented by Engel should also be included here*
They ares
1.

Action is complete when the imitation is perfectj as may tale©

place when one man describes the gestures of another.
2.

Action is incomplete when a man describes objects incapable of

being adequately represented by his powers, as if he should describe th©
height and circumference of a mountain*
Q
Johaim Jakob Engel, Idees sur le Gesta. et lection theatrale.
This was the translation from the German into the French and appeared in
a publication named Recueil de Pieces intereasantes concernant les
Antiquites. les Beaux Arts. ^."^published in Paris in 1 7 9 6 and according
to Austin1s footnote the version used by him. The version inspected by
this writer was the adaptation by Henry Siddons under th© title of
Practical Illustrations of Rhetorical Gesture and Action, published in
London by Richard Phillips 121 1807* This was adapted directly from the
German*
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3.

Action is figurative -when some resemblance in th© gesture Is

substituted for the feelings of the mind*
Austin points out that there have been others besides Engel who
were interested in the significance and truth of gesture} among those
whom he mentions in this connection are Gaussinus, Gresolliua,
Henisehius, Curlus Fortunatianus, Johannes Lucas, Count Buffon, Thomas
Sheridan and John Walker,

Concerning the latter, Austin says "Mr* Walker,

in his Elements of Elocution has improved on that part of Mr, Sheridan's
work, which describes the external characters of the passions, and has
subjoined to each, appropriate examples selected with his usual judgment
9
and taste,n

What Austin didn't mention in this connection is that

Walker*8 treatment of the passions came directly from James .Burgh's
Art of Speaking**0

It was mentioned earlier in this study that Austin

did not use Burgh as a source, and it seems strange that h© did not
recognize the treatment of the passions included in Walker's book as
being from Burgh unless he was not acquainted with Burgh's book*
The following list of significant gestures comes from pages 1*82 to
it&h of Chironoaia, and no additional ©explanation is felt necessary*
The Head and Face
The hanging down of the head denotes shame or grief.
The holding it up, pride or courage*
To nod forwards Implies assent.
To toss the head back, dissent*
The Inclination of the head implies bashfulness or languor.
The head is averted In dislike or horror.
It leans forward in attention,

9

Chiranomia* p, 1*82
10James Burgh, The Art of Speaking ( H h ed., Philadelphia printed
and sold by R, Altken, 1775) •
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Th© Eyes
The eyes are raised in prayer*
They weep in sorrow.
They burn in anger*
They are downcast or averted in anger*
They are oast on vacancy in thought*
They are thrown in different directions in doubt and anxiety*
The Anas
The arm is projected forwards in authority*
Both arms are spread extended in admiration*
They are both held forwards in imploring help*
They both fall suddenly in disappointment*
The Hands
The hand cm the head indicates pain or distress*
On the eyes* shame.
On the lips, injunction of silence*
On the breast, it appeals to conscience, or intimates desire*
The hand waves or flourishes in Joy or contempt*
Both hands are held supine, applied or clasped, in prayer#
Both descend in blessing*
They are clasped or wrung in affliction#
They are held forward and received in friendship.
The Body
The body held erect indicates steadiness and courage*
Thrown back, pride*
Stooping forward, condescension or compassion*
Bending reverence or respect*
Prostration, the utmost humility or abasement.
The Lower Limbs
Their firm position signifies courage or obstinancy#
Bended knees, timidity or weakness*
Frequent change, disturbed thoughts*
They advance in desire or courage*
Retire in aversion or fear*
Start in terror#
Stamp in authority or anger.
Kneel in submission and prayer.
On the subject of significance Axistin divides gestures into four
different classes*
1.

Those which are natural or involuntary:

paleness, or trembling from fear*

as blushing in shame,
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2*

The simple significant gestures of the body which have just

been enumerated*
3*

Complex significant gestures which are combinations of th© simple

according to the passions which they represent*

These take place

principally on the stage; the boldest and most magnificent of them are
termed attitudes,
U»

Instituted gestures which derive their significance merely from

usage) as such they are altogether arbitrary in their meaning and local
in their use.

They are not understood by all people, and their meaning

is to be learned like that of words in a new language.
For the following descriptions of complex significant gestures
reference should be made to th© attached Plates XVI and XVII which have
the various attitudes represented on them#

The descriptions are from

pages 18? to 1*93 of Chironoala,
Figure 99*

Terror excites the person who suffers under it, to avoid

or to escape from the dreaded object.

If it be supposed to be some

dangerous reptile on the ground, and very near, th© expression is
represented by the figure starting back, and looking downwards*

If the

danger threaten from a distance, the terror arising is expressed by a
figure looking forwards, and not starting back, but merely in the
retired position#

But if the dread of impending death from th© hand of

an enemy awaken this passion, the coward flies#
Figure 100, Aversion is expressed by two gestures, first the hand
held vertical is retracted towards the face, the eyes and head are for a
moment directed eagerly towards the object, and th© feet advance*
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Plate XVI
Complex Significant Oestures from Chi ronomia

HairW
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)
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Figure 101»

Then suddenly the eyes are withdrawn, the head is

averted, the feet retire, and the arms are projected out extended against
the object, the hands vertical*
Figure 102»

Horror, which is aversion or astonishment mingled with

terror, is seldom capable of retreating but remains petrified in one
attitude, with the eyes rivetted on its object, and th® arm held forwards
to guard the person, the hands vertical, and the whole frame trembling*
Figure 103*

Listening, in order to obtain the surest and moat

various information, first presents the quick and comprehensive glance
of the eye towards the apparent direction of the sounds, If nothing is
■3

seen, the ear presents itself towards the point of expectation, and the
eye is bent cm vacancy; but all this passes in a moment*
arm are held vertical extended*

The hand and

If the sound proceed from different

quarters at the same tine, both arms are held up, and the head alternately
changes from one side to the other, with a rapidity governed by the nature
of the sound; if it be alarming, with trepidation; if pleasing, with
gentle motion.

The figure is listening fear*

Figure 10U*

Admiration, if of surrounding natural objects of a

pleasing kind, holds both hands vertical and across, and moves them
outwards to the position, extended as in the figure*

If admiration

arise from some extraordinary or unexpected circumstances, the hands
are thrown up supine elevated, together with the countenance and the
eyes*
Figure 10$* Veneration crosses both hands on the breast, easts down
the eyes slowly, and bows the head*
Figure 106*

Deprecation advances in an extended position of the feet,

approaching to kneeling, clasps the hands forcibly together, throws back,
th© head sinking it between the shoulders, and looks earnestly up to th®

lOit
person implored*
Figure 107.

In appealing to heaven the right hand is first laid

on the breast, then the left Is projected supine upwards* the
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first

directed forwards, and then upwards.
Figure S3 (Plate IX).

In the appeal to conscience, the right hand

is laid on the breast, the left drops unmoved, the ©yes are fixed upon
the person addressed? scanetimes both hands press the breast.
Figure I06,

Shams in the extreme sinks on the knee and covers the

eyes with both hands? this is a feminine expression of it.
Pig™

??ild resignation falls on the knee, crosses th© arm©

on the breast, and looks forwards and upwards towards heaven.

This is

also a feminine expression of this feeling.
Figure 116.

Resignation mixed with desperation stands erect and

unmoved, the head thrown back, the eyes turned upward and fixed, the
arms crossed*
Figure

8U

(Flats IX).

Grisf arising from sudden and afflicting

intelligence covers the eyes with one hand, advances forwards and
throws back the other hand.
Figure 85 (Plate IX).

Attention demanding silence holds the

finger on the lips, and leans forwards, sometimes repressing with the
left hand.
Figure 86 (Plate IX).

Distress when extreme lays th© palm of the

hand upon the forehead, throws the head and body back, and retiree with
a long and sudden step.
Figure 87 (Plate IX).

Deliberation on ordinary subjects holds the

ehla, and sets the arm akimbo.

lob
Plat© XVII
Complex Significant Oestures from Chironomia
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Figure bO (Plate XV),

Self sufficiency fold® the ana®, and sets

himself on his centre*
Figure 111 (Plat© XV),

Pride throws back the body, holds the head

high, and nearly presents forward hi® elbow akimbo*
The remainder of th© described complex significant gestures were
borrowed by Austin from Kngel, and will be found on Plates XVI and XVII*
Figure 110*

Surprise causes the hoty and lower limbs to retire, and

affection stimulates the person to advance.
Figures 111 and 112*

In deliberation, as when difficulties occur

or obstacles are discovered, a man either arrests his action entirely,
or changes it to something altogether different.

Th© direction of his

eyes, and the action of his head is also under similar circumstances
quite altered.

The eyes, instead of moving freely from object to object,

become fixed, and the head is thrown back, if before hanging down on the
breast.
Figure 113.

Melancholy is a feeble and passive affection; it is

attended by a total relaxation of the nervee, with a mute and tranquil
resignation, unaccompanied by opposition either to the cause or the
sensibility of the evil.

The character externally la languor without

motion, th© head hanging at the ’’side next the heart,w the ©yes turned
upon its object, ©r if that is absent fixed on the ground, th© hands
hanging down by their own weight without effort, and joined loosely
together.
Figure lliu

Anxiety la of a different character! it is restless

and active, and manifest by th© extension of the muscles; the eye is
filled with fire, the breathing is quick, th© motion is hurried, the
head is thrown back, the whole body is extended.
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The final observation upon significant gestures Is that they appear
to be the great ©mas©nta of dramatic exhibition* however, they bear no
proportion to the greater number of gestures made by an actor in the
presentation of a dramatic character which are not significant but are
no less necessary, though not so splendid or imposing as the significant
gestures*
Grace of Gesture
The first point to be considered on the subject of grace is that
rhetorical action depends for gracefulness upon two things— partly
upon the person and partly upon the mind*

Grace is not natural so

therefore in general the person requires practice in grace and the mind
must be instructed and encouraged in it*

The mind may be capable of

every sentiment but ante ss it is trained in the expression suitably,
then it will betray in every motion of the body the constraint and
awkwardness of a lack of grace.

The only way in which a public speaker

who lacks grace ran be excused is to be invested with the irresistible
force of sincerity and fact*
The grace of oratorical action consists chiefly in four requisites*
the facility, the freedom, the variety and the simplicity of those
gestures which Illustrate the discourse*
Oratorical action must be performed with facility because the
appearance of great efforts is incompatible with ease, which is the one
constituent part of grace*
Freedom is also necessary to gracefulness of action because no
gestures oan be graceful which are either confined by external circum
stances or restrained by the mind.
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Variety ©Y gesture® is necessary to maintain grace in rhetorical
action because the same gestures repeated again and again, no matter hour
effective, can only betray a lack of imagination on the part of the
speaker*
Finally, gestures must have th© quality of simplicity and must appear
to be used only for the better support of the sentiments expressed*
Gestures which are Introduced mainly for display or exhibition are to
be avoided*
In substance, what Austin is saying of grace In public speaking is
this*

Rhetorical action derives its grace from the actual motions of the

speaker and from the congrulty of these motions with the sentiments he is
expressing*

These motions must be in accord with the sentiments In

relation to the situation and in relation to the person delivering them*
Action, and by this gesture, must be suited to the speaker, to the subject
and to the occasion*
Austin ’a Illustrations and Appendix
In these final chapters of Ghironomla Austin presents some material
which he did not feel he could introduce into th© body of th© book
because of the length or repetition of material involved*
For example, he includes three illustrations of his notation systems
there Is part of Gray’s "Elegy in a Country Church~y&rd,w the speech

of

Brutus on the death of Caesar, and a passage from Young’s "Night Thoughts"j
all of these are complete with notations and observations upon each
passage.

It will be shown in the next section of this study, on th©

followers of Austin, how some of the later works used these same illus
trations.
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Also Austin makes a summary ©f some of his earlier theories of
gesture and of his notation system which It is valuable to repeat here*
In action it is a general rule that each new idea requires
a new gesture. But important ideas only require distinguished
gesture. For these last* therefore, should be reserved the
species of gestures named emphaticals for the former, which
are the meet numerous, the 'di¥crjfcinatin^ will be sufficient.
As to frequency, the propriety of gesture will be found to
depend on the deliberation and expression of the feelings of
the speaker. If the feelings are not alive, and if the lines
are net delivered with due deliberation, the gestures will
appear too numerous and overcharged in all cases.
The method of using the notation to the best advantage, is not,
that the young speaker should note every possible passage in
his discourse, in the manner of those illustrations, for such
minuteness would lead to embarrassment, unless preceded by
immense labour. If the discourse is to be delivered from a
writing, as our sermons generally are, th© utmost adviseable
notation should not be more than a few marks on particular passages,
and those separated considerably from each other, the filling up
of which should be trusted to the feelings of the moment. But
the beat method in all respects for acquiring a finished
rhetorical delivery Is the private practice of declamation. . . .
For this purpose the system of notation heroL delivered, it is
conceived, will prove of singular advantage,1 2
There are also some additions to th© gestures of the hand which are
included in this later section of Chlronomia. Among them ares
Retracting (rt)t

when the arm is withdrawn preparatory to pro

jecting or pushing* this is illustrated by the position of the right arm
in Figure
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on Plate XVI.

Rejecting (rj)t

this is the action of pushing the hand vertically

towards the object, and at the same time averting the head.
on Plate XVI.

^Chlronomia, p. f>23*
1 2 Ibld.

p. SU8 .

Figure 101
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Bending (bn):

this is the gesture preparatory to striking*

It Is

represented by the uppermost dotted hand and ana of Figure 9h3 and by
the strongly marked and elevated right arm of Figure 95* Plate IX.
To the synoptical table* Plate XI, should be added these symbols for
direction of motion and manner of motion*
motion add:

For the former* direction of

jt for inwards and £ for outwards*

motion, add these symbolst

rt for retracting.

For the latter, manner of

rA

for rejecting and bn for

bending.
In the Appendix Austin includes much material which he felt was
valuable but was too long for inclusion as footnotes in the main body of
the book*
1*

These passages are:
The qualities of the voiceas enumerated by Julius Pollux in

book II, chapter h9 of Onomasticum. Amstel, 1706*
2.

An account of the Phonascifrom Chapter XI, Vac&tiones

Autumnales by Ludovici Cresollil.
3*

Precepts relative to the voice from Curil Fortunatiani in

Antiqui Rhetores Latini* published in Paris in 1599*
lu
1572

A passage translated from Quintilian by Gedoyn In Paris, in

on the hands*
5*

Different opinions from various authors about the manner of

disposing the hands and fingers*
6

.

Extracts from Actio Oratoris* seu de Gectu et Voce Libri duo

by Johannes Lucas, S*J*, Paris, 17k9*
7.

Extracts from book V, Praeceptiomim Hhetorlcarum by Georgio

Henlsehio, 1593*

CHAPTER V H I
SUMMARY OP CHIRONGiSXA
1*

The most original feature of Chironoroia is the notation system

for gesture*
2«

Austin exhibited a wide familiarity with classical and con

temporary works on elocution*
3.

There is nothing new or original in his treatment of the voice

or of the countenance* and'his theories of gesture were based on other
sources; therefore* without the originality of the notation system his
Chironomla* although a comprehensive and excellent book in itself* would
not have excited as much cem ent and interest as it did*

In other words*

it would have been another book on rhetorical delivery in the same
tradition as the works of Bolwer and Burgh; however* with the originality
of the notation system it became an unusual book of its kind.
It* Austin’s purpose in Chironomla is to restore importance to the
fifth canon of rhetoric* the canon of rhetorical delivery, which he feels
has been neglected*
5*

He feels* that despite other criticisms to the contrary* th©

British speaker* is as capable as a speaker of any other country* if
directed by rational principles and roused into energy on great and
interesting occasions*
6*

Austin believes that the fifth canon of rhetoric* rhetorical

delivery* is composed of three elements t

the voice* th© countenance* and

gestures of the head* body and limbs*
7*

The quantity of the voice has these perfections*th© body

volume, the compass and the soundness and durability; the opposite
1

or
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imperfections ares

smallness or feebleness, the narrow scale, and

'weakness*
S.

The quality of the voice has these perfections?

clearness,

sweetness, evenness, variety, and flexibility; the opposite imperfections
are:

indistinctness, harshness, broken or cracked, monotony, and

rigidity*
9.

The rules for the management of the voice are:

articulation,

pronunciation and accent, emphasis, pauses, pitch, quantity, modulation
and variety, and tones*
10*

General precepts relating to the voice are:

the preservation,

the improvement and the management*
11*

The second external part of oratory is the countenance; every

feeling is expressed upon the countenance and it is the countenance upon
which the hearers depend~-thuef its tremendous importance.
12.

The speaker should endeavor to accomplish these points:

to

instruct* to please, or to move the passions*
13.

Under the third part of oratory Austin comprehends gesture

which includes the action and position of all the parts of the body:

the

head, the shoulders, the body or trunk, the hands, arms and fingers, the
lower limbs, and the feet.
l!u

The general objects of public speaking are instruction,

persuasion, or entertainment.
15.

The modes adopted in public speaking are reading* recitation,

declamation, oratory, and acting.
16.

The scales of reading are:

rhetorical, dramatic and epic.

intelligible, correct, impressive,
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17*

There are six usual positions of the feet*

first position of

the right foot, first position of the left foot, second position of the
right foot, second position of the left foot, front position of the
right, and front position of the left foot*

These depend upon which

foot is advanced and which foot supports the main weight of the body.
18* -The positions, motions and elevations of the arms can be
\

considered in the horizontal plane, and the vertical plane*^ By combining
motions in the two planes with the amount of energy expended by the arm
and the use of the rl^rt, left, or both arms together makes up the
systematic positions which can be noted by a symbolic letter to express
an exact position*
19*

In addition to the systematic positions of the arms, they

may also be considered as being folded* akimbo* or reposed*
20.

The positions of the hand are determined

circumstances:

1*

the disposition of the fingers, 2*

which the palm is presented, 3*
and h.
21*

b y

four different
the manner in

the combined disposition of both hands,

the part of the body on which they are occasionally placed*
The motions of the hands and arms are considered as to their

direction and their manner of moving*
22.

The motions of the head ares

inclined, erect, assenting,

denying, shaking, tossing, and aside*
23*

The looks of the eyes or positions of the head aret

forwards,

averted, downwards, upwards, around, and vacuity or vacancy*
2hm

The gestures of the arms and hands are to be always supported

by the accompaniment of the bocfcy, not proceeding from the trunk as from
a rigid log*

nil
25>*

In Austin's notation system these letters are symbolic*

first letter relates to the position of the hand; 2*
elevation of the arm) 3*
arm; and !*•

1*

the

the second to the

the third to the transferee situation of the

the fourth to the motion or force of the gesture*

26*

The positions of the feet are marked under the word,

27*

The positions of the

head,.and the looks of the eyes are marked

by a capital letter toirards the beginning of the sentence, .and considerably
separated from the symbolic letters relating to the hands and arms*
28.

Joshua Steele's Prosodia Bationalia was used as a reference for

symbols relating to the management of the voice#
i

29#

The stroke of gesture is the complete termination of the gesture#

39*

The time of gesture means the accompaniment of the words with

gestures, and in general, the gesture should accompany the words, not
precede nor follow ‘them*
31*

In calm discourse words and gesture are nearly contemporaneous *

32*

In high passion, the order for words and gesture is*

1*

the countenance in general, 3*

language*

eyes, 2*
33*

the gestures, and ii*

Gesture is either principal or subordinatei

the

principal when

performed by the advanced hand mid subordinate by the retired hand*
3b«

Gestures are either significant or not significant*

gestures are either natural or instituted*

Significant

Not significant gestures are

commencing, discriminating, auxiliary or alternate, suspended or preparatory,
and emphatic*
35*

Under qualities of gesture may be considered magnificence,

boldness, variety, energy, simplicity, grace, propriety and precision#
36*

ihen suited to the style or character of the matter delivered,
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gesture may be epic, rhetorical or colloquial*
37%

the prejudice among th© ancient rhetoricians concerning the use

of the left hand arose from the costume of the Romans, where the left hand
was needed to support the toga*

Austin dees not agree with the ancients

about this use of the left hand*
38*
for
2*

Austin sees four occasions

gestures

1*

upon which the left hand may be used

when the object or person addressed is on the left sldej

in discriminating between objects opposed to each otherj 3*

variety} and U.
39%

to give

to give force to the retired hand,

In the transition of gesture from position to position, the

hand and arm do not move in the shortest line, but in a sort of waving
line, one gesture returning almost upon Itself*
UO.

Gesture should be used for

the illustration or enforcement of

language, and not on every word*
tl*

From Engel, Austin divides gesture into these classes;

picturesque, expressive, indicative, gestures of motive, analogous
gestures, and pigrslologlcal gestures*
h2*

Significant gestures are the great ornaments of dramatic

exhibition, but bear no proportion to the greater number of gestures
which are not significant but which are no less necessary.
Ii3.

The gracefulness of rhetorical action depends partly on the

person and partly on the mind*
Uu

Th© grace of oratorical action consists chiefly in the facility,

the freedom, the variety, and the simplicity of those gestures which
illustrate the discourse*
These, then, are the main points of importance in Chironomiat
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the purpose of the next chapter of this study shall be to determine how
much of this m terial and how many of these theories of Austin were adopted
hy writers who came after him and whose writings reflect the influence of
ChironoBtla.

mmttr ix
A SELECTION OF SUCCESSORS OF AUSTIN
In the preceding chapters of this study an attempt was made to
show the important theories advanced by Austin in Ohlronoraiai whenever
possible, the works which influenced his theories were indicated and
his background sources were mentioned*

In this part of the study it

will be the purpose of the writer to discuss the books published after
Chlronomia which appear to have included material and ideas from that
work.

In the one hundred and forty-eight years which have passed

since the publication of Chlronomia there have been many books written
on the subject of gesture and rhetorical delivery* naturally, it has
net been possible to examine every one of those books, but a represents—
tlve selection has been made.

It is believed that the principal books

on that subject have been investigated, and the ones which follow the
Austin tradition have been studied enough to warrant their inclusion
in this part of the work in progress.

Perhaps it should be mentioned

now, at the beginning of this section, that none of the books, even
though they may have been popular and in great use during the nineteenth
and the first quarter of the twentieth century, will be included in this
study which exhibited no evidence of having been influenced by Austin1s
material in Chironoaia.
For purposes of clarity and ease of handling, the material in this
section will be presented, insofar as possible, in a chronological order.
Therefore, the publication of Chlronomia in 1806 will be the starting date,
and the various books will be considered in order as they appeared In
publication.
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James Chapman
The author of the first took to bo considered here was James Chapman,
whose work The Orator^ was first published in 1809 in Hondon and later in
a second edition which appeared in 1811*

Chapman was also the author of

Outlines of Gesture and a Selection of Pieces in Verse and ProseB pub
lished in 1818.

He was probably the same Chapman who wrote A Flan of

Teaching the Science and Practice of Elocution* Declamation* English
Compos! tion and Epistolary Correspondence» published in Edinburgh in
l8l?| and The Music or Melody and Rhythmus of Languagea which appeared
in Edinburgh In 1818*
It is thought that this book, The Orator* might have been the first
to be influenced by Chlronomia, since the material which appears in a
later book by another author and based on The Orator bears a strong
resemblance to Austin1s material.

At the time of this writing a copy of

The Orator unfortunately had not been located, and so this must remain
a supposition*

However, a stuc^r of the book which was based on The Orator

and which seems so much like Chironomia might support this contention*
Increase Cooke
The book referred to immediately above was The American Orator2 by
Increase Cooke, probably first published in 1811*

The date of publi

cation ie in doubt because the title-page bears the date wl819,w but on
the dedication page appears the inscription "New Haven, October, 1811, *

**
James Chapman, The Orator, or Elegant Extracts in Prose and Verse
(Londons 1809 )*
p
Increase Cooke, The American Orator, or Elegant Extracts in Prose
and Poetry (Hew Havens Sidney^ Press for John Babcock & Son, 1811),
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and in the registration of tho book the date is inscribed as being
"the nineteenth day of October, in the thirty-sixth year of the
Independence of the United States of America" which again makes the
date 1811.

Another fact which might be advanced for the 1811 date is

that another book by Cooke appeared in 1813 which he called Sequel to
the American Orator* The reason the particular date of this book is so
Important is its closeness to the publication date of Ohtronomla and of
Chapman's The Orator. As far as I® known, The American Orator is the
earliest book published in America which seems to have been influenced
by Austin's Chlronomia> although it must be remembered that Cooke referred
to Chapman's book instead of to Chlronomia as his source*

On pages $ and

6 he says x
Tbs Dissertation on Oratorical Delivery, and the Outlines of
Gesture, which are prefixed, are mostly abstracted from
Chapman's Orator« and are fuller and more minute, it is
believed, than what is commonly to be met within compilations
of this sort.
It will now be the purpose to inspect some of the things in Cooke's
The American Orator which appear to be similar to material from Chlronomia.
The first of these concerns the general objectives of public speaking,
which Cooke says are Instruction, persuasion, or entertainment.

Another

similarity appears in the modes adopted in public speaking, which he says
are reading, recitation, declamation, oratory and acting.

He defines

reading as the art of delivering written language with propriety, force
and elegance, and disposes a scale of reading as beings
2.

Correct.

3*

Impressive,

i*.

Rhetorical.

5.

1.

Dramatic*

Intelligible.
6*

Epic.

Cooke develops this discussion of the scale of reading in a manner
similar to that followed by Austin in Chapter V in Chlronomia. For
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example, hie definition of intelligible reading and Its requisites is a
direct quotation from that works
To the reader of this class, the following are the only
requisites, good articulation, proper attention to pauses
and accents, and sufficient effort of voice to render
himself audible to all concerned**
His definitions of the other scales of reading— correct, impressive,
rhetorical, dramatic and epic— all exhibit the same strong similarity to
Austin9s definitions*
Cooke9s definition of recitation, declamation and oratory are a
verbatim quotation from page 209 of Chlronomia* and the remainder of
Austin's Chapter 71 appears In abbreviated form on page 19 of Cooke's
book*

Cooke continues to follow A m tin in his discussion of oratory*

It should be mentioned at this point that he does include a reference to
Austin's Chlronomia and a footnote on page 22*
In Part II Cooke turns to a treatment of the voice, for which he
acknowledges M s sources as being Steele's Prosodia Rational is and
Walker's Elements of Elocutions however, he returns in Part III to
Chlronomia for a discussion of the quantity and qualities of the voice
which appear on page 33 of that book*
The section of Cooke's work which he entitled "Outlines of Gesture,"
pages

to 70, appears to be based primarily on Chlronomia* For

instance, like Austin, Cooke considers the gestures of the body as being
performed primarily by the following named parts of the body*
head, 2*

the shoulders, 3*

hands and fingers, 6*

\m the

the trunk or body, It* the arms, $*

the lower limbs and knees, and 7*

the

the

feet*
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The sane division will be noted on page 29h of Austin *s work.
On page 58 Cooke quotes from Chapter XIII, page 335# Austin's
complete paragraph concerning how the positions- of the hand are
determined.

These positions (according to both Cooke and Austin) are

determined by four different circumstances*
the fingers*

2*

1*

By the disposition of

By the manner in which the palm is presented*

the combined disposition of both hands*

lu

3*

By

2y the part of the body on

which they are occasionally placed*
From pages 312 and 313# Cooke took the positions of the arms but
neglected to include Austin's notation symbols*
FIRST L d !
1.
2.
3.
k*
5.

Downwards
Downwards
Downwards
Downwards
Downwards

across
forward
oblique
extended
backwards

These positions are#

SECOND LINE
1.
2*
3*
h*
5.

Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal
Horizontal

across
forward
oblique
extended
backwards

THIRD LINE
1*
2*
3.
£*
5*

Elevated
Elevated
Elevated
Elevated
Elevated

across
forwards
oblique
extended
backwards

Cooke says that these fifteen positions arising from three original
directions# downwards# horizontal and elevated# will be found sufficient
to represent most of the ordinary gestures*

He says further that when

they are performed by the right# by the left# or by both together, they
produce forty-five’positions*

It will be remembered that these are also

the forty-five basic positions devised by Austin from his "man in the
spheren concept*
Cooke*9 discussion of the stroke and time of gesture is based also
on Austin's theory; in addition# he follows Austin in treating the occasions
upon which the left hand may be used.

Hie treatment of the qualities of

gesture as being magnificence# boldness# energy, variety, simplicity# grace,
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propriety, and precision, is the same as that followed by Austin*

His

discussion of the significance of gesture ©omes directly from pages hB29
U83 and l*8lu

He also includes the material on pages 1*87, 1*88, hB9t h90

and U91, which is concerned with complex significant gestures*
«

This section on outlines of gesture is concluded with a discussion
of grace, which is abstracted from Chapter XXIX of Qhlronomia;

Cooke

echoes Austin in finding that the grace of oratorical action consists in
the facility, the freedom, the variety, and the simplicity of those
gestures which illustrate the discourse*
It is believed that the foregoing examples from The American Orator
reweal sufficient similarity between this work and Austin’s Chlronomia
to establish the assumption that Cooke’s work was based on Austin, through
Chapman's The Orator*

It can, therefore, be seen that as early as 1811,

only five years after the publication of Chironomia* the influence of
this book had spread from England to America) this influence was to con
tinue on works in the field of elocution until the first quarter of the
twentieth century*
Christian F* Mlohaelis
Although this study is intended primarily to examine the influence
of Austin’s Chlronomia on American authors in the field of elocution, it
would not be considered complete without a reference to a German work by
Christian Friedrich Michaelis entitled Die Kunat dor rednerisohen und
theatralischen Declamation * * * durch 152 Fi^uren erlaatert far
offentliche Redner. Schauspieler und Kunstler, Which was published in
Leipzig in 1818*

The British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books has a

notation referring to the fact that this book was founded ©nG# Austin’s
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Chironomia.

^

yjifortunately, this hook could not bo located in time for

an examination of its contents| but from the description In the British
Museum Catalogue, it appears possible that it was a complete abstract
of Chlronomia in muck the same fashion as the two books which follow
here In this discussion.
Jonathan Barber
la 1831 there was published a book with the title WA Practical
xt
Treatise on Gesture, chiefly abstracted from Austin’s Chlronomia*
This book was written by a professor at Harvard University, Jonathan
Barber, who was also the author of Exercises in Beading and Recitation
(182$), A Grammar of Elocution (1830), and An Introduction to the Grammar
of Elocution (I83I1).
In the preface to A Practical Treatise on Gesture» Barbar reveals
his attitude toward Chironomia and hie purpose in writing his book.

Both

of these are significant enough to warrant their inclusion at this points
My duties as a Teacher in Harvard University first prompted
me to an inquiry into the Elements of Gesture* Upon a careful
examination of the "Chlronomia” of Austin, 1 was satisfied they
were unfolded in that work, but mixed up with a great mass of
matter on the voice, destitute, as it appears to me, of
elementary principles or of valuable results* Besides, the
"Chironomia" is very expensive, and not easily procurable at
any price* Its bulk, at the same time, renders it unfit for
a text-book* In the following pages I have endeavoured to
condense Its valuable matter, and to adapt Its principles to
the use of students* . . . I have availed nyself of the

^The British Museum Catalogue of Printed Books (Ann Arbort
J* W* Edwards, 19^0, Vol. 36.
<
Jonathan Barber, A Practical Treatise on Gesture* chiefly
abstracted from Austin’s Chironomia; adapted to the use of students■» and
arranged according to the method of lnstrtiction in Harvard University
(Cambridge* Hilliard and Browii, 1831)*
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valuable Plates, as well as of the Descriptions of the
"Chironomia," as far as I have found them useful to ay
purposej bub I believe that a system of Gesture Is here
given, within a short cowpass, adapted to every variety
of public speaking and of dramatic declamation*
Barber’s Table of Contents shows the following chapter division and titles *
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter
Chapter

I.— Position of the Feet and lower Limbs
II*— Th© Head, tyes, Shoulders, and Trunk
III*— Positions, Motions, and Elevations of the Arms
IT*— Positions and Motions of the Hands
V*— Account of the Application of Symbols, and Symbolic
Letters
VI .— The Emphatic Stroke and Time of Gesture
T H * — The Classification of Gesture
T U I .— Preparation, Transition, and Accompaniment of
Gesture
H . — Qualities of Gesture
X.— Frequency, Moderation, and Intermission of Gesture
XI.— General Remarks

His illustrations of "An Elegy Written in a Country Chureh-yard,"
"Speech of Brutus on the Death of Caesar," and a passage from Toung1s
"Might Thoughts" are the same as those included in Chironomia*
The title of this book, the table of contents, and the preface
show very clearly the purpose and substance of this book; It is a con—
densatIon of Chironomia which excludes Austin's discussion of voice and
countenance, and other early chapters in Chironomia*

The treatment of

gesture, as Barber says, is simply abstracted from Chironomia and no
additional material seems to have been introduced*

In other words, it

is a shortened and condensed form of Austin's work and no further dis
cussion need be made concerning it*
Andrew Comstock
In the preface to A System of Elocution*

6

the author, Andrew Comstock,

Bays i

6
Andrew Comstock, A System of Elocution, with special reference to
Gesture* to the treatment of stammering* and defective articulationJ ---(Philadelphiai Butler & williams, 18UU).
—
1
....
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The pert oat gesture is extracted, principally, from Austin *s
Chironomia« a work which is extremely rare, and one whose
great sise and expense are insuperable obstaoles to its
general introduction# All, however, that is particularly
valuable, which the Chironomia contains on the subject of
gesture, is here pres^te'd v'to the reader in the compass of
a few pages# Austin*® system of notation of gesture is of
great practical utility# This trill appear evident to the
reader when he shall have learned that, by its application,
all the gestures which an orator makes, in the delivery of
a discourse, may be accurately recorded for his own practice
and improvement, as well as for the benefit of posterity#
An examination of Part IX of A System of Elocution will reveal the
very close similarity between the material in Chlronomia and in Comstock *s
book*

Part II Is divided into the following chaptersi

A System of Slooutlont
I#

lb stares of the Body
Comstock describes and illustrates with pictures the
favorable and unfavorable postures of the body# He
also describes the correct manner of holding the
book when reading in public# This chapter is
original with Comstock, especially the illustrations
for favorable and unfavorable postures#

II#

notation of Gesture

XU #

Position of the Feet and Lower Limbs

IV.

7#

The Positions, Motions, and Elevations of the Arms
In this chapter the concept of "the man in the
sphere" is presented, and Comstock9s theory la
that of Austin# The illustrations are identical
with those in Chironomia as well as the positions
of the arms#
'
Postures and Motions of the Hands

71#

The Head, the Eyes, the Shoulders, and the Bo<&-

VH.

The Stroke and Time of Gesture

Till.
IX.

Chironomia

The Classification of Gesture
The Preparation, Transition, and Accompaniment ©f Gesture

X
XI
XII

XIII
XIV
XVI
XVII
XVIII

X.

The Frequency, Moderation, and Intermission of Gesture

XIX

XI#

The Qualities of Gesture, and the Gesture Suited to
Different Modes of Public Speaking

XX
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XII.

Significant Gestures

ini ,
XIV.
XV.

XXI

Grace

XXII

SynopticalArrangement oftheNotation Letters

XV

Applicationof the NotationLetters

XV

Comstock illustrates the theory of gesture with the same selections
used by Austin, "The Miser and Plutus,* "Elegy in a Country Church Yard,H
•Brutus* Speech to the Homans,• and Young's "Night Thoughts.11
There is nothing original in Comstock's treatment of gesture} as he
says in his preface, his section on gesture is extracted from Chlronomia.
and he cuts and transposes Austin's material freely; but practically
every word in Part U

of A System of Elocutioif Is taken directly from

that hook.
William Hassell
William Bussell, the author of The American Elocutionist,^ which had
its first publication in 18LL, received his Master of Arts degree at the
University of Glasgow.

In the same year that The American Elocutionist

appeared, he and James E. Murdoch, a professional actor, established the
School of Practical Rhetoric and Oratory in Boston; together, in 19L5,
they wrote Orthophony, or Vocal Culture, which must have been an extremely
popular work, for by I8 9 6 it had reached its eeventy-ninth edition under
the editorship of his son, the Reverend Francis T. Russell*

Other works

by Russell were Manual of Mutual Instruction (1826) and Lessons in
Enunciation (1830).

^William Russell, pie American Elocutionist; comprising Lesaonip in
Enunclation. Exercises iii Elocuiion, anff"%?jjfents~"of Gesture Tffth ed?f
Boston: Jenks, Hickling & Swan, l8i?l±).
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On the subject of good address, Russell’s definition of the desirable
qualities, while not exactly like that in Chironomia* is similar enough
to Invite comparison*

In the following examples, the similar words or

phrases have been underlined for comparative purposes*
A good address is that which, in the first place, may be
briefly characterised by the epithet manly* It possesses
force—-consequently exemption from all forms of weakness j—
freedom (a natural consequence of force), implying exemption
from constraint and embarrassment* These are the first and
indispensable rudiments of action* Next in importance, is
*** appropriate or discriminating style* * * • last in order,
and as a negative quality, chiefly, may be mentioned grace,
or those modes of action which obey nature1s laws of symmetry
and motion*
Here are the same qualities defined by Austin on page 295 of Chironomia:
He (the orator) must recommend himself by every attention to
his external deportment, which may be deemed correct and
proper; * * * he must therefore, even in his position as he
stands, prefer manly dignity and grace, to awkward rusticity,
or rude strength* Grace and decorum win favour*
On page 201, Russell pays tribute to Austin and to Rush when he writes i
The rules and principles illustrated in the following pages,
are chiefly drawn from that rich and copious volume, Austin*s
Chironomia,— but modified as experience has suggested, and
adapted to the details of practical instruction* * . • The
above work on gesture, and that of Br. Rush on the Voice,
afford the fullest instruction in Oratory, that has yet been
presented in the English, if not in any other language*
Russell divides his study of action into three sections:
tory observations upon the rudiments of gesture; 2*

1*

introduc

attitude; and 3*

gesture*

In the section on attitude he discusses movements which are preparatory to
speaking, and describes the good and bad manner of making an introductory
bow; next, he takes up positions of the feet, makes general remarks, calls
attention to th© common errors observed in taking those positions, and
finally sets forth arule for positions of th© feet*

He turns to move

ment of the feet next and followsthe pattern already

established of setting
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forth general remarks* than common errors and finally1 his rules for this
movement j in the same section on attitude he includes the positions and
movements of the limbs, of the trunk, and of the head and countenance—
each one discussed with general remarks* errors and a rule*
In the section on gesture* the positions and movements of the hand
and of the arm are discussed in a similar manners-general remarks* errors
and rules*

Russell does not use Austin1s system of notation, although he

divides gestures into the two planes* and gives names for the positions
of hcrlwmtalt descending and ascending in one plane* and front, oblique,
y

and extended in the other plane*
In treating the placement of the feet, Russell reverses Austin #s
positions; the positions which were termed the first and second positions
of the right foot by Austin are now named the second and first by
Russell, and the same reversal is made for the left foot*

The concept

of the proper placement of the feet* the relation of one foot to the
other, and the bearing of weight by the proper foot is like that in
Chirtmomlaf only the names of the positions have been reversed*
Merritt Caldwell
In the preface to A Practical Manual of Elocution, ® the first edition
of which was published in 181*5, Caldwell says that he wrote the book to
satisfy the need for a suitable text-book in elocution for the use of
classes in colleges* academies and schools, and then he says further that
he could not have written such a book without the existence of books like
o
Merritt Caldwell* A Practical Manual of Klocutiom embracing
Voice and Gesture (7th ech, IPortlands" Sanborn &
© r , T ® 2 )#
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Rush*s Philosophy of the Human Voice and Austin*s Chironomia*

o

It is true that Caldwell uses Austin as his source for this treat*roent of gesture, but he changes Austin*s theories and uses descriptions
of his own*

Like Russell, Caldwell presents four positions of the feet,

'which he names the first and second positions of the right foot and th©
first and second positions of the left foot*

Th© first position of th©

right foot is described by Caldwell:
In this position, the right foot is firmly planted, and
sustains the weight of the body. The left foot forms
nearly a right angle with the other, and rests only on
the ball of the great toe. In the grouad-plan of this
figure, the right foot which rests firmly on th© ground
is deeply shaded; the part of the left which touches the
ground is shaded lightly* ^
This Is actually the position described by Austin on page

298, which he

callsthe second

This reversal

position of the right foot, noted E* 2.

continues throughout Caldwell*© description of the feet; his second
position of the right foot is Austin*s first position of that foot and
the two positions of the left foot are likewise reversed*
Caldwell *s discussion of the positions of the hand was taken from
Chapter XIII of Chlronomia under the headings of 1.
fingers, 2.

disposition of the

the manner in which the palm Is presented, 3.

disposition of both hands, and iu

th© combined

th© parts of the body on which they

are occasionally placed.
In order to "position" the movements of the arms and hands, Caldwell
used the "man in the sphere" concept similar to that introduced by Austin;

^Ibid, p. v.
10Ibld. p. 227.
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again, however, ho changed the notation® to suit himself*

In the

horizontal plane, his points Of location are called?

£ (cross), f

(front), o (oblique), £ extended), and b (backward)*

In the vertical

plane, these points are « (zenith), © (elevated), h (horizontal),
d (downward) and R (rest)*

the main difference here seems to be in th©

symbols used for the oblique and extended positions| Austin usee the
letters £ and x for these positions, while Caldwell uses o and e.
In rather brief paragraphs, Caldwell discusses some of the things
to which Austin devoted more space; some of these are principal and
subordinate gestures, the accompaniment of gesture, preparatory and
terminating gestures, the stroke and time of gesture, significant and
net significant gestures, and the transition of gesture*

In a footnote

on page 269, Caldwell says that in his treatment of the qualities of
gesture little more is attempted than to condense the views of Austin
from Chapter XX of Chlronomia. He then proceeds to treat briefly the
qualities of gesture, which are Magnificence, Boldness, Energy, Variety,
Simplicity, Grace, Propriety, and Precision, and the styles of gesture
which are the Epic, the Rhetorical and the Colloquial.
In Chapter 7, devoted to action for dramatic representation,
Caldwell presents much material which Austin included in Chironomia a
the use of the feet and lower limbs, the trunk, the head and eyes, the
countenance, the positions of the hand, the positions of the arms, and
the positions of the arms and hands combined— these topics were all
discussed at great length in Chironomia, and in the same fashion in which
Caldwell treats it.
His section on significant gestures and attitudes came from Chapter
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XXI of Chironoiaia. an he states in a footnote on page 305, and the figures
as -well as the descriptions of complex significant gesture© cam© from
that chapter*
In this book on elocution, there was nothing original nor new
presented by the authorj as he said in his preface, Kush’s Philosophy

11

of the Human Voice

and Austin’s Chironoiula were his main sources, and

it is felt that the preceding examples have been sufficient to indicate
the extent to which Caldwell drew upon Austin’s work for his material on
gesture.
Dr, j. Weaver
In Dr. leaver’s A System of Practical Elocution and Rhetorical
12
Gesture,
he saye in his introduction, page vi.li
The several works already published on this subject have
been examined, and it is thought that neither of them is
sufficiently* practical on the Elements of Expression—
the fundamental principles of an impressive Elocution,
Barber, Walker, Steel (sic), Porter, Russell, Cornstock,
Caldwell, and several others, have been carefully con
sulted, and they certainly possess their respective
degree of me it, but are deemed deficient in the
description and clear distinctions ©f the several elementary
functions of the voice, and of th© practical trainings on
the same*
In the foregoing, Weaver mentioned almost every writer who seems to have
been influenced by the theories of Austin, but he neglects to include
him as being one of his sources.

However, pages 3l*l to 363 of Part III,

Lester Leonard Hale, "A Re-Evaluation of th© Tocal Philosophy
of James Hash as Based on a Study of his Sources" (^published Ph. P.
dissertation, Louisiana State University, lpl*2). This work should be
consulted for a full discussion of Rush’s Philosophy of the Human Voice*
Dr. J. Wearer, A System of Practical Elocution and Rhetorieal
Gesture i comprising all the elements of Vocal delivery, both as a science
..
.. .
and as an art (Philadelphiat Bazreti and Jones, 1&1|6)«
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on Rhetorical Gesture, are taken from Chironomia*

In this section he

discusses the positions of th© feet, changes in these positions, postures
of the hands and fingers, motions of the hands, movements of the feet,
movements of the eyes and countenance, movements of the arms and hands,
classification of the movements of the hands, and the significance of
gestures*

These same topics sere discussed in Chironomia* and Weaver's

treatment of them is similar to Austin's, although no credit was given
to Austin in his introduction*
Alexander Melville Bell
The next hook to be discussed in this chronological development had
a long tenure as a reference book In the field of ©locution* the original
publication date on Bell's The Principles of Elocution^ was 181*9* and
other editions subsequently followed in 18*?2, 18#9, 1878* 1887, 1893, and
finally the seventh edition, which was used in this study, in 1899*
Alexander M. Bell was the son of Alexander Bell, a Professor of
Elocution in London, and the brother of David Charles Bell, Professor of
Elocution in Dublin*

He was interested in the science of correct speech,

and he developed a system in his book TTisible Speech which would present
visually the articulating position of the vocal organs for each sound*
His son, Alexander Graham Bell, was a teacher of speech for the deaf, and
he used the system presented by his father in his book*
In addition to The Principles of Elocution and Visible Speech*
Alexander M. Bell was also the author of Principles of Speech and

^Alexander Melville Bell, The Principles of Elocution* with
Exercises and Notations (7th ©d., Washington,D*G*i Volta Bureau, 1899),
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Plate XVIII
General

S cheme o f No tat io n

iSS

f r o m B e l l ’s P r i n c i p l e s

N O T A T IO N

OF

of ^locutPon

( J K S T l’R H

(inn ifitl ami Passionate Transitions.
(m . G e s t u r e s w o u l d h e d i s a g r e e a b l y a n g u l a r i f t h e m o s t
d i r e c t l i n e o f t r a n s i t i o n f r o m p o i n t to p o i n t w e r e f o l 
lo w e d by the arm s.
A p r e p a r a t o r y m o v e m e n t is t h e r e 
f o r e m a d e , in t h e o p p o s i t e d i r e c t i o n , b e f o r e a n y i m p o r 
tant gesture.
63. In u n im p a s s io n c d delivery the p r e p a r a to r y m o v e 
m e n t m a y h e s w e e p i n g a n d v a r i e d , f o r g r a c e f u l ctf'ect.
(14. I n s t r o n g p a s s i o n t h e p r e p a r a t o r y m o v e m e n t w i l l
h e d ire c t am i s im p le , b u t ex ten siv e, a n d the lines o f the
accentual g estu re hold an d straight.
IX.

GENERAL

65.

SC H EM E O F N O TA TIO N
T U D E A N D M O TIO N .

FOR

A TTI

1. The Tect, Tozvcr Tinths, and Trunk.
( N o t a t i o n p l a c e d b e l o w t h e lin e).

R 2;
R 3;
R 4;
R q;
R 6; 1 ,
R 1:
L 1;
L 2;
I.3 :
L 4!
L j;
L6.
}*«ep. «S6.
a d .. . a d v a n c i n g
s h .. s h a k i n g
“h - - - s t a n d i n g w i t h o n e
re . . . r e t i r i n g
w k...w alking
foot a c ro s s t h e o t h e r
r
s te p p in g to right
kn.. k neeling
u p . . . b o d y d ra w n up,
1
s t e p p i n g t o l et t
bw ...bow ing
as in prid e
st
starting
crt...curtseying
dn...bodv sunk down,
sp ...stam ping
as in l a n g u o r
N o t k . — I . T h e r i g h t foot is in T r e n t f o r t h e R s e r i e s , a n d t h e left, f ^r t h e T, s e 
r i e s . T h e w e i g h t o f t h e b o d y r e s t s on th e f o o t t n / r o n t fo r a ll t h e e v e n n u m b e r s ,
a n d o n t h e r e n t e d fo o t f o r t h e o d d n u m b e r s .
I I. A s m a ll n u m b e r s h o u ld b e p re fix e d to th e n o ta tio n for a d v a n c in g , r e tir in g ,
s t e p p i n g to t h e r i g h t , o r t o t h e i e f t , w h e n m o r e t h a n o n e s t e p is t o b e m a d e . 'J h u s
3a d , a d v a n c in g t w o s t e p s , 3r e , r e t i r i n g t h r e e s t e p s .

66.

The A r m s .

(A l l t h e s u b s e q u e n t n o t a t i o n s p l a c e d a b o v e t h e l i n e . )
z . . . p o i n ti n g to th e zenith
c...directed across th e bodv
e . . . e l e v a t e d 4 5 3 a b o v e t h e h o r i z o n f ...
“
forwards
h . . .horizontal
q...
“
o b liq u e ly 45°from f
d ...d o w n w a rd s 45
b e l o w t h e x . . . e x t e n d e d in t h e l i n e o f t h e
horizon
shoulders
n . .. p o i n t i n g to the n a d ir
b...directed backwards
N ( n a d ir ) . t h e a r m h a n g i n g at rest.
pp... .p re p a r a to ry m o v e m e n t
co n ...th e arm contracted
exp... “
“ expanded
as . ...ascending

d e ...... d e s c e n d i n g
r ........m o v i n g t o t h e r i g h t
1......... m o v i n g t o t h e l ef t

p j...... th e a rm projected
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Plate XIX
General

Scheme or N o t at i on

f rom Sell's P r i nc i pl e s of E lo cu ti on

NOTATION' o r

OH S T l ' I T K .

1$ 9

bk . . .t h e arm d raw n back
w v . .., w a v i n g
r h .. . . r e b o u n d f r o m a n v p o s i t i o n w .........I v i n g c l o s e t o t h e w a i s t
t o t h e s a m e a train
dr. .. . . t h e a r m s d r o o p i n g 1
q k .......q u i c k m o t i o n
fid... . . . t h e a r m s f o l d e d
—s ( o r o r ) o v e r c u r v e
him ...a kim h o
s - - : o r 11c ) u n d e r c u r i e
s h r. . . . s h r i n k i n g
one or u oc...serpentine
t r , .. . t r e m u l o u s

G 7*

HI-— rite Hands .
nt . n a t u r a l l y o p e n e d
s h ___s h a k i n g
!> ... . s u p i n e , ( p a l m u p w a r d s :
c h ___c l i n c h e d
p. .. . p r o n e , ( p a l m d o w n w a r d s )
str...striking
0 ___ . p a l m o u t w a r d s
gr,... g ra sp in g
i .... . p a l m i n w a r d s
i n . . . . m o v e d i n w a r d s , a s in i n v i v __ . r a i s e d v e r t i c a l l v
tat i o n
do..,.tu rn ed d o w n w a r d s
o u __ m o v e d o u t w a r d s ' f r o m t h e
i \ . .. . i n d e x i n g o r p o i n t i n g
w rist,
r e .. . h a n d s r e v o l v i n g
a p .. . b o t h 1Ki n d s a p p l i e d p a l m t o
palm
of both
hands
tip . .l i n g e r s
s p r e a d a n d a p p l i e d t i p t o t ip
on.. .e n u m e r a tin g (th e r i g h t
forefinger to u c h in g s u c c e s 
s i v e l y t h e left f i n g e r l i p s )

p a l . , . s t r i k i n g t h e 1efit p a l m w i t h
the right forefinger or hand
cr.,.. h and s crossed
el.... hands clasped
w r __ h a n d s w r u n g
clp...cla p p in g

— I. W h e n t h e l e f t h a n d o r a r m is m e a n t , a l i n e is p r e / i t e d t > file s y m T h u - : —d n s i g n i f i e s l . K F 1 H A N l ) , d o i v n s v a r d s , <b i u f u e .
II A . - d o n is p i n e d b e t w e e n a n y t w o s e t s o f l e t t e r s t h a t r t f e r t o t h e d i f f er e n t
h a n d s . T h u s — d <| / . s i g n i f i e s I,F. F T H A N D ,
and R I O H T
H A \ I ) p o m t m g to t h e
n i t h ; d q — N s i g n i f i e s R K i H T H A N I) d o w i t s r a r d s ,
I . F . F T H A N f a l l i n g to r e s t . T h e s e v e r a l s y m b o l s a r e s e p a r a t e d f r o m
e . i t h e t h e r b y s p a c e - or p o i n t s .
I I I A - m a l l - p r e f i x e d t o t h e n o t a t i o n wi l l i n d i c a t e t h a t b o t h h a n o s p e r f o r m
t he s a m e n i " t i o n .
I V. A l t e r n a t i o n is d e n o t e d b y t h e l e t t e r a . A n u m b e r p r e f i x e d s h o w s h o w of t e n
t h e a l t e r n a t i o n is r e p e a t e d .
b u s h c *~n J ,i, si gn i f i e s r / g n t h a n d h o r i z o n t a l ,
a c r o s s t h e b-jdv, w h e n c e o v e r e u r r > e d t o the, o b l iq u e p o s i t i o n ; — t h e t e f t h a n d a l t e r 
n a t e l y t o /t h t h e r i g h t , p e r f o r m i n g t h e s a m e m o t i o n t i v i c e t o t h e o p p o s i t e s i d e .
'1 h e n o t a t i o n a a m a y b e u s e d f or a g a i n a n d a g a i n .
V I m i t a t i v e g e - t n r e s a r e e x p r e s s e d by t h e g e n e r a l s y m b o l i m.
X 'irr

h«.l . I' -tier.

'J

fikS.

I V . —P a r t s o f t h e

H o tly on -v h ic h th e H a n d s m a y he f la c e d .

lit* . . . h a n d o n h e a d
C k — hand supporting chock
Ft)
“
forehead
C n ...
“
chin
'IV —
“
tem ple
U r—
“
on hreast
Kv
“
eves
I3br...
“
h e a tin g the h re ast
M o,.,
“
m o u th
13k—
*‘
b e h in d the hack
I > i . . . . ft n g e r o n 1: p
N o t h — A s m a l l 3 p r e f i x e d t o e i t h e r o f t h e s e will d e n o t e b o t h h a n d s .
T h u s :—
J fcy s i g n i f i e s b o t h h a n d s o n t h e e yes; a U k , b o t h h a n d s b e h i n d t h e b a c k .
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Plate XX
General

Scheme

of N o t a t i o n f r o m Bell's

1*00
bo.

N O T A T IO N'

P r in ci ple s of Elocu tio n

OF O F STF K K.

\ . — /V/,’ /lead ,in<f /'tree.

P
t i
I

head t h r o w n hack
"
crouched
" in clined to o n e side
“
“
t o left
l ’.' ...... "
“
to r i g h t
II
• “
hanging down
1: . . . f r o w n i n g
) i . 1u g u b r i o u s
P i ..laughin'.'
1. ‘ — e v e b r o w s l i ft ed
1V —
“
depressed
k " •••
“
knitted
R
eve s l o o k i n g to t h e r i g h t
I“
*’
left
I
“ “ upwards
IV
“
“ ilownwanls
P t ..... l i p s p o u t e d
li t — . ■* b i t t e n
C p — “ com pressed

head
tossing
S h ...
” shaking
Nd...
“ nodding
Av...
“ a v e rte d from t h e d l 
rcction of the gesture
S n i . .a s m i l i n g c o u n t e n a n c e
K
eve> l o o k i n g in f r o n t
A r ...
“
around
A s...
“
askance
St... . s t a r i n g
We... w e ep in g
Wi ...w inking
V
e v e s fixed o n v a e u n c v
Cl
** c l o s e d
M r . . . “ m e a s u r i n g ( S ee p a r . 5)
N o . . . n o s t r i l s t u r n e d up
().... m o u th open
(in...teeth gnashed

X. O R D P R O F S Y M B O L I C A R R A N ( i K M K N T .
7 0 . T h e s v m h o l i c l e t t e r s b e i n g in all c a s e s d if f e r e n t, n o
co n fu sio n co u ld arise w h a te v e r o r d e r o f n o tatio n m ig h t
h e a d o p t e d ; h u t w lie n s e v e ra l le tte rs h a v e to h e e m 
p lo y e d , th e fo llo w in g o r d e r s h o u ld he o b s e rv e d , as m o re
co n v en ien t than a ra n d o m a rran g e m e n t.
7 1 . l >l a c e first t h e n o t a t i o n o f t h e vertical s i t u a t i o n o f
t h e a r m ( z e h d 11) ; t h e n o t i t s transverse d i r e c t i o n
(c f(] x h ) ; n e x t o f the m a n n e r o f p re s e n ta tio n o r m o 
t i o n o f t h e h a n d / a n d t h e o t h e r s y m b o l s in t h e m o s t c o n 
venient order.
72. T h e n o tatio n s o f the “ P a rts o f th e B o d y on w h ic h
th e i la n d s m a y h e p la c e d ,” anti o f th e E x p re s s io n s o f
th e “ H e a d a n d F a c e , ” a r e in C a p i t a l le tte rs ; all th e
o t h e r s ( w r i t t e n a b o v e t h e l i n e ) a r e i n small l e t t e r s .
7 ^ . T h e c o m p o u n d s y m b o l s w i l l h e e a s i l y 1e r n e i n h e r e d ,
a s t h c v g e n e ra lly s u r e s t a t o n ce the w o rd s o f w h ic h they
a r e c o n t r a c t i o n s ; h u t t h e single letters d i r e c t l y t a x t h e
m em ory.
F o r c o n v e n i e n c e ot r e fe re n c e , all t h e s y m b o l s
w r i t t e n abov e t h e lin e a r e c o l l e c te d in t h e f o l l o w i n g
Zl cca pi 'f tt la ti ~' c T a b l e o f S y m b o l i c T e t t e r s :

A...........al t e r n at i o n
a a ... ...again and again

ad
ap

advancing
applied
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3&ctionary of Sounds* Emphasized Liturgy* Standard Slocutionista Essays
and Postscripts on Elocution. Sounds and Their Relations. lectures on
Phonetics< English Line-Writing* World English* and many others.
Nowhere in this seventh edition of his work does Professor Bell
refer to Austin or to Qhironomia* but Part Five of his book, entitled
11Looks and Gestures,M parallels much ©f the material in Chironomia*
Specially in the notation of gesture is there a resemblance between
the two books.

According to Bell, the arm may move in either a vertical

or a horizontal direction.

In the vertical direction the notations ares

g«nith (a), elevated half-way to the zenith (e), horizontal (h), down
wards half-way to the nadir (d), and to the nadir (n}| in the horizontal
direction they are*

arm across the body (£), front (£), obliquely

between the front and the extended (<|), extended in a line with the
shoulders (x), and backward about thirty degrees (b).

These are the

same notations used by Austin.
Be11*3 positions of the feet differ considerably from Austin’s in
that he considers mainly the distance the feet are separated} for
example*
1.

When the feet are separated by the breadth of a foot the

positions are
Right foot in front
R 1
R 2
2.

Left foot in front
L 1
L 2

When the feet are separated by the length of a foot the

positions are
R 3
R U
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3*

the feet are mere widely separated the positions are
aS
e 6

t S

i6

Id these notations th© weight of th© body is m

th© retired foot for the

odd numbers (19 3, S) and on th© advanced foot for the even numbers

(2, i, 6).
On pages 180 to 190 in this book, Bell includes a general scheme
of notation for this attitude and wtion which are reproduced on Plate©
XVIII, XIX and XX*

k ecsgiarisen of these Plates with Plate© X, XI, and

XII from Chlronomia will reveal these differences between the t«© system®
of notation:
1,

The notations for the positions of the feet are completely

different*
2*

Th© notations for the movements of the feet are different except

those for starting (at) and ©tamping (©£); Austin does not include nota
tions for stepping to right or left, shaking, walking, bowing, curtseying,
standing with on© foot across the other, the body drawn up, and the body
sunk down*
3*

The notation® for the arms are exactly alike*

1#

The notations for the movements of th© ansa are different except

for the symbol© for moving to right (r), moving to left (31), and the arm
drawn back or beckoning <bk)» All other symbols are different* ©cm® are
not even included in Austin*& synoptical arrangement*
5»

The notations for the position© and movements of the hand© are

different except for those symbols?

supine (j?), prone (j>), outward© (o),

vertical (v), shaking (sh), applied (©&), crossed (cr), clasped (cl),
and wringing (wr).

All other notation© are different*
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6.

Th® notations for th® parts of th© bocftr on which th® hands

say he placed are completely different.
7.

The

notations for the head and face or© different except for

thesesinclined (I)* eyes

downward (B), eyes upward (£), tossing (T$),

shaking (Sh), forwards (F), and vacancy Or vacuity (V)«
8.

The use of the symbols for notation is different.

Bell*a

system is thiss
a*

When the left hand is meant, a line is prefixed to the
symbolic letter.

Thus,

dq signifies Left Hand, downwards,

oblique.
b.

A colon is placed between any two sets of 3s tiers that
refer to the different hands.

Thus,

a, signifies

Left Hand, downwards, oblique, and Right Hand pointing
to the zenith; dq*«— N signifies Right Hand downwards,
oblique, Left Hand falling to rest.

The several symbols

are separated from each other by spaces or points.
c.

A email (2) prefixed to th© notation will indicate that
both hands perform the same motion.

d.

Alternation Is denoted by the letter a*

A number prefixed

shows how often the alternation is repeated.
a.

Imitative gestures are expressed by the general symbol im.

It should be obvious from the examples above and from a comparison of
the included photostats of plates from the two books that there are many
points of agreement in the two theories as well as many points of
difference.

However, there seem to be enough similarities between th©

“taro systems to speculate that Bell probably used either Austin*®
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Chironomia or some of the other works based on it in the preparation
of his notation system of gesture*
B. P» North
Thus far, the authors cited have shewn some influence of Austin's
theories in varying degrees $ however, it would probably not be out of
place at this time to add a comment from a book which was not compli
mentary to Austin's theories*
in Yale College,^

In North's Practical Speaking as Taught

this comment appears on page 371

An exact position of the feet should beavoided* In the
attitudes of ease and composure, the heels will be two or
three inches, and the toes six or eight inches, apart*
The figures of attitude in the "Chironomia,” a large
quarto volume on this subject by Austin, a teacher of
elocution, about fifty years since, in Dublin, give
various positions of the feet accordingto difficultand
artificial rules* These have been extensively copied in
books on elocution* Yet «n inspection, we shall find the
attitudes which they produce as unnatural as they are
ungraceful. The only good authorities on this subject,
are the works of the great masters in painting and sculpture*
Epee Sargent
Another disapproving comment was made a few years later by Bpes
Sargent in his book, The Standard Speaker t
Mr* Austin, in hie "Chironomia,n was the first to lay down
laws for the regulation of gesture} and nearly all subse
quent writers on the subject have borrowed largely from
his work. Re illustrates his rules by plates, showing the
different attitudes and gestures for the expression of
certain emotions* Experience has abundantly proved that
no benefit la to be derived from the study of these figures*
They only serve as a subject fear ridicule to boys; and are
generally found, in evezy volume in use, well pencilled
over with satirical marks or mottoes, issuing from the mouths

D* North, Practical Speaking as taught in Yale College
(New Haven: T* H* Pease, louo).

ifco
of the etif f-looking gentlemen who ore presented as models of
grace and expression to aspiring youth, ^
In spite of his criticism of Chironomia, Sargent found it useful
enough to extract material on the subject of gracefulness which appears
on pages 29$ to 303, and to make his own consolidated definition of
attitude which he Included on pages 33—3U*
George Vandenhoff
The author of the next book to be considered, The Art of Elocution,
as an essential part of Rhetoric.^ was an English actor and a teacher
of elocution*

In th© former capacity he wrote Dramatic Reminiscences:

or Actors and Actresses in England and America and Leaves from an
Actor >s Notebook! as a teacher of elocution he wrote Th® Art of
Elocution and A Plain System of Elocution! or Logical and Musical Reading
and Declamation,
Actually Vandenhoff fs treatment is superficial, and consists of
hardly mere than what he terms a sketch of a system of gesture*

In

this sketch he states that all gesture Is active or demonstrative, and
that it is made up of the position of the body, the form of the hand,
the position or direction of th® arm, the motion of the ana, and the

Spes Sargent, The standard Speaker} containing exercises in
prose and poetry for declamation in schools, academies, Lyceums, cojTegest
newly translated or compiled from celobrated orators* authors, and popular
debaters, ancient and modern, A Treatise onoratorrand elocution. Motea
explanatorr and biographical (Philadelphia! Thomas, Ccwperthwalt & CoT*
1 8 5 2 ) , p . 32.
*
id
George Vandenhoff, The Art of Elocution, as an essential Dart
of Rhetoric (London* Sampson Low and 3en, i8fS),
1
' ....

iia
stroke or beat of the gesture*

In addition the face and eye must assist

the gesture and movement of body, a m , hand by a corresponding
expression*

His table of gesture, which appears on page 23h of his

book, is reproduced on Plate XXI, and the similarity of its symbols to
those in Chironomia is easily- seen*
Robert Kidd
The only influence which Chironomia seems to have had on Klddfs
Vocal Culture and Elocution^ was on the subject of significant gestures,
which appears in Chironomia on pages 1*82 to

the list on pages 69

and 70 in Kidd1s book are essentially the same as those in Chironomia*
except that Kidd leaves out Austin*® list of the arms completely, and
what Austin lists under BThe Hands® is listed by Kidd as "The Arms*®
Kidd does not credit Austin with having been his source for these
significant gestures, but it appears that this treatment probably
came from Austin*
Allen A* Griffith
Ifi
There is much in Lessons in Elocution which is Identical with
Chironomia* especially in the section on definitions and directions on
pages 1J4 to 16*

The positions of the feet are Identical, but th©

nomenclature for the various positions has been altered as follows t

^Robert Kidd, Vocal Culture and Elocution; with numerous exer
cises in reading and speaking (Cincinnati* Wilson, Hinkle and Company*

15577:

^Allen A* Griffith, Lessons in Elocutiont with numerous
selections, analyzed for practice (Chicago; Adams, Blacianer & Iyon,
2nd* ed. rev. and enlg. lo6£)m ~

Plate XXI
Et>le of Gesture

from Vandenhoff’s The Art of Elocution

T A B L E OF GESTURE.
SION. j

FORM

OF

TUB

I 1ANO.

I SE, O R

EXPRESSION.

«■

| y a t n r a t —( t h e form in which
t h e h a n d is hold o u t to sha k o
h a n d s ) ..................................

I t :>t‘<i in acidtessin g, appealing
-v to, exhorting, en tre a tin g , re p re -

p.

i P ro n e — th e reverse o f th e
I n a tu r a l h a n d .............................

f F orbidding, r e je c tin g , d e n y in g ,
\ ab ju rin g , co m m a n d in g , crusnt m g , d estro yin g ,
f T h is fo rm Is a s tro n g e r e x p rc s, sion ol' th e n a tu r a l h a u ii, lor
( force.
1 C sed o n ly in stro n g p a ssion : o r
| At n d e sc rip tiv e g e s tu re o f ex( tra o rd in a rjt Jorce.
i A d visin g , a rg u in g , in stru ctin g ,
< im p re ssin g , w a r n in g , p o in tin g ,
( m a rk in g , re p ro v in g .
U sed o c c a sio n a lly fo r v a rie ty .
( U se d in a d d re ss in g la rg e a sse m \ b lie s, o r in violen t t e c lin g ; o r
( e x te n d e d a c tio n (d e sc rip tiv e .)
In p r a y e r .

S u p in e — t h e n a t u r a l h a n d in
j ten sio n .........................................
cl

' Closed, o r clenched.....................

*-

j In d e x finger, m a r k in g o r
p o in tin g ^the o t h e r tiugers
j b e in g c lo s e d ) .................... .
I.eft h a n d
...................

^

Both h a n d s...................................

t

els

j C la s p e d ............... .........................
1*081 T I O N

OF

(A<v//»rtg.

T HE

V R M.

2 . zenith.
o. o b liq u e .
e le v a te d .
Jo. folded.
forw ards.
h. h o riz o n ta l,
p. vertical.
e r. c ro sse d .
dow nw ards.
x. e x t e n d e d .
k. a k im b o .
upw ards.
N o t e — T h e p ositio n cif t h e a r m is r e g u la te d n<rc o rd ln g t o t h e situ a tio n
(n#x*r - or tv toir t h e spea k e r f o f t h o s e a d d r e ss e d , —o r e le va tio n o r (tt-presn o n *>t ih v Jeeltng e x p r e ssed, o r object d e sc rib e d .

e.
f.
d.
u.

MO TION
a.
d.
b.
c.

a sc en d in g .
d e nccnding.
b a ting.
circ le —
■*c ro w n in g .'*

THE

A R M.

flourish —
*’ triu m p h ."
t r . t r e m b lin g .
sp , sp readin g.
ou. outw ards.

OF

in .
ir ,
gr.
St.

ft.

in w a r d s ,
waving.
gra spin g.
s t r i k in g .

V o t f __ T h e m o tio n o f t h e a r m , by Its direetior an d r a p id ity , e x p r e ss e s
t h e tr m m p h , o r depressi on, o r e n e r g y of t h e orat<[it’s fe e lin g s, o r t h e posih o n of t h e object d e s c n b ed.

REMARKS.
T h e initial l e t t e r s e n a b l e t h e s t u d e n t o r s p e a k e r to m a r k , in a w r i t t e n
speech , anv g e s t u r e s h e m a y t h in k a p p r o p r i a t e : t h u s , B. «i. h. f . w o u ld
signify. Both h an ds n a tu r a l, h o r iz o n ta l J o r w a r d s ,— tlie p r o p e r g e s t u r e
for s u c h w o rd s a s ,—
“ R o m a n s , c o u n tr y m e n , a n d lovers! ”
It. n. f. r. B oth han ds n a tu ra l, fo r w a r d s , elevated— is th e g e s tu r e o f
s v r r u c a t tow .”

Ih3
1*

The first positions

The body rests on the right foot, the

left a little advanced, left knee bent.

This is Austin’s first

position of the left foot, noted L,l.
2,

Second positions

The body rests on the left foot, the right is

a little advanced, the right knee ie bent.

This is Austin’s first

position of the right foot, noted E*l.
3.

First secondary position*

This is taken from the first primary

by advancing the unoccupied foot, and resting the body upon it, leaning
forward, the right foot brought to its support*

This is Austin’s

second position of the left foot, noted L*2.
2*. Second secondary position*

This is the same as the first

secondary, the body resting upon the right foot*

This is Austin’s

second position of the right foot and is noted R*2*
Griffith then introduces the concept of H h e man in the sphere *
for location of gesture, but does not give notations in the vertical
and horizontal planes as does Austin.

He acknowledges that there are

three positions in the vertical plane and five in the horizontal,
giving a total of fifteen systematic positions*

He then multiplies

these fifteen by three for the styles of conversational * energetic
and recoiling which are Austin’s moderate* extended and contracted*
This gives Griffith forty-five positions, which are then multiplied by
three again for the right hand, the left hand and both hands together
for a total of 135 systematic positions*
On pages 21 to 23, Griffith includes illustrations of positions
of the hand which are the same illustrations in Austin1© Ohironomia

litit
on Plates V I I and VIII*

These positions and their corresponding

numbers in the plates ares
Palm up
Balm down
Holding
Index
Vertical
Folded
Applied
Wringing
Crossed
Inclosing
Touching
Enumerating

Plate VII, figure 71
»
w
it
70
it
Tt
rt
68
n
tt
n
67
n
it
tt
7h
t*
tt
VIII,
78
n
tt
n
75
ii
tt
rt
81
tt
tt
tt
77
«
n
t!
79
tt
tt
tt
80
»
tt
tt
82

On th© title page of Lessons in mocutiona Griffith is listed as
being "Professor of Elocution, and Principal of Batavia Institute"!
he must have been an active teacher in elocution and author on the
subject*

In 1868 he published his Drill Book for practice of the

Principles of Vocal P h y s io lo g y , and acquiring the art of Elocution
and O r a t o r y * in ■which he presented essentially th© same material on
gesture which appeared In his Lessons in Elocution*

In this later

book, In the Preface, he sayss
For most valuable help in its preparation, acknowledgments
are due Professor A* M« Bell, of London, England;
Br. Gilbert Austin, England; and Br. Weaver, of this
country, ifooae elaboration of Ur* Rushfs system is most
complete*

19

Allen A* Griffith, Brill Book for practice of the Principles
of Vocal Physiology* and acquiring the art of Elocution and Oratory
(Chicago! Adams, Blackmer £ Lyon, i 8 6 0 ) .
'
2°Ibid, p. v.

lit?
On page 17 of this book he illustrated the "man 1b the sphere" and gave
the vertical and horizontal positions these notations#
1*

Vertical semi-circle#

2*

Transverse semi-circlet

sonith, e, elevated; h, horizontal;
d.
downwardsj «■n#r*
* nadir or rest.
wr
imm
c, across the body; f, forwards;
&, oblique, x, extended; h, backwards.

This represents a change from the earlier book, in which he used th©
"man in the sphere" but did not attach notations to th© position®.
In addition to the two books already mentioned, Griffith also was
the author of Class-book in Oratory,^ which was published in 1880.
Joseph Edwin Frobisher
Frobisher,s A New and Practical System of the Culture of Vole© and
22
Action
is based mainly upon Bush1® Philosophy of th© Human Vole©* but
he took his section on action and gesture, page® 111 to 113, from
Chironomia.

The accompanying Plate® XXII, XXIII, XXXV from pages 111,

112 and 113 will indicate to what extent Frobisher borrowed from
Austin; tbs list of positions on these three pages was taken from the
earlier book and everything pertaining to the subject listed without
further explanation or definition#
His descriptions of positions of th© feet are identical with
Austin's; he explains some movements of th® hand which he says are the

21
Allen A. Griffith, Class-book in Oratory# (Oskaloosa, Iowa?
Central Book Company, 1880)#
22

Joseph Edwin Frobisher, A How and Practical System of the
Culture of Voice# and Action# and a complete analyalsoftlie Human
Passions (New York! Tvison, Phlnney, Blakeman & Co•, 1867). "
*
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A C T IO N !-G E S T U R E .
(fr o m
FINOKRS.

A u s t in 's c h ir o n o m ia .)
MOTION,

n. n a tu ra l
x. ex tre m e
c. c lin c h 'd (fist)
c. c o n tra cted
x. ex ten d ed
m. m o d e ra te
i. index
I. collected (to th u m b ) DIRECTION.
Ji. h o ld in g (object)
a. ascends
d. descends
w. hollow ed u p
r. r ig h t
m . th u m b up
1. left
g. g rasp in g
f. fo rw ard
b. b ack w ard
PALM.
v. revo lve
p. p ro n e
i. in w a rd
s. supine
o. o u tw a rd
n. in w a rd (to bo dy )
o o u tw a rd
MANNER.
v. vertical
n. n o tin g
f. fo rw ard
p. p ro jec t
b. b a c k w a rd
w. wave
fl. flourish
ARMS.
r w . sw eep
d. d o w n w a rd
bk. beckon
h. horizontal
rp. repress
e. elev ate d
ad. advance
Z. zenith
sp. s p rin g
It. rest.
st. strike
pr. press
arm s tr a n sv er se.
rt. r e tr a c t
c. across
rj.
reject
f. fo rw a rd
bn. b en d
q. oblique
rc. recoil
x. ex ten d ed
s h .s h a k o
b. b a c k w a rd

th. t h r o w
cl. clinch
11. collect
FACE.

I. incline
E . erect
As. assent
D n. d e n y
Sh. sh ake
Ts. toss
S. aside
F. fo rw a rd
A . a v e rt
D. d o w n
U. up
R. aro u n d
V . vacancy
B. back.
FEET.

(Below line.)
R. 1. r ig h t 1st
R. 2. r ig h t 2d
I.. 1 . left 1st
L, 2. left 2d
R. F. rig h t fron t.
L. F. left front.
K. kneeling
S. aside
x. ex tended
m. x. m o d erate
x. x. extrem e
C. contracted.
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FINDERS OP UOTH

STEPS,

a. ad v an c e
r. retire
tr. tra v e rse
c. across
s. s ta r t
s|>. stam p
sk. shock

HANDS.

ap. applied
lp. clasped
cr. crossed
Id. folded
in .in c lo s e d
\vr. w ru n g
tc. to uch ing
nu. en um erate.

HANDS.

(placed.)
E. eyes
N. nose
L. lips
F . fo re h e a d
O. chin
br. b re a s t

BOTn ARMS.

en. en cu m b ered
pd. reposed
km . akim b o
B. both (precedes)

MARGINAL.

Ap. appealing
A t. a tte n tio n
V n . v en era tio n
Ls. listening
Lin. lam enting
Dp. dep rec atin g
P r . pride
Sh. sham e
Av. aversion
Cm. c o m m a n d in g
Ad. a d m iratio n
I lr . h o r r o r
O r. g rie f
F r. fear
E n. en couraging ;
& C .,

& C., &C.

POSITIONS OF THE FEET.

R. 1.— T h e R ight foot is in fro n t, w ith the leg slightly hent
a t the knee, w hile th e body rests m ainly on th e left.
R. 2 .— T h e R ig h t foot is advanced still f u rth e r f o r w a r d ;
a ll th e w e ig h t o f th e body is b ro u g h t on it, w hile th e left
slightly to u c h e s th e floor, only on one side of it, in th e r e a r of
th e other.
L. 1. and L. 2 . arc sim ply changes o f th e feet, u sin g th e left
in ste ad o f th e right. T hey are m erely rev erse positions.
EXPLANATIONS OF THE MOST DIFFICULT.
F i n g e r s . — Extend&l— W idely

parted from each o ther.
Arms.— Wate—The hand is waved out from the opposite
shoulder, across the body, and outstretched to the f u ll
length o f the arm.
F lourish — Is similar to the motion made around the
head when one is hurrahing.
Sweep—Is similar to the wave, except the motion
is carried down toward the knee to full extent, and
swept out high in the air, far from the body.
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Repressing — Is lifting tip th e h a n d above sh oulder
and th e n pu shing palm d o w n w a rd to w a rd th e earth .
Strikiritj — Is similar to repressing, ex ce p t th e la tte r
h a s a percussive, w h ile th e fo rm er has a stead y
m otion.
Arm s R e p o s e — Is sim ply one ly in g above the oth er w ith o u t
entw inin g.

—A fte r th e stro ke th e h an d retu rn s.
S p r i no — C om plete the action w ith a spring.
T i i r o w i n o — T h ro w in g the gesture.
R e c o il in g

LETTERS.

F irst set is for th e R ig h t h a n d and arm . Second is for th e
Left, preceded by a dash w hen it follows th e first. A long
dash d e n o t e s change o f gesture a t th e le tter. Small dots m ean
to change hands, b u t n o t to drop except a t periods. Capital lette rs at th e com m en ce m en t denote p ostu re of th e head an d eyes.
L e tte rs below th e line indicate a change o f th e feet a t th e
word.
EXERCISES.

(T he G estu res in these m ay seem too num erous.
intended merely for practice.)

T h e y are

SATAN TO n i s LEGIONS.
veq —p h x

B veq

Princes, potentates,
B edq

B veq------------------- a

v d q — vdo

"Warriors, th e flower o f h eav en ! once yours, no w lost,

R. 1.

B nrlq v e q —p h x

I f such astonish m en t as this can seize
phf—ndx

R 2

B

E ternal spirits ; o r h ave ye chosen this place,
B p h f--------------

A fter th e toil o f battle, to repose,
------q
Y o u r w earied virtue for th e ease you find
neq— shx

To slum ber here, as in th e vales of hcavhi?
R 1
vdc— Vrlq

O r in this abject posture h av e

rLl

Veq— phX
you

’

sw o rn

L2

1h9
most dlfficrults

the fingerd extended (widely parted from each other),

the wave, the flourish, the sweep, arms repressing and striking, arms
repose, recoiling, spring and throwing.
Most of the illustrations of the notation system. It will be
noticed, appeared In Chlronomias Gray’s H£legy,w "The Miser and
Plutus,n "Brutus on the Death of Caesar," and Toung1s "Eight Thoughts.”
He includes also "Satan to His Legions," which does not appear In
Chironomia.

These illustrations are complete with notation symbols in

the same fora in which Austin included them.
Frobisher includes also detailed descriptions of the passions,
and exercises on them, but in this treatment he deviates from Austin’s
treatment of the same subject, so that nothing further need be said
here.
Anna T. Randall
In Randall’s book, Reading and Elocution* Theoretical and Practical.
appear positions of the hand and directions of the hand with notation
symbols which resemble slightly those in Chlronomia.

There is no

reference in this book to the earlier work, but it does show traces of
the Austin influence.
The positions of the hand ares

supine, prone, vertical, clenched,

and pointing* these positions do not all have notation symbol® attached
to them— only supine, prone and vertical are noted by <s, £ and £
respectively.

Anna T. Randall, Reading and Blocutioni Theoretical and
Practical (Hew Torks American Rook Company, 1659;.

i5o
The directions of th© hand Ar© indicated as being fronts oblique,
extended and backward in th© transverse direct ion$ in th© vertical
direction, they were ascending* horizontal and descending*
A combination of th® positions and directions of the hand mad©
possible these following abbreviations*
R.H.S.
B«H*P«
R.H.V.
B.H.S.
B.H.P.
B*H*V*
D.f.
H.f.
A.f*
D.o.
H.e.
A.o,
D.e.
H.e*
A.e.
B.b*
H.b.
A.b*
It should be
noted by

Right Hand Supine
Right Hand Prone
Right Hand Vertical
Both Hand® Supine
Both Hands Prone
Both Hand© Vertical
Descending Front
Horizontal Front
Ascending Front
Descending Oblique
Horizontal Oblique
Ascending Oblique
Descending Extended
Horizontal Extended
Ascending Extended
Descending Behind
Horizontal Behind
Ascending Behind

pointed cut that Randall changed th© name for

the letter b from backward to behind*

Additional

theposition
direction© in

this system are given for making the gesture upon the proper word,
1.

The dotted words indicate where the hand is to be raised in

preparation.
2.

The gesture is made upon the words in capitals*

3*

The hand drops upon the italicised word or syllable. Randall

did not elaborate upon the above rules, but the reference is to the
preparation, stroke and time of gesture.
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H. X. D. Potter
In the preface to Manual of R e a d i n g "entered" first in 1871*
the author gives his acknowl©dgments for his sources hut he does not
mention Austin nor does he list any outstanding writer who was
influenced by Austin; but his book does show some influences of
Chironoada. An examination of Plate XXV will show the extent to which
Potter assigned notation symbols to the feet* the head, the eyes, the
arms, and the hands according to their position, motion, manner or
direction.

The footnote at th© bottom of the plat© shows that this

notation system was not original with Potter, but he does not give
credit to his sources.
In explaining the direction of movement, Potter uses a modification
of the "man in the sphere," he conceives of a person in the middle of a
room and the lines indicating position are determined by th© floor,
walls, and celling.

This same eonoept was used later by William T. Hose

in Voice Culture and Elocution to work out a similar notation system.
Based on this system, the positions are still the same as those
conceived by Austin; in the horizontal plane the positions are front,
extended, oblique, and backwards# and in the vertical plane horizontal,
ascending and descending.

The positions, then, become th© same as

those explained by other authors t

descending front, horizontal front,

ascending front, descending extended, and so forth for th© twelve
combinations •

2kH,

L. D. Potter, Manual of Reading# in Four Parts i Ortho phony.
Class Methods)Gesture, and Elocution (Hew Yorkt Harper & Brotheyfij

15,
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MANUAL OF
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1. F e e t

2.

H ead

3. E yes

L
II .
III.
IV .

P o sitio n 1
M otion
I
M anner f o f \
D ire c tio n I
etc.

J

G E S T U R E .'
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This book was not origins! in content, and is included in this study
only because it did use a sort of notation system, and it did devote
some attention to gesture*
Albert
Bacon
2<
A Manual of Gesture*
which appeared first in 1872, was written
by Bacon to satisfy what he felt was a deficiency of material on the
subject of gesture.

In his preface, he says that Rush's Philosophy

of the Human Voice and Bussell1s Qrthophorm or. Vocal Culture have
satisfied the need for such a book on the cultivation of vocal powers,
but that the want of a complete text-book on gesture is seriously felt
by the student of oratory*

He says that among the writers of antiquity,

Quintilian was the best on the subject*

Then he pays tribute to Austin

by writing i
Rev. Gilbert Austin, an eminent elocutionist of London,
Issued in A.B. 1806 his Chlronomla. a quarto volume of six
hundred pages, more than two-thirds of which is devoted to
the subject of gesture. This is the most valuable as well
as the most extensive, treatise ever written upon this
branch of oratory. The present volume is based upon the
work of Mr. Austin. The system of notation here adopted
is substantially the same as-that invented by him, and
contained In the Chironomia.
It is true that Bacon used many of Austin's theories, but he did not
always use them in the same fashion.

For instance, the two authors differ

^Albert If. Bacon, A Manual of Gesture 1 embracing; a complete
System of notation* together with the Principles of Interpretation and
Selections fcr Practice ffctfi e<&. "
3 Chicago* S. C. Grigp;8 and Oorapanv.
1881).
26
Ibid, p. ill.

I5h
in their classes of gesturesj Austin lists his gestures a© being
epicene ins', di scriminating. auxiliary., suspended or emphatical while
Bacon*s classes are designstire or discriminating* descriptive*
significant, assertive, and figurative.
Bacon used Austin’s different styles of delivery*

Epic, Rhetorical,

and Colloquialj to these he attributed the qualities of gesture which h©
called, like Austin, Magnificence, Boldness, Energy, Variety, Simplicity,
Grace, Propriety, and Precision,
Fear the positions of the feet Bacon followed Austin except he did
not use the same nomenclature for th© various positional he called his
positions first* second* third and fourth which corresponded to the
first position ©f the right foot, the second position of the right foot,
th© first position of the left foot, and th© second position of the left
foot respectively*

For the changes of position h© followed Austin.

Bacon based his notation of gesture on **the man in the sphere*
idea, but he placed his own names at the various positions*

This is

illustrated by Plate XXVT, and it will be noted that his lines of
gesture take three general directions*

descending* horizontal, and

ascending. Each of these has four subdivisions*

front* oblique.

lateral, and oblique backwards. Fro® a combination of these, h© gets*
d.f.
d.o.
d*l.
d.o.b.

descending
descending
descending
descending

front
oblique
lateral
oblique backwards

d f

!*

tt

db «

H

b.f*
h,o.
h.l.
h.o.b.

horizontal
Horizontal
horizontal
horizontal

front
oblique
lateral
oblique backwards

hf
hq
hx
hb

tt
tt

in Chironomla
n
dq »
dx

"
«
«

M

»

tt

F

ig

. 5,
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a.f.
&.©.
a.i.
a.o.b.

ascending front
ascending oblique
ascending lateral
ascending oblique backwards

af
aq
ax
ab

in Ghironomia
tt
”
M
w
"
n

Bacon then explains that the gesture might take the supine* p r o m
or vertical position of the hand, that either hand might make the gesture
or both hands might make it together.

From these different combinations

he reckons $6 different gestures of th® hand (exclusive of 32 with the
left hand* which are admissible in rare cases).

On this point It seems

that Bacon has minimised the number of gestures possible in this
situation.

Beginning the calculations with the original 12 positions

Just described and figuring that the gesture could be accomplished in
the prone* supine or vertical position would make the total 365
multiplying this figure by 3 to get the positions of the left hand, right
hand and both hands together would make a total of 108.

If It was not

desirable to figure on the use of the left hand, then 36 positions would
be excluded* but the total in this case would still be 72 which is much
higher than that figured by Bacon.
In Bacon’s book appears a theory of gesture which has not appeared
in any former books; it is the theory that to certain areas belong
certain realms.

For example, the descending gestures belong to th©

sphere of the Will, the horizontal lines belong more ©specially to th©
realm of Intellect* and the ascending lines belong to the Imagination.
Gestures in the transverse plane also have special significance caused
by their position.

He says that gestures in front are generally more

direct and personal, and also more emphatic than others. The oblique
gestures are more general in their application and less emphatic than
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those In front*

Th© lateral gestures are still less emphatic unless

expressing special emotions like aversion, repulsion, and so on*

And

the gestures oblique backwards Indicate remoteness, and are less
emphatic than any of the others.

In other -words, the farther the

gestures are from the front, the less emphatic*
The following abbreviations are th© ones used by Bacon in hi®
notation system; he explains that the £ may be omitted from the supine
hand, and r.h. from gestures to be made with the right hand singly.
When th® position of th© hand is not noted, it i® to be understood
supines and when it is not indicated whether on© or both hand® are to
be used, the right hand is understood*

The abbreviations are aa followsi

d.f*
d.o*
d.l.
d.o.b*

descending front
n
oblique
11
jlateral
*
oblique backwards

h.f*
h.o.
h.l.
h*o.b*

horizontal
”
«
B

a* f *
a.o*
a.i.
a*o*b*

ascending
”
w
”

r.h*
l.h*
b.h.

right hand
left hand
both hands

front
oblique
lateral
oblique backwards

front
oblique
l^t^ral
oblique backwards

supine
prone
vertical
V.
i. or ind,.,
index finger
s.
P.

upl.
par.
cii*
cla.

uplifted
parallel
clinched
clasped
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ap*
fol.
cro.
prep.
rep.
imp*
sus.
tr.

applied
folded
crossed
preparation
repeat
impulse
sustain
tremor

Bacon's notation system differs from Austin's in another respect In
that his system places the notations under the ward en which the gesture
occurs instead of over the word as in Austin's system.
Bacon devotes six chapters covering over ninety pages to a discussion
of the various positions of the hand} in addition, he Includes exercises
for each of these positions.

In these chapters he includes Illustrations

of each hand position, and the significance of the position.

His

concluding chapter is devoted to the transition of gesture* the rhetoric
of gesture and the countenance.

The last hundred pages of this book are

devoted to miscellaneous examples and selections for practice.
In conclusion* it should be stated that Bacon's work is based
directly on Austin's Chlranemia. but that Bacon has made certain
modifications to suit the system of notation to his own use*

In many

respects* his work is more practical, easier to understand, and easier
to apply In practice than Austin's work.
Edward P. Thrtng
The next book to be considered in this chronological development is
27
Timing's Drill Book in Vocal Culture and Gesture.
which included the

2^Edward ?. Tbwing, Prill Book in Vocal Culture and Gesture
(Hew Torkt Punk & Wagnalls Company, 1876).

1$9
in the spheren from Bacons Manual of Gesture.

Incidentally,

flaring figures that with the combination of positions possible with this
sphere 108 different positions of the hands and arms can be noted*
Thwing need as M s sources Bell, Bee on, Murdoch, Bassinl, Baseom* Barber,
Dolssrte, Darwin, Lavater, Lewis, Russell, Bush, and many others „ He
knew the work of Austin cm gesture, but It appears that he was
influenced more by Baeon and other followers of Austin than by Austin
himself,
Frank H, f m m a
The Science and Art of Elocution

by Frank Fenno followed the

so-called "mechanical” approach to gesture, but it actually took nothing
specifically from Austin*

As for as gesture is concerned, Fenno gives

these vario us attitudes of the handst

supine, prone, vertical, pointing

and clenohedj the gestures of the hand and arm are made In four general
directionst

front, oblique, lateral and backward*

Each of these four

is divided again Into horizontal, descending, and ascending*
On pages 99m 100, and 101, Fenno includes "The Miser and Plutus"
which was Included in Ghlronomia, and suggests appropriate gestures over
Indicated words and phrases.
First Annual Report of the Bureau of Ethnology
Hot all of the references to Ghlronomia in the nineteenth century
are to be found, in text-books on elocntionj in an article by Garrick Mallory

28
Frank E. Fenno, The Science and Art of Elocution (How York:
Hinds, Noble and Eldredge, i37&),
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which was included in the report named above there were several
references to Austin’s book*

The article by Mallery was concerned

with sign language among North American Indians, and in tracing the
history of gesture, Mallery referred to Austin*® Chironomla and to
La Hiffiica degli Antichi investigate nel Gestire Napoletano by canon
Andrea da Jorioj on page 286 Mallery included a comparison between
figures of the hands in Chironomla and the latter book by de Jorio.
Mallery*s feeling about this book can be seen from this excerpts
Austin’s comprehensive work, Chironomia, or a Treatise on
Rhetorical Delivery* London, 1&06, is a repertory of
Information for all writers on gesture, who have not
always given credit to it, as well as on all branches of
eratory.5*
Charlea John Plmaptra^O
In an earlier part of this study a reference was made to Plumptre,
who was the only author to use Austin as an authority for the use of
the eyes rather than for the use of the hands and arms as was
customarily dene*

Plumptre made no reference to Austin’s theory of

gesture, but in four different places he quoted at length from Chapter
H I of Chironomla about the iaportanee of the eyes to the public

29
Garrick Mallery, "Sign Language among North American Indians
compared with that among other peoples and deaf-mutes,w First Annual
Report of the Bureau of Ethnology to the Secretary of the Smithsonian
Institution* 1879-1380* By J. W* Powell, Director {Washingtont
Government Printing Offioe, 1881), p. 289*

10

■'Charles John Plungptre, King’s College Lectures on Elocution
(Londoni Truhner & Co*, 1881)*
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speaker«
S. 5. Hamill
Another author who took his material from a follower of Austin
rather than from the origifaal source was S# S. Kamil 1, whose The
31
Science of Elocution
took much about the accompaniments of gesture
from Caldwell *s Practical Elocution!

his stucty* of the passions came,

he said* from Walker9s Elements of Elocution*
Hamill’s study of the positions of the feat Is different from
Austin9s positions in the following ways*
His
■
»
■

first position is the same as Austin9s first position
second
«
* • « « »
«
»
*
third
**
* »
«
t»
»
second
*
fourth
*
H » n » »
»
n
h

of the right foot*
»*»
i©ft
» *
«
« right * .
«•
*» left
” ,

It will be remembered that Caldwell also reversed Austin*s positions of
the feet* but it will be noticed that Hamill did not follow these either,
lhat he presents ia a new system peculiar to himself.
Isaac Hinton Brown
Isaac Hinton Brown was listed on the title page of Common School
Elocution and Oratory. ^

first published in 1082* as being the late

director of the Inter-Ocean School of Elocution and Oratory* and the
author of Rational Elocution. Common School Elocution. Common School

31
S. S. Hamill, The Science of Elocution* with exercises and
selections systematically arranged for acquiring the Art of Reading and
Speaking (Hew Yorks Phillips & Hunt* 1082/♦
32
Isaac Hinton Brown, Common School Elocution and Oratory
(rev. ed.* Hew Yorks Fowler and I/Kells do»., 18^7).•
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graialner and Review. Elocutionary Selections, Popular Speaker, and
others.

The section on action in Common School Elocution and Oratory*

he says, His intended as a guide in securing a more healthful and
graceful position in reading, and in cultivating a correct taste in
the application of gesture to public speaking.n (p.v.).
His sources seem to have been Randall's Reading and Elocution 8
Theoretical and Practical and Potter1s Manual of Heading; nowhere does
he refer to Austin, but the following requisites of action cam© from
Chironomla i

grace, propriety, variety, simplicity * boldness, energy*

and precision.
He divides positions of the feet into two classes— unemotional
and emotional.

In the former class the weight is on the retired foot*

and when the weight is on the le ft foot, which is retired, he calls it
the first position; this corresponds with Austin's first position of
the right foot.

Brown’s second position, when the right foot is

retired and receives the weight of the body, is Austin's first position
of the left foot.

In the second class of positions, Brown calls them

emotional positions, the weight of the body is on the advanced foot;
in this class, his third position is Austin’s second position of the
right foot and his fourth position is Austin's second position of the
left foot.
Brown lists the positions of the hand as supine, prone, vertical,
clenched, and pointing, and directions of the movement h© call® front,
extended* oblique, backward, descending, horizontal. and ascending.
His abbreviations also were unoriginali
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IX f.
H*f*
A*f *
D.O*
H.O.
A.O*
This book

m s

Descending Front
Horizontal Front
Ascend trg Front
Descending Oblique
Horizontal Oblique
Ascending Oblique

XXe.
H.e,
A.e.
D«b*
H,b.
A*b,

Descending Extended
Horizontal Extended
Ascending Extended
Descending Behind
Horizontal Behind
Ascending Behind

not original in Its treatment of action* and Brown’s

notarial was based on Randall and Potter| it Is mentioned only because
in addition to those two books it also used a notation system of gesture,
and fear easy theory of notation of gesture* it seems that credit must be
given to Austin for having first advanced the idea In Ohironomia#
Moses True Brown
In the book The Synthetic Philosophy of Expression as Applied to
the Arts of Beading# Oratory* and Personation*^

the author* Moses

True Brown* seems to be making an attempt to draw together in one
volume the theories of Delsarte,

Darwin and Mantegazza*

He was a

former pupil of William Russell* who had been influenced by Austin* and
as a result this book by Brown shows some traces of Ghironomla,

On

page 159* Brown admits that his book does not purport to give the

^Moses True Brown* The Synthetic Philosophy of Expression as
Applied to The Arts of Reading. Oratory* and Per3 onatlon tBostons
Houghton* Mifflin Company, i$o6)•
3k
Francois Delsarte was a French music teacher of the nineteenth
century who conceived the idea that all forms of movement and expression
were based on a triune relationship. For a complete discussion of the
Delsarte system the following study should be examined* Claude Leater
Shaver* "The Delsarte System of Expression as Seen Through the Notes of
Steele Kackaye” (Unpublished Ph# D. dissertation* University of
Wisconsin* 1938)*

l6h

technique of gesture, and recommends that Austin’s Chironomla be
consulted for such information*
He does treat gesture* however j and he refers to the norator in the
spherew; he says that each line of gesture will have reference to a
radial line projected from a center in which the speaker is standing*
Each gesture, referring to objects, will have the three technical
elements of Direction, Place, and Extension*
described as beingt

1*

These are further

Direction refers to some point upon a line

traced by a vertical sweep of the hand and ana through 180 degrees of
a circle*

The points of Direction are 1* Horizontal, 2* Ascending,

3* Zenith, h* Descending, and *>• Nadir*

Place refers to some point

upon the line traced by the horizontal sweep of the hand and arm through
100 degrees*

The points of Place are 1. Front, 2* Oblique, 3* lateral,

km Oblique Backwards, and 5* Backwards*

Extension refers to the out**

lining, describing, or emphasizing movement of the hand ty which the
speaker Indicates the form, action, or some other property of the
object*
Brown did not utilize this sphere concept to locate the positions
of the hands or arms, and did not consider a notation system, whloh la,
after all, the most original contribution made by Austin to the field
of delivery*
It is difficult to see how this book could have been used as a
text-book, but Brown probably used it in his classes at Tufts College
and at the Boston School of Oratory; in the latter school he was
succeeded upon his retirement by F* Townsend Southwick*
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William T. Hogg
Voice Culture and Elocution by Ross*^ vas published first in 1886
and was based primarily <m Bacon1a Manual of Gesture. which has already
been discussed in this study*

From Bacon he took the intellectual basis

and scope of gesture, and treated gestures as terminating below the
horizontal line, on the horizontal line, and above the horizontal line,
and as being respectively gestures of the Will, the Intellect, and the

Pagination.
Instead of visualising the speaker in the center of a sphere, Boss
conceived of him in the middle of a room, and be "positioned** gestures
according to four series, which were the front, the oblique, the lateral
and the backward-oblique, all in the transverse direct!on$ in th©
vertical direction, the positions war© descending, horizontal, ascending
and the semlth,

From those positions, these combinations were formedt
d.f.
h.f.
a.f.
d.o.
h* o#
a.o*
d.l*
h«l«
a.i.
d.b* O*
h.b.o.
a.b.o.

descending front
horizontal front
ascending front
zenith
descending oblique
horizontal oblique
ascending oblique
descending lateral
horizontal lateral
ascending lateral
descending backward-oblique
horizontal backward-oblique
ascending backward-oblique

His additional notations for the hands wore

^William T. Boss, Voice Culture and Elocution (8th ©d*. Bee
Torkj The Baker & Tkylor Co., i88£j.
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r.h*
l.h.
b.h.
s.
p*
v*
ind*
ell*
da.
cro*
fol*
rep*
ijap*

right band
left hand
both hands
supine (palm of the hand up)
prone (palm of the hand down)
vertical (palm turned outward)
index hand; also, the half index hand
hand clinched
hands clasped
hands crossed on the breast
hands and arms folded
gesture repeated
impulse—-gesture repeated from elbow or wrist

Bess then included exercises for these hand positions:

Eight Hand Supine,

Both Bands Supine, Eight Hand ?r©ne, Both Hands Prone, Both Hands
Vertical, The Vertical Hand, The Index; Hand, The Clenched (sic) Hand,
Hands Clasped, Wringing Hands, Hands Crossed on Breast, Hands Applied
and Miscellaneous Exercises.
The discussion of the significance of th© Head, the Byes, th© Arms
and the Hands, the Body, and the Lower Limbs which appears on pages 39
to h3 of this book are the same as those on pages U82 to Mlit in
Chironoaia.
liuch of what appears in this book seems to be a combination of
Austin*s material and the changes made in that material by Albert Bacon
in his Manual of Gesture*
Robert I. Fulton and Thomas C* TTueblood
Practical Elements of Elocution

by Robert X* Pulton and Thomas 0.

TTueblood was the first attempt, according to the authors, to harmonise
th© voeal elements of Dr. Rush’s Philosophy with th© triune theory of

16

Robert I* Pulton and Thomas G. Tru ©blood, Practical Elements
of Elocution (Boston: Ginn & Company, 1893)*
■ ■
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Delsarte.

it m s also am attempt to harmonise jDelsarte*® triune theory

irlth Austin*s theories on movements of the body.
Fulton and Trueblood use this triune theory throughout this booh,
and so it might be worthwhile at this point to discuss It briefly*
According to this triune theory, which they explained in their
I,

Chapter

the inward consciousness of a person (which they also called the

Psychic Being as a Person) was divided into threat
II*

The Mental Mature} and XXX*

then explained as follows;

X*

X*

The Emotive Mature*

The Vital Nature}
Bach of these Is

The Vital Nature of a Being exhibits the

phenomena of life, and reveals the various manifestations of the physical
organisms II,
XXI*

The Mental Nature exhibits the phenomena of the Mind}

The Emotive Nature exhibits the phenomena of Emotions,
This triune division is applied to the body, which is in turn

divided into three parts, labeled Vital, Emotive, and Mental; these three
parts of the body, the limbs, the torse and the head, are further divided
into smaller divisions relating to the Vital, Emotive and Mental.

In

this connection, the head is divided into the brain and the face*

The

brain is sub-divided into threes
medulla oblongata*

the cerebrum, the cerebellum, and the

The face is divided into this scheme i
^ 'Forehead
*<*

IX* Mental'-'

N.

N

/Eye
✓/
Man...... XXI. Emotive^...,Hoae and Cheek.........Kaos (an agent of action)
S'

I. Vital'/

Nl&mth
✓

NN

" Chin and Jaw
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In the division of the Torso into the trinity, the scheme is thisi
II* Mental* *. «• .Upper
Man*****HI* Emotive*.*..Middle*.. *.Torso (an agent of action)
X, Vital******.Lower
The third part of the body, the limbs are first divided into the Arms
and the legs.

The Arms are then divided intoi

and the Upper Arm*
following positionsi

the Hand, the Forearm,

Tbs Hand, it was stated in Chlronomia. have the
Index, Supine, Prone. Reflex. Clasped. Averse

(vertical) and Clenched*
-Index
II. Hfental*^* .Supine

"'•Prone
Man

I H. Emotive^*.Reflex.... Positions of the Hands
'Clasped
I* Vital «%I**.Averse
Clenched

The application of this theory may be seen by quoting from several of
the descriptions in this book*

On pages 376 and 377, Fulton and

Trueblood discuss the index finger in this fashion*
This is perhaps the most Mental of all the Positions of
the Hand* The Mental forefinger is emphasized and
extended, while the other fingers and Vital thumb are
closed in and retired, concealing the Emotive palm.
The dominant significance of this principle Is Mentality.
In description of external things it points out objects
in whatever plane they may be located, and directs the
mental vision of the audience* It counts objects,
enumerates facts, and designates points of arguments*
And on page 380# the following description of the Clasped hand;
This position of the hands evidently belongs to the Emotive
realm* In hands Clasped the warm, Emotive palms are
brought together, and the fingers and thumbs are clasped,
or interlocked and clasped as if to emphasise or press the
palms closer together for more intimate and sympathetic
eoBmrunlon*
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In discussing th© positions of the feet, Fulton and Trueblood follow
Austin in calling these by these terns:

First Position Right, First

Position Left, Second Position Right, Second Position Left, and the
Third Position, which Is called th© Military or Gymnasium Position and
was not on Austin1© list*

TO this list of positions they add attitudes

of the feet which they explain are positions enlarged and extended*
The triune diagram follows:
^ -Second Att., Right and Left, Por’d Incl *n
I. Vita!.*....
'"-Third Position and Third Attitude
-— First Attitude, Right and Left
Man.•••.II. Mental*,****
'"-First Position, Right and left
...^Second Position, Right and Left
III* Emotive^* **
'-^Second Att*, Right & Left, Back *d Incl’n
The complete system of zones, positions and attitudes is shown on the
inclosed Plate XXVII.
Fulton and Trueblood relate Austin* s "man in the sphere1* to
Delsarte1s Zones or Planes (Horizontal Plane, or the Plane of Equalltyj
the Elevated Plane or Plane of the Superior and the Ibwhward Plane or
Plane of the Inferior).

On page 2*01 they present their version of

Austin*® sphere (see Plate XXVIII), and they explain their theory as
follows t
The horizontal line HH represents about the middle of the
Plane of Equality. This is man’s Normal or ordinary sons
in which his personality meets and deals with his fellow—
man and the material things about him*
The horizontal line EE represents about the center of the
Plane of the Superior. This is the realm of the ideal, the
high, the good, the true and th© beautiful* Hope, faith,
love, beneficence, patriotism, triumph, and liberty require
gesture in this Plane* It is the imaginative and poetic
Plane*
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yaVII

Plate

Table of :ones from Fulton and Trueblood*s Practical Elocution

ZONES,

IV'

P O S IT IO N S

T a b u la r

AND

V ie w

o f

A T T IT U D E S

Z onal

OF

BODY.

399

C o rre sp o n d e n c e s.
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The l*an iv t,Lie Sphere from Fulton anc Truehlooc’s Practical Elocution

in i l k i T I o n a

o f

■i'm-:

uonv.
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h o r iz o n ta l P Iatti\ o r t h e P la n e o f E q u a lity ; 2. 'T h e E ic i'a te d
.'Wine o r P la n e o f the S u p erio r; 3. T he D o w n w a r d Plane o r
!\'ane o f the In ferio r.
A d o p tin g th is m o re re c e n t a n d a p p r o v e d te rm in o lo g y , we
J o n o v i o l e n c e to t h e p r o g r e s s o f t h o u g h t in r e p r o d u c i n g
th e f o ll o w i n g f a m i l i a r c u t f r o m A u s t i n ’s Chironotm a.

Fie. 36.
I . P lane o f E q u a lity .
L e t t h e h o r i z o n t a l li n e H H r e p r e s e n t a b o u t t h e m i d d l e o f
th e P la n e of E q u a lity .
T h i s is m a n ’s N o r m a l o r o r d i n a r y
z o n e in w h ic h h i s p e r s o n a l i t y m e e t s a n d d e a l s w ith h is
In th is h e
f e llo w - m a n a n d t h e m a te ria l t h i n g s a b o u t h im .
l o c a t e s h i s b r o a d field s, t h e i n s t i t u t i o n s a n d i n d u s t r i e s of
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Th© line DD represents about the middle or lower emotion
of the Plane of the Inferior* Gestures putting down that
which is low and contemptible reach their culminating
stroke In this Plane* Hero are located gloom, doubt*
fear, sadness and the uncertainties of life* Malevolence,
hate, revenge and th© evil passions range in this Plane#
In addition to the three Planes or 2ones, there are three modes of Motion
or Gesture which Delsarte terms Eccentric, Concentric, and Normal or Poised*
Eccentric movement is motion from a center ©ntwardj Concentric Movement
is motion from without in, or toward a centerj and Poised or Normal
Movement is simply balanced or centered motion*
It can be seen that In this book Fulton and Trueblood were attempting
a new application of Austin1s theories of movement of the body by
harmonising them with the theories of Delsartej th© result seems to have
been a confusion and complication of the original theories of both Austin
and Delsarte, and it Is difficult to understand how such a complicated
system as developed by Fulton and Trueblood could have been very practical*
In treating the combined effort of two authors, speculation some
times arises about the origin of theories, and in this case on© might
wonder whether Fulton or Trueblood was responsible for this attempted
har®oniz ation of Hush, Delsarte, and Austin*

In 19L1, Trueblood testified

in a personal interview with Dr* Giles W* Gragr^ that Fulton was

37
This was reported by Dr* Giles W. Gray, Professor of Speech,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, after a personal
interview with Thomas CU Trueblood at th® latter*s home in Florida in
March, 191*1.
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responsible for the material m

Bfelsarfce which appeared in this book.

This seems reasonable in view of the fact that Fulton was seeking a
different application of action, and might have felt that a combination
of Austin with Delsarte was a proper one*

Perhaps this is what he had.

In mind when he addressed the national Convention of Public Headers
and Teachers of Elocution In 1892* at this convention he said*
In 1806 *©hiranomia”, by the Rev* Gilbert Austin, A.Iff*,
of London appeared* • • «With the exception of a few pages,
this volume of 600 pages was devoted to action, and it
forms the plan upon which almost all of the books on action
since then have been made* * * • As a drill-book in
technique this is valuable j but we must look for a ©ewer
and better conception of the application of action#™
Considering the confusion surrounding this combination of Delsarte
and Austin, it is questionable whether Fulton actually achieved the
“newer and better conception of the application of action" which he
desired#
Hugh Campbell* R« F* Breweri and Henry Neville
In a book entitled Voice# Speech and Gesture^ which was written
jointly by the three authors named above, Henry Seville is given credit
for having written the section on gesture*

There Is not a definite

^Robert I* Fulton, “A New Conception of Action,” Proceedings
of the First National Convention of Public Readers and Teachers of
Elocution. Report pub * by the Association in i8iS>3»
^rFugh Campbell, R. F* Brewer, and Henry Neville, Voice#
Speech, and Gesture (Hew Yorkt G* P* Putnam *s Sons, 1895)*
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Indication of Austin's influence on this “book, but there ore enough
similarities In it to be mentioned In this study*
On page 118, Neville includes what h© sails "indications of
movement.w

They are

1. advance— -indi cates love, desire, and courage
2* retire— 'indicatesaversion or fear
3* start— indicatesterror or dismay
b. stamp— indicatesauthority or anger
5* kneel— indicates submission, prayer, supplication
The qualities which he lists on page 12b, it will be remembered, were
discussed by Austin on page b5>3 in Chironomia. These qualities are
1.
2.
3.
k*
5*
6.
7.
8.

grace
magnificence
boldness
energy
varie^r
simplicity
propriety
precision

On page 12b appears a note which has never appeared in any of the
other books on gesture that have been studied thus farj it is Neville's
advice that "ladies should cultivate the expression of the ankle."
Neville's division of the forms of emotion into th© colloquial, the
rhetoric, and the epic was discussed by Austin on page b£2$ and On the
subject of the stroke of gesture, he uses this quotation from Austin*
"The stroke of gesture is to the eye, what the inflexions of the voice
are to the ear."

bO

On the matter of placement of the hand, page 133, Neville finds
significance in these positions t

bQchlronomia» p. 377,

1.
2*
3*
h*
5*
6*
7*

hand on the head— Andioates pain, distress, thoughtfulness
hand on the eyes— -Indicates shams and sorrow
hand on the lips— indicates injunction, silence
hand on the breast— indicates appeal t© conscience
waved or flourished— indicates joy or content
clasped dr wrung— indicates affliction, despair
hand extended— indicates friendship* appeal* receiving

His classification of general motions into principal* subordinate,
and significant is similar to Austin’s classification* and the classic
fication of particular gestures into primary* diacri mlnating, significant,
auxiliary* suspending, and emphatic is the classification of non
significant gestures on page 367 of Chironomia with the exception of the
primary classification which is not included by Austin,
On page 1$9$ Neville presents his notation system of gesture* which
is built on the numbers from 1 to 81j each number has been assigned to
designate such things as temperament* the walk* qualities for perfection*
the sones* significant motions* classification* the head* the chin and
nose* and the mouth.

It Is not necessary to examine this system in any

detail because it appears to be extremely impractical* in this system it
would be necessary to remember the significance attached to 81 different
numbers* and a feat of memorization would be necessary to use this system.
At least in the systems using is ttsrs for notation* in most cases a
letter has been assigned to a position, movement or attitude which
represents the name of that position* movement or attitude.
Again* in this book* as in many others discussed earlier* there was
a similarity of ideas and material between the author’s subject matter
and that appearing in Austin’s bookj however* again, as previously*
Austin received no credit as the source.

17<
John IU Scott
It ,wlll be noticed from the publication date (1915) of The Technic
hi
of the SpttftiHnp* Voioe
that this study has n m progressed into the
twentieth century*

This doe© not mean that Austin*© influence was

still as strong at this time as it mas around the middle of the nine
teenth century; it does mean* though, that to some of the teachers and
writers on elocution he was still useful as a reference*
The author of this particular bock, Scott, seems to have been
particularly cell acquainted vith the literature in the field of
•locution; in his preface, he sayst
I am the happy owner of a goodly library eh elocution*
The elder worthies— Austin, Sheridan, Steele, Walker, Bush,
Barber, Weaver, Comstock, Caldwell, Bronson, Murdoch and
Bussell, Murdoch, Kirkham, Gummere, Mandeville, Bell,
Frobisher, Bacon, and the rest,— touch elbows with the
two Raymonds, Fulton and Trueblood, Clark, Chamberlain,
Townsend, Soutbarick, Curry, Woman, King, Ayres, Kleiser,
and desens more; and the throng increases every year. If
possible, I should own every extant work on the subject**4*
In view of this imposing list of authors, it becomes difficult to
determine that he was influenced in any particular manner by Austin's
theories.

After all, Austin's book had been in existence for over a

century at this time, and his theories had been adopted and modified
by many other authors• What is interesting about this book is that

^ John K. Scott, The Technic of the Speaking Voioe. Its
Development. Training and Artistic tibe (Columbia. Mo. t printed for
the author, 1915)•
k^Ibld, p. xi.
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the author was interested in a notation system of gesture, and was
not content to use what was already in existence, hut felt inclined to
devise M s own.

Scott bases his system upon the usual two directions,

horizontal and vertical, and in the horizontal plane the positions
were established at hiiafet, middle. and low, which in the vertical plane
they were transverse or across, front, oblique, side or lateral, and
back*
sp
pp
is
ip
ius
ids
iua
Ida
r
Bxv
Bfs
rpu

These in turn produce the following code of gesture notation*
supine perpendicular
bxs high across, supine
prone perpendicular
u s middle across, supine
inward supine
lxs low across, supine
inward prone
hxp high across, prone
inward and upward, supine
raxp middle across, prone
inward and downward, supine
lxp low across, prone
inward and upward, averted
hxa high across, averted
inward and downward, averted
mxa middle across, averted
relax hand and wrist
Ixa low across, averted
both hands vertical, crossed at wrists
both hands in front, near breast, srupine
relax and retract for push

The Stroke of Gestures Indicated by a Capital letter prefixed to a
set of three small letters; these Capital Letters are*
R..* right hand

L*.*left hand

B,..both hands

Set of Three Small Letters*
The First Letter indicates the A Ititude **— 2eni th (a), high (h),
middle (S), lew (17
The Second Letter indicates the Transverse Point* ~*front (f),
oblique (o)
side (s)j,~*back (b)
The Third Letter indicates the Hand Posture at the end of the
gesture*— supine (s), prone (p), averted (a), vertical (v),
fist (f)7 index (ij)
Last Two Letters:— fthen two Roman letters supplement the sot of three or
the italic symbols of preparation, they Indicate some special
characteristic of manual Action or Posture, viz.t
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sh
ts
d
bk

shake
tossing
clasped
beckoning

IT
pu
fl
rt

shuffle
pushing
folded
retracted

an
sp
th
fs

enumerating
springing
thrusting
fist supine

ro recoiling
gr grasping
t p fiat p r o m

sf
br
bi
hi
fn
pi
si
hh
vi

snatch across, to prin© fist
hand averted, across on breast
hand index averted, across on breast
hold posti^re till the end of th© spoken group
fist posture, with hand at normal position at the aide
prone index
supine index
hand tm heart
vertical index

Scott included Patrick Henry*© speech "Give Me liberty, or Give Me
Death*' complete with notations, and a

few

lines

fro m

this selection will

be given to show his application of symbols of notation*
s
p
Ifs hi
The question before the house is one of awful moment in this country,
m
x
For my own part, I consider It as nothing less than a question of
a
r
freedom or slavery^ and in proportion to th© magnitude of th©
mfs
1
s
mos
subject ought to be the freedom of debate.
The symbols in the excerpt above meant
s
p
Ifs
m
x
a
r
mfa
i

supine
prone
hi
lew front supine, hold posture till the end of the spoken group
middle
across body
averted
relax hand or wrist
middle front supine
index
b
supine
jnos
middle oblique supine
It should be easily seen from the foregoing examples that Scott* s

theory of gesture and th© notation of gesture as applied to speaking is
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similar to Austin*® theory on that subject,

Thera wear© some changes

made by Scott, but basically, the theories and application are alike*
Joaeph A. Mosher
Joseph A* Mosher, who taught public pseaking in the College of th©
li*a
City of New fork, wrote Complete Course In Public Speaking*
which was
first published under that title in 192kj in 1916, however, Part II of
that book, on Gesture, had been published as a separate book under the
title of Essentials of Effective Gesture*
Mosher also used a notation of gesture which was similar to that
used by Scott ©arllerj the planes were middle, hiidu and low in the
vertical direction and front, oblique, and lateral In the horizontal
direction.

His nine positions of the hand were*
middle front,,.mf
middle oblique,.me
middle lateral,,.ml
high front, ,hf
high oblique,,*ho
high lateral*,,hi
low front*, *lf
low oblique,«,lo
lew lateral,., 11

His table of hand fbras or attitudes of the hand were:

supine (s), prone

(p), index (I), clenched (c), vertical (v), and both hands (bh).
In applying his notations, Mosher placed them under the word on
which the gesture was to be made; for example
The narrowness of the street was an objection.
(m f s)

^Joseph Albert Mosher, Complete Course in Public Speaking (?th
ed., New Torki The Macmillan Company, 193t)«
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The only importance of this work lies 1b the lets date of Its
appearance) this is another hook in the twentieth century in which
traces of Austin, heavily modified by now, may still be seen, par
ticularly In the concept of notation*
Frederick B. Robinson
As late as 1921, when Robinson1a Effective Public Speaking^ was
published, the influence of Chironomia was still In evidence in a few
books on elocution*

Robinson, who was listed on the title page of his

book as being a Professor of Public Speaking at the College of the
City of Hew Tork and who later became President of that College, says
that he is basing his abstract on gesture upon the system devised by
Austin*
After waking this statement about the Chironomia* he proceeds to
disease two laws of gesture which do not appear in that book.

The

first of these is called by lobinson “The Law of Particularity,** which
states that a gesture directly in front regers to one specific thing,
a gesture obliquely from the body refers to several things, and a
gesture to the side refers to many things*

In other words, gestures

become sore general and 1ess particular the farther from the front
they are made*
The second law, “The law of the Planes,n gives to the ascending
plane the name “plane of the spirit, ” to the horizontal plane the name

Frederick B* Robinson, Effective Public Speaking (Chicago i
Lasalle Extension University, 1921),
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"plan© of th® mind," and to th© descending plan© th© name "plane of the
body*"

ibis calls to mind th© theory of th© trinity in expression

advanced by Delsarte*
There might be seen sea© similarity between Robinson and Austin on
the positions of gesture in th© transverse and horieontal directions*
In the transverse, th© various points are front, oblique, and laterals
in the horizontal, they are ascending, horizontal, and descending*
A combination of these give the following positions which are noted*
a.f*
h.f*
d*f*

ascending front
horizontal front
descending front

a«o« ascending oblique
h»o* horizontal oblique
d*o* descending oblique

&*1* ascending lateral
h.l, horizontal lateral
d.l. descending lateral

Gesture can alee be made oblique backward at all levels*
gives a total of twelve positions of one hand*

This, then,

Robinson might have based his discussion of the making of a gesture
on Austini i*1 any ease, th© theory is the same, and the gesture consists
©f a preparatory movement* then the execution terminating in the stroke
or ictus, and finally, the return, movement*
Robinson includes some discussion of a few dispositions of the hand*
the supine hand, th© prone hand, the vertical hand, the clenched (sic)
fist, and th© Index finger* h© might have taken his discussion from Austin,
although such positions and dispositions had been mentioned In many books
before in a similar fashion*
Also his discussion of continuous delivery, which was included- in
Chironomia as the transition of gesture, could have come from other
sources, since It had been discussed by other previous authors*
The conclusion to be drawn from an examination of Robinson*© book Is
that if he had not said that he was using Austin*s Chironomia as the

source for hi. aat«rl«l, it night not have bean evident, since his
treatment of gesture m

almost a superficial one,
Summery

The Influence of Chironomia was evident very shortly after its
publication when Chapman*s The Orator appeared which seems to have been
based directly upon it although this can be documented only through
Cooke«

The American Orator* by Increase Cooke, showed so much of the

influence of Chironomia that it is believed to be the first book in
America to have been influenced by it.

The Influence of Chironomia

on American books on elocution, then, would extend from 1311 to the
early part of the twentieth century.
During the period of its popularity, Chironomia seems to have
been used together with Rush*© Philosophy of the Human Voice to present
a detailed treatment of the voice and gesture.

Austin*a own theories

of the voice were not used by later writers, probably because they were
not new nor original, and because of the widespread use of Rush*s book.
Later in the nineteenth century attempts were mads to reconcile
and harmonize the philosophies of Delsarte with those of Austin* Hoses
True Brown was one who tried to do this, and Fulton and Trueblood went
to great extremes to harmonise the two theories.

Neither attempt at

harmonization was very successful.
The main contribution of Austin to later writers was his notation
of gesture* this was completely original with Austin and it can probably
be said that any later works which utilized s system of notation were
based on Chironomia, either directly or indirectly.

Many authors attached

their own notation symbols to various positions of th© hands, arms,
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fingers, feet end other parts of the bocfy, bat the basic theory belongs
to Austin.

This was the principal influence of Chironomia on lator work®

on elocution.

CHAPTER

t

COHCHTSIONS ABOUT CHIRONOMIA AKD ITS INFLUENCE
In discussing th® Influence of Chironomia on th© hooks which
followed it, It is felt necessary* to review two Ideas held by Austin
which have a direct relationship to this matter.

The first of these

is Austin's theory of elocution and th© second is his original con
tribution to elocution.
It was shown in the early part of this study that to Austin the
fifth canon of rhetoric was called pronuntiatio. and in that canon he
understood both pronunciation and action.

To him the fifth canon was

devoted to delivery, which he called th© external part of oratory, and
which he said was composed of three things*

the voice, the countenance,

and gesture.
Showing then that Austin's main Interest In writing the book was
to compos© a treatise on rhetorical delivery, and knowing further that
he realised the inadequacy of any existing system by which the various
positions of the body could be symbolically represented, it Is possible
to understand why he became Interested in devising a notation system
for gesture.

His notation system is his most original contribution

to the field of elocution.

There had been other texts written on the

subject of gesture, but Chironomia was the first to advance a system by
which all the positions of the body might be symbolically represented.
Without the originality of the notation system Chironomia would not
have exerted th© influence on later books which this study has shown to
have axisted.

It has already been stated that such a comprehensive
181*
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notation system of gesture had never been devised before, and that any
book written after 1806 which used a notation system of gesture can be
said to have been influenced by Chironomia.
It has been shown in this study that the influence of Chironomia
covered a span of sore than a century.

After its publication in 1806,

its first issBediat© influence seems to have been on James Chapman* a
The Orator. which in tuna was shown t© have directly influenced the
American Orator by Increase Cooke*

This latter book appeared in

America in 1811, while the earlier book had been printed in London in
1809.

It was shown that th© influence of Chironomia. extended itself

within a short time to the continent of lurope, and prompted Christian
Hlchaells to base his book upon it*

This influence of Chironomia on

th© writing in the elocutionary field lasted throughout th© nineteenth
century and even into the twentieth.
The influence of Chironomia and the amount of Information
extracted from it varied from th© very slight to the wholesale adoption
of its principles.

The amount went from such a slight reference as that

by Charles Plumptr© on the use of th© eyes, the only study to

refer to

Chironomia for this treatment, to the abstracting ofcomplete

units in

the fashion of Jonathan Barber and Andrew Comstock.
Of Austin's discussion of the three "external" parts of oratory, the
only one which was adopted to an appreciable extent was that on gesture.
Austin's discussion of th© voice had no important Influence on later
writings on elocution.

After 1827, Th© Philosophy of the Human Voice

by James Hush was the principal reference book on the voice and was
generally used in connection with Ohlronomia which was the reference book
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on gesture*

Several studies on the history of speech education in

America have stated or implied that this combined use of Rush and
X
Austin was a common practice*
This study concurs In that conclusion*
It has already been stated that Austin1e most original and novel
contribution to elocution was the notation system of gesture*

It was

this notation system or modifications of it which had the most direct
influence upon later writers*

the use of a notation system resembling

Austin9s ranged from those copied directly from his "man in the sphere*99
using the same symbols he attached to positions, to those which merely

1See especially? Charles A* Frits* "The Content of the Teaching
of Speech in the American College before lo$0* with special reference to
its influence on current theories" (Unpublished Ph. B. dissertation*
New Xork University* 1928), p* 1|8; also see Thomas E* Ceulton, "Trends
in Speech Education in American Colleges* 1835-193$" (Unpublished Ph. D*
dissertation* New Xork University* 193$)* pp* 32-33* 63.
With respect to the conclusion that Austin9s treatment ©f gesture
was an important contribution to elocution* th© following are typical
statements s "Chironomia was the source of most of the discussions of
gesture written during the period 1827-1890.w— Mary Margaret Robb* Oral
Interpretation of Literature in American Colleges and Universities
(New Xork? The H. W* Wilson Company*
p. u£. Wrther* "* . , the
influence of Austin upon later writers seems to have been primarily in
the field of gesture* "— Charles P. Green* "Conceptions of Rhetorical
Delivery" (Unpublished Ph. D* dissertation* Northwestern University*
19h8 )* p* 7h0. Finally* ". * * the effect ©f this book on th® elocution
teachers of the nineteenth centurywas unique* Any treatise which was
written solely on gesture or to any extent featuring it* depended in
most instances upon Austin. "— Milton «J. Wiksell* "Social Aspects ©f
Nineteenth Century Arne lean Elocution" (Unpublished Ph. B* dissertation*
Louisiana State University* 19^8)* p. 31$•
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attached a few symbols to a meager mxmber of hand positions*

2

In the

first class, one sails to mind the works of Jonathan Barber and
Andrew Comstock, while In the last group, the symbol used by Mosher
and Robinson are representative• The idea of a notation system was the
most lasting of Austin’s theories, in addition to being the most
original*
In conclusion, it ean be said that Gilbert Austin’® Chironomia
exerted great influence on the writers on elocution during the nine
teenth century by presenting in one massive volume the collected
writings of both classical and contemporary authors*

Chironomia was

a scholarly work, thoroughly documented and painstakingly written,
and was undoubtedly the most comprehensive collection of theories of
delivery and motion assembled up to that time from the Greeks, the
Romans, the French, the Germans, and the English*

Solely on the basis

of the authorities and sources used by Austin this was a remarkable

2

One of Austin’s sets of notations which was often changed by
those who borrowed from him concerned the positions of the feet| the same
basic idea was presented in most of the texts examined in this atudyj
that the feet are to be a certain distance from each other, that the
weight is to be given to a particular foot, and that changes from
one foot position to another are to be made smoothly* It Is difficult,
therefore, to know why the positions referred to by Austin, and named
by him were often reversed by later authors. Austin’s notations on this
matter seem to have been among the most misunderstood or misused of his
instructions •
Austin’s instructions concerning the stroke and time of gesture,
transition of gesture, grace of gesture, and significance of gesture
were all used to lesser degrees by later authors* His instructions when
they were used, were not much changed, and were generally stated in nearly
the same way*
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book*

As a reference book for later writers on elocution it was a

repository of much valuable information*

Prom the time of its

publication in I 8 0 6 until the early part of th© twentieth century, for
ever a hundred years, hardly a decade passed without the publication
of a new text on elocution which contained some material from
Chironomia*

The preceding chapter on authors who followed Austin

presented a selected list of books published during the nineteenth
century which used Austin's material, and indicated the extent to
which later writers were Indebted to Austin and his book for theories
on delivery and action.
It was net until the modern theories of psychology and their
application to bodily action, gesture, and delivery were advanced early
in the twentieth century did the influence of Chironomia begin to fade
after having exerted a pronounced effect upon elocutionary thought and
theory for a period exceeding a hundred years*
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ibt

gibrnrg
Jrinitu Colley, Dublin
14.th August 195 2*

Alban F. Vamado, Esq.,
1350 Florida Street,
Baton Rouge 2.
Louisiana.

Dear Sir,

of

I am writing in reply to your inquiry of the 5th
August about the Revd. lilbert Austin.

The entry in Alumni Dublinenses can be expanded
as follows :
Austin entered as a pensioner ( an obsolete
term meaning that he entered as an ordinary student,
neither a sizar nor a gentleman commoner). His
tutor was Dr. Norris. The date of his entry and age
is stated and his father is described as "generosus",
i.e., ’'esquire’1, simply meaning a country gentleman
of
private means. Austin took our scholarship in
1772 which shows he was a very bright student as
this is a difficult university examination which
would nowadays be reckoned more distin uished than
first class honors. Of course there were no honor
courses in the eighteenth century. He took his B.A.
in the spring of 1774 and li.A. (for^shich he would
need no examination but only three years seniority
at least) in the summer of 1780.
I have looked up Austin in the Fasti Ecclesiae
Hibemicae by Henry Cotton, Dublin 1851-78. According
to this work a Gilbert Austin wh6 is presumably
the same held the following preferments
Minor canon of St, Patrick's, 1798.
Prebendary of Cloneamery in the diocese of Ossery*
collated 1818 (Dec. 12th); resigned 1821 on
*
becoming Prete*ttdary of Blackrath in the same
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Jbr £ibrnrn
ftrhutj) College, Dublin
14th Aug* 195-2.

diocese. He resigned the latter aopointment on
April 29th 1835.
If he is the same person he was evidently in
advanced old age, but I do not think this impossible.
In Cotton Austin is described as having published
a Sermon on a future state, Dublin 1794 and another
sermon For the Sick and Indigent Room-keepers,
Dublin 1797#
de have two copies of the first sermon
but none of t: e second, anr also I am sorry to notice
t; at we have no copy at alj of the book on gesture
which you are particularly studying.
I hope that tv'is information will be of use to
you.
Yours faithfully,

Librarian•
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Si-bf Jibinin
frnnitfi College, Shiblin
6 October,

Rev.

Gilbert

1952

Austin

1. 3on cf oamuel A. Austin, b o rn in Co. Louth,
e d u c a t e d b y Mr. Morris at Drogheda.
2. E n t e r e d T.C.D.

1 Feb.

1770, a g e d

17*

3. V i c a r o f L a r a g h b r y a n (J'aynooth) I f 1^-1$37,
h a v i n g faculty to bold with it
P rebendary of C lo u a m e r y and Vi car ay- of Inistioge,
K i l b e a c o n , Aosirrui Jt Killahy.
1 3 2 1 - r e s i g n e d t hese for the p r e b e n d a r y of Blackrath.
R e s i g n e d b l a c k r a t h in 103 5, but r et a in ed L a r a g h b r y a n
ti ll his d e a t h in De ce mb er 1337 or J a n u a r y 1333.
A. M a r r i e d C h a r l o t t e Cram pt on cf 3 t . Bridget's
P a r i s h , D u b l i n [Marriage licence 2 August, 1732.
5.

Published A sermon, Dubl in 1791#
C h r c n o m i c a , Lond. 1306.
C c n t r i b u t e d p ipers on n at u r a l p h i l o s o p h y to
P h i l o s o p h i c a l T r a n s a c t i o n s and T r a n s a c t i o n s o f
the Royal Irish Academy.

6.
His P r e r o g a t i v e will, as of M e r r i o n
was p r o v e d in 1333.

Square,

Dublin,
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Tal«gr«Dlitc Addrvts;
" R E P R E S E N T , D U B L I N ."

Ufprcscntati& c Bobn of % Cjwrrjr o f Jrclan J.
INCORPORATED UNDER THE NAME OK “THE REPRESENTATIVE CHURCH BODY.”
j

T in;

L

lurary

— 5: St . Stk

p h e n ’s

G

r een

. E

ast,

Pieaie quote

DUBLIN. C, 2
.....Lfc.tJUS>i*UX.Cb.,....19,5.4.1.

Refe>enttyIti...^LX,X.^tX.y*

A lcan

x.

V^ruao,

a.sp.

,

looc rluria,; jireet,
.outon

L tl. 1JXA1.A •
L>• O «ii •

Tne Chief officer ana secretary has ^iver. n.e your letter of
loth iw-rch r_e hev. Gilbert Austin.
o r . H. .I. rarke's infornation was taken fron Hev
Church

oemon
a ruluie otate.
1794,
,k ovmo:* for the _»icn cc irai^ent noonnkeeper s.
mublin, cvo. 1797.
A lo„ in Le^li-'o sutok, the work publishea in Lonuon, ir. 16ub, is called
’'Ouronanica” u at "Ohiranemia” , nor *‘whirorouica" , as it is variously
..pelleo. in your letter.
a

_ift

"u^-a-tea* w cai.o instituted. to a benefice wnich is in the
of tne aichcishop of - riovinoe, ^r the uisno^ of u uiocese.

A ’prebehaury" Is a Loluer of a preuenu, i.e. the revenues
of a ^ortion of xunu oelon^iny, to a cathearal or collegiate church,
._rar.teu as stipend to a canon or iser.ser of the chapter.
a

UI queries about Loyal irisn Academy ana joara Gnarlemont
a c u u emy , 19 , u a w son

^ j v c s e n t -> i. to t h e ^ it a c t t oe cifitoiy oi t n e
•s t r e e t ,
ao-.telill, Vvi.u «iii w.ri te to jou uileCt.

rte£.rettinc

1

nave so little auuitional information,

Yours faithfully,

22

Librarian.
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filbert Austin:
He

was Chaplain <->f tne *ungaaler. Asylum, i,eeson street, Dublin,

1762-1614.

He married August 1763, Charlotte, eldest daughter of

Lojor John

Francis Cramp ton of Merrion oquare, Dublin, and sister of

Dir Fhilip

Crompton.

ne died December

6

, 1637(Daunder *a Hews Letter j.

riis ,;ill dealt with effects worth £6,538.
(From oupplement to Ossory Clergy by Rev. J. B. Leslie,
Type script "in Library of Representative Church Body).
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R O Y A L IRISH A C A D E M Y

Com m unication* sh ou ld b e

Dawson Street*
DUBLIN.
14th May, 19,>4.

Rev.Gilbert Austin
D~ar Sir,
Dro'\ Synge has as^ced me to reply to your letter. You already
nave a LI toe avaiLatle biographi or.L notes from Leslie 'Ossory Clergy &
Parishes'. I now give what is available of Gilbert's association with
the Royal Irish Academy.
r le s was e l e c t e d
a Member on f i n d May 1786. He acted as
'deputy' from time to time on the Committee of Antiquities of the
Council and was formally elected a Member of that Committee on 16th
Maren 1796. He was elected Secretary of the Committee on fist May
1796. He was not, however, reelected to the Committee in the next
year.
He resigned his membership of the Academy on Jan.9th 1804.

The following papsrs read by him■ '"ere published.in the
Transactions of the Royal Irish Academy. All these papers are scientifi
ic so that his very short association with the antiquities Committee
is not surprising.
1) Description of a portable barometer. Trans.R.I.A . Vol.4(1)pp.99-106.
Read 4th Dec. 1790.
L) Amethod of curring very fine screws 5c screws of two or more threads
Trans.R.I.A. Vol.4(1) pp.145-150. Read 5th Nov. 1791.
Z) Description of an apparatus for impregnating water Scothersubstan
ces strongly with carbonic acid gas.
Trans»R.I.A.Vol.6(l)pp.l?’l-154. Read 6 th November 1799.
4) Description of an a'paratus for transferring gasses over water or
mercury.
..
Trans.P.I.A. Vol.lO(l) pp 3-10. Read 4th July 1803.
There was also a paper published in the Phil.Trans. Royal Society.
London
5) On a new construction of a condenser and air pump.
Pail.Trans.Roy.Coc. 1313,pp.138-145.
Yours faithfully.__
Librari-an.
Alban F.Varnado,
1ZE0 Florida St.,
Baton Rouge 2,
Louisiana, U.S.A.

TU.
tLUk. 1^ - / 7 }}.
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